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ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR WILL OPEN
TOMORROW AT NOON BE THERE; EVERYONE ELSE WILLBETHERE
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OPENING DAY STRONG TICKET
Annual New Mexico Terr

Twenty-sixt- h

itorial Fair at the Alvarado Hotel by Governor

I I

at 1:30
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Hagerman,

CATTLE WAR

p, m.

45

2:30

p.
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p, m.

March to Fair
Base ball

grounds,

T

game at the Fair grounds.
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3 p. m.
Indian races. 1
Shining Mark for Terrorists'
T
ON
ii n i
Bombs Died in His Bed at
III
DOWN TOWN.
Di
of
Peterhof
Common
7 p. m,
Opening of Western Amusement Carnival Com- Heart,
of
the
ease
Cruise;
of
Feud
Colwell
Commander
Between Hostile Fac- pany.
Republican Convention Urges1 One Man Almost Pounded to
tions of Tribe Ends In Ex
Gov, Hageiman to Causoj
Denver Says He Could End NAME FOREVER LINKED
Death
by Sixshooter and
10:30 p, m. Bicycle dive by Reckless Russell,
pulsion of 165 Indians From
Investigation Ot All Ten Revolution At Once If AuRepetition of Lincoln Coun- WITH STERN OPPRESSION
Ancient Village.
thorized.
toiial Institutions,
ty War Is Feared.
Remarkable Adviser of EmNINETY "FRIENDUES" IN
ASK PUNISHMENT IF
LESLIES ON TRIAL FOR
THREE WARSHIPS NOW AT
peror a Tyrant by InclinaPOSSESSION OF PUEBLO
WRONGDOING BE FOUND
SLAUGHTERING CATTLE
ANCHOR IN HAVANA BAY
tion, Education and Con- viction and Bane of Anarch-Supe intendent Lemmon Be
MAY
At Same Time Confidence Is; Train Stopped
Taft and Bacon Make Hurried
and Deputy
lieves Present Status
in
Expressed
Integrity or
Sheriff Marches ThreatenPreparations to Leave For
si.
Petersburg,
16.
Be
Geni
VS'I7rtt.l
Maintained and Agency
Officials Joint Statehood
ing Witnesses Back to
Island
Roosevelt's Léite wiuiu,
o,,n- rcooorovuvi f repon,
Í
In
Is
No Danger.
mandan t of the ImWrial palace, died
and Andrews Endorsed,
Jail,
Makes Sensation.
DAYS
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at

6 o'clock ibis evening in bis villa
at Peterhof of angina pectoris.
General Trepoff, whose name was
linked with reaction and oppression
in Huss'a was a remarkable man. He
was a natural despot, a tyrant by inclination, education and conviction.
one of those men who have constantly appeared in Russian history
just at the time when conditions wev-- i
most promising for putting an end
despotism, to turn the Russian rulers
from liberalism lo reaction. It was
he who became the gulldlng spirit of
reaction after Nicholas HI. had issued
bis manifesto in the fall of 1906, promising the people a share in Ihe govHolding the position r.f
ernment.
master of the palace, in league wl.h
the court intriguers win, were determined to restore the old regime, he
constantly had Ihe emperor's ear.
Dmitri followed his father's footsteps. He attracted the attention
if
the Grand Duke S'ergius. then governor-general
Moscow,
of
and by him
was named police master of Moscow.
Trepoff tin- - Real Dictator,
Trepoff soon became Serf I us' riant
arm in fighting the revolutionary student agitation of which the ancient
capital was the hotbed. When Sergios
was assassinated Trepoff was named
governor general of Moscow. Later lie
was summoned to St. Petersburg and
given the command of the Imperial
guard and made governor general of
the city. Me took Up his residence i;
the winter palace anil beanie in fact,
if nol in name, the dictator of Russia.
Anarchy prevailed when he arrived.
An uprising on a large scale was
ii
ntarily expected. Thousands had
lied from the city, Hut Willi Trcpo'f
in cpmmand the aspect
of affairs
changed.
Trepoff Idled the streets and dead
walls were placarded With notices that
the slightest disturbance would ,,
suppressed without mercy.
And un-- i
der his Iron hand the city became

Havana Sept, 15. Three Ameritan
warships are the must imposing and
Interesting objects in Havana bay tonight.
The Des Moines arrived this morning and the auxiliary
cruiser Dixie,
with -- 50 marines on board and ready
at a moment's
notice to land Held
Held pieces and rapid lire guns, came
this afternoon.
Commander Culver
of the De Moines,
and Lieutenant
Commander Urban Holmes of the
reported
to
Dixie
Commander Colwell
of the Denver, who. being the senior
officer, is in command of the squad-

Hi-wa- s

ron,

"

Special lo the Morning Journal.
Gallup, N. M., Sept 1.1. The Ions
standing feud between two rival factions of the lloqul Indians of Ora'bl
has culminated in a clash, as a resuil
of which 166 men and their families
called "hostiles" have been driven out
by ninety
braves known as the

"Friendllcs." The expelled Indians are
in camp four miles from the ancient
pueblo and it is believed the result of
the encounter has been so decisive
that the outsiders will not attempt to
return. If they should do so a tierce
light would probably result, as the Indians in the pueblo are prepared
resist Hie "hostiles" with vigor.
Superintendent
Lemmon, of tlte
Moqui reservation has telegraphed l
the commissioner of Indian affairs a:
Washington the state of affairs at the
village, saying that the employes ,.!
the agency arc In no danger, thai ha
believes the present status will be
maintained and thai there will he no
further trouble. The feud between the
two factions is an old one which li s
been a prolific cause ,,f trouble and
fighting an
ihe Indians,

The great topic of conversation today was President Roosevelt's letter.
President Palma declined to be interviewed, bi,t it is known that Jie lias
every confidence of a "square deal.C
There Is much speculation as to future
conditions In the Island. There are
great hopes among all classes that the
United States will retain some control
over Cuba's affairs.
Commander Colwell ibis afternoon
cabled, the navy department that the
revolutionary leaders assured him that
Ihey had cuased hostilities and again
Offered to bring him their ai ms, ete..
AMERICANS IN HUNGARY
and disband their forces. Commander Colwell stated that lie believed he
could, if authorized, end the InsurrecTO UNVEIL STATUE
tion at once. Hp to tonight, however,
no Instructions in his connection had
been received i,v him. The comman:,.
Iluda Pest, Sept,
The carrying
der also reported to the department
OUI ol tin- official program of the unthat negotiations for peace had been
tipveiling of
Washington statue beopened with the government and h"
gan today. The Hungarian-American- s
believed an end of the trouble would
assembled in the square of the
result,
National Museum and marched to tin
The revolutionists outside the city
monument of the Magyar poet. Petofy,
have not been dislodged to any extent.
and the
genius of the MagUnofficial stories of General Rodyar fatherland. Baechenl, and placed
rigues' tight witli4hern say persistentlwreaths upon them and later visited
y that Rodriguez retreated.
Ihe monument of si. Stephen.
This
Tills the commander denies absoalterno, ,n (lowers were placed on Kir lutely and he has again taken the
su ih's tomb.
(b id. This afternoon General Rodriguez' force and. another force comTHREATEN To
posed of General Boss's volunteers, i.ulet.
KM. I. FOREIGN CONSULS
During those trying weeks plot after
near
encountered the revolutionists
Warsaw,
11.
A rumor Is In
Sept.
Bl Cano.
The result of Ibis tight Is pro! to kill was discovered and frusno) iel known.
trated. Two of Ids own nieces at- circulation here thai the terrorists
have menaced all the foreign consuls
tempted tu execute the sentence.
with murder in the event of a general
TA FT HAS TO FINISH
Out of Reach of Months.
massacre.
MAGAZINE ARTICLE FIRST
a
In
in
dungeon,
room
Hut
like
his
Washington, sept. 15. -- Interest In
palace, where no
Hotel COiU poet j I 'our Dead.
he Cuban situation was Intensified to- the ceiiler of the him,
with the. lele
Chlahuuhua, Mexico, Sept. II. In
night by the arrival here of Secretary bomb could reach
phone constantly at his side, he issue I the collapse this in, unlng of tile Hotel
Tali who. wbb Assistant Secretary orders
Oomes Fariaz. four persons were killand received reports,
Macon, has been directed by the presi'Hie
His personal courage was beyond all ed and many others Injured,
dent to proceed to Havana and aid In quesl
dead have not vet been idenl llled.
bii.
the pacification of the Island.
g
Tri poli' made a pretense of ftCgUiaK-inSecretary Tuft went to the war de;encral (in-drTakes ( barge.
in the manifesto
of October of
partment, where with all the bureau
St. Louis, Sept. 15. Major t'.eneril
year
in Witle's elevation lo
and
that
mathit,
discussed
of
office
he
chiefs
took
BUI in reality he lAdolphus W. Greeley formally
ters requiring attention before his de- Ihe premiership.
charge of the northern division of the
a favorable oppor
parture for Cubli. Assistant Secretary was onlyto awaiting
give halite to the new re- United States army here today, MICtunity
Raeon will probably arrive tomorrow gime
c eding (ieneral llenrv ('. Corbin, re-when the regime of liberSecretary Taft Is not certain he will ty whichAndfollowed
the manifesto wan ired.
be able lo gel away tomorrow afterto sweep
noon ns he hus Intended. He said to- in full blast, threatening
Economical Viceroy.
away the foundations ,,f the governnight he was engaged in the preparaPekin. Sept. IK. (Ieneral Yuan- ment,
glad
even
was
to
lo
turn
Wittc
Bhlh-Ka- t,
tion of a IMgaalno article which had
the viceroy,
has order-Ihe great police master to restore orto be copyrighted before he left Washthat the celebration of the RaulU fesaccomplished
He
his
task
and
der.
toall
might
lake
ington, and that it
tival cense. He says the festivities are
was balled by the reactionaries us the foolish
morrow to get It ready.
end wasteful.
of the situation. The emperor
According to the present arrange- saviour
was made to believe Trepoff alone was
ments the official party will proceed t', Capable
tlte lives of MEXICO PROSPEROUS
of safeguarding
Cuba aboard the cruiser Des Molno-himself and the impe rial family. And
which will meet them either at Tamso, with the press howling at his heels,
ON THE GOLD BASIS
pa or Key West.
to become
to Tsarkoe-SelSecretary Taft said he had recelv (! he retired
palace,
no further advices from the president master of,Inthe
a more congenial ilmne
New York. Stent, if, Mexico's first
There
regarding Cuba.
phere lie look the din of the discis- year on n gold basis, which was completed May 1. has been, according to
sion for Ihe restoring of order.
"COUIJMíT GET AWAY IN
an article by Eld ward M. Conlev, for
six Attempts on in Ufa.
k HURRY," SAYS MOODY
merly vice consul general In Mexico
e
Ronton. Sept. IT.- .- Attorney GenerIn nil six actual attempts on
City, the most prosperous In the
y
al William H. Moody, who was here
have been
of General Trepoff
of that country.
today said with reference to the Cuban made within three years and only last
says
He
Investments of foreign capisituation:
.inly General Kosloff of the headquarthat lltey will ters, was easaaslrtatéd at Peterhof v tal, which had practically stopped for
"I hope Sincerely
two
years
prior to the change In anbring order without having the United a terrorist who believed he was firing
ticipation of it, were at once resumed
upon Trepoff.
Stales intervene."
on a larger scale than before, nnd
e
When ir'WHs suggested that this was
General Trepoff would have been T.t
which had also been held
what n Considerable number In both years old December IB, For sever ll hack,capltnl.
was qulcklv released.
At least
camps of the Cubans seemed to want. months he had been suffering from 1110,001,000
of foreign capital was Inthe attorney general remarked:
heart affection and asthmatic trouble-;in enterprises In Mexico
"Ves, that seems to be true."
and some time ago was forced t vested
her first year as a gold standard
"And, of course," he added. "If wo abandon a large amount of his routine country,
about one-haof it Ameriwenl there u second time we would work.
can,
not be oble to get awav In a hurry."
Trepoff's death will nol dian. the rest largely French and CanaGeneral
whether he have any immediate Influence on Ihe
Mr. Moodv was asked
Most of the new American capital
could Inuiglne a situation two year-- ' policy of the government
which
is
RooseVOi. firmly In Premier Stolypln's
hands, wn Invested In railroad construction,
hence in which President
mining equipment, plantations, city
would be coin pel led '" '"" ''Ka,nbut In case revolution ugriln breaks
establish"1 can imagine such a situation, but out Rmperor Nicholas will miss hie real estate nnd mercantile
ments. The total Investments of AmI
should hope most earnestly that It strong will.
erican citizens In Mexico now aggrehave absolute
would not occur. I
gate $600.000,000.
confidence In his sincerity thai he WI'ITF HEMES STORY
Mexico has begun her second yeir
does not desire another nomination
ASSASSINATION
OF
of the gold basis under particularly
reMr. Moody spent some time nt
circumstances.
Finance
Perlln. Sept. IB Count Wltte, for- auspicious
publican stale headquarters, as chairmer Russian premier, who Is now In Minister Llmantnur has budgeted
man of Ihe committee on resolution Hamburg,
additional federal revenue for
this evening by telephone
,,r the republican slate convention
authorized the Frankfurter Beltung to the current fiscal vear. The annual
Which will be held October r..
sliver production Is exdeclare Hint the story published in the $40,000,000
United States under a Wiesbaden date pected to show u substantial Increase,
India. Mc Famine.
copper,
Calrutta. Sept. 15. The rice famine to the effect that a Russian Studenta while the production of
amounting to more than $12.000,000
Rosenberg, armed with
In the northern provinces of India is named
year
to
annually,
promises this
bomb, a revolver and dagger had it"
reach
becoming worse and Is extending
abnormal templed to assassinate him loilny at the fifteen million dollar mark. Its
Peofsl. Price are shops.
In
price
pure
high
Mexico's
is
was
a
favor.
invention.
Suden
j
and crowds are looting the
,
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Special lo the Morning Journal.
M.. Sept.
Sliver City,

MONTH'S

NOTICE FOR ANY

CHINESE

ADVANCE STILL REQUIRED

Interstate

Commerce

BRIGANDS

SLAUGHTER

AND PLUNDER

Force of Bandits With Two
Machine Guns Attack and
on

Com-

mission Takes Action
Petition of Carriers Operat-

Kill Off

ing in

of

Southern Territory,

Japanese

Twenty-fiv-

Ganison

e,

new

.,.-,-

t,

-i

I

Austro-Hungor-

Mile (TtUlliplOIMhlp,

Tjonl Rose berry Is Writing.
London. Sept. 15. Tlio voice ol
Lord Rnseherry has not been heard
either on the platform or through the
medium of the press for many months.
All sorts of rumors were current a
week ago that he was 111. but it h n
Just leaked out that the Rarl Is engaged upon n literary work of colossil
proportions, Ihe nature of which ha
Is keeping a close secret. He has writ
ten nothing since his fine work on Napoleon, dealing with the last few years
of the emperor's life. Some of Lord
Rossberry's friends declare thst he Is
d
writing the
official biography of the great Disraeli, Earl if
Itenconsfleld.
long-nwalte-

New York, Sepl I
James Hrady'.-$45,000 colt. Accountant, ut A lo "..
won the
SOS animal eiuimploiudii'i
stakes, two and a quarter miles, ul
Sheepshead Hay today. H. P. Whitney's Ironsides was second. The lime
,
Only four went lo the
was :
post, with Accountant the favorite.
."

.

API NFS LEAVE
ANNAPOLIS FOH (THA
Annapolis, Md.. Sept. II, In
with orders received al Hi"
naval academy and barracks 72 marines will leave for league Island tomorrow and It Is expected they wl'l
sail thence on Monday for Cuba.
72

M

o

evil-doe-

1."..
Victoria, I!. ('.. Sepl
China'.- "Rights Recoven
amp. linn
being continued energetically, accord
ing to advices received today by lb''
steamer Tremont, Ihe latest move being lo OUSI Japanese Buddhist priests,
who were establishing temple
in
China, and alleged lo be starting
political
propaganda.
Japanese
priests were being expelled from several provinces.
From Manchuria reports were received of further raids by HuntghutSC
brigands, the latest attach being on
fho Russian end of tinMancharían
railway, A railway train was held up
netween Harbin and t hwangchun, tlte
travelers being robbed and forty made
prisoners and six killed.
When Russian troops arrived thoy
found the corpses of six passengers lying on the railway track. In Kwang
Tang a force of HunghUtSeSC Willi two
machine guns attacked and whOly anlished.
nihilated a Japanese garrison
2.1.
Tile commission orders that "no The bandits escaped before a of
published rates on cotton shall be ad- nese company sent in pursuit Japacould
vanced except upon thirty days' no- locale them.
tice; that from and after this dale
and until March 1, 1907, carriers may
reduce their published export rates on ALARMING INCREASE OF
cotton to various porta of export upon
CRIME AMONG JAPS
throe days' notice, and that until November I, 1906, carriers niav continue
to equalize the export
cotton rates
through the various ports by applying
Tokio, Sept. If,.- - Crime In Japaa
Hie lowest combination through all has increased alarmingly
since the
porta,
(hereby making said rates closing of the war.
particularly
without publication and minx as re- - among discharircd soldier lit
quired by law. providing thai they check mis icmieiicy o lawlessness, the
post in two conspicuous places in the
later ,,f war. Qeneral Terauchl, has
station where cotton Is received for issued strongly worded army order.1,
shipment notices of the rates so made urging the troops and reservists i
and mail copies of same to the com- maintain the dignity of tho army aii.l
mission, said notices to specify the to practice thrift, sobriety,
and
rale ami the II
luring which the
setting an example to ihe
rate will continue In effect."
na Hon.
As to cotton seed and lis products
Many policemen have been kllle
and lumber, the petition was denied, and wounded in encounters
armScores of applications for permission ed malefactors, and burglary with
with vioto change freight rales have been re- lence is extremely
A pitchprevalent.
ceived by the commission during the ed battle between two gangs of labor(last few days, and In every Instance
took place the other
day near
Ihe changes whi, h Ihe railroads de- erssaka
The combatants were armed
sire lo make are reductions. Applica- with revolvers
and daggers.
tions have been entirely voluntary.
Commissioner Franklin Lane said:
"It would Seem from the number MONTANA "REPUBLICANS
and Importance of these voluntary reENDORSE MR, R00SEVEL1
ductions that many carriers recognize
that their rales were too high at the
time of the enactment of the law. Il
also seems that they are preparing for Convention Declares for Initiative and
the operation of the new law, under
Referendum ami Direct Vote tor
which freight rales cannot he changed
Senators,
with the facility that formerly was
Ihe rule."
Helena, Mont., Sept. 15. The rpublican state convention adjourned
Crop Killed bv Front.
after nominating Charle
1 r..
Vienna,
Throughout at i o'clock
Srol.
of Chouteau, for emigres,
y
a very low tempera- X. Pray,
C.
Henry
Smith, of Lewis ami
ture Is prevailing Snow has fallen on and
the mountains and cold rains In the Clark county, for Justice of the su
preme court. The resolutions endorse
valleys.
;
Alpine tourists reoort severe wenth-ernn- d the republican members from Mon-perilous descents. Many aro tana In congress, declare for the Ini-- j
llgttva ami
for r
referendum.
weather-boun- d
In the various shel
amendment of the primary law, for
ters.
In the district of Ranb. Hungary, Ihe election of senators by direct vote,
terrific hailstorms of two hours' dura- endorse President Itoosevelt and the
tion dbt Immense damage.
Horses, work of the lust congress.
cattle and poultry were killed and
many persons were injured by the ACCOUNTANT "CARRIES 0FP
enormous hailstones.
A cowboy at
Szemere was killed.
STAKES AT SHEEPSHEAD
The damage to the vines and the
corn crops is Irreparable and Inestimable. The telephone service has been Brady'
ló.ooo ( oh Gets $2ó.om uml
completely interrupted.

Washington, Sejjf IT.- - The Inter-slat- e
commerce , ommlselon
todav
rendered Its decision on the petition of
the Southern Hallway company and
other carriers operating cast of the
Mlseourl river and, south of the Ohio and
Potomac rivers for permission to
equalise l.he eXPOrl rales on cotton,
cotton, cotton seed and Its products,
and lumber, and tbenoby make changes in tlieir export rates, without the
thirty days' notice required by the
rate law.
The commission holds that carriers
mny legally lusue i n rough bills of lading from an Interior point of shipment
to a foreign destination which specify
Ihe inland rate lo the port of export
and ocean rate from port of export,
even though no joint rate is pub-

Journal.
jlUpccial lo ihe Mornln
N, M
A
Sept. II
Alamogordo,
county
republican
Grant
convention small sized riot which might have had
Which met here today adjourned tonight after placing before the voters serious consequences, occurred on tho
one of the strongest ti, ks ls ever Bl Paso a Soi i h western train near
named by the party in this county.
Kxt rcsuely
bail blood
here today.
Resolution! were adopted endorsing lias been eugen.ler.f and a repetition
Haígorman
the course of Governor
i"
Ihe famous Lincoln county war Is
causing an investigation Into the af-- 1 ,,f
as a result of the trial fbr
fairs of territorial Office! and urging thr, itened
of Robert Leslfe, Hr..
thai all territorial Institutions be fully cattle killingLeslie,
in the local
and publicly examined by authority and Robert ease was Jr.,
brought bete i
court. The
Of the governor, and if criminal con
duel he found thai tile
bo a change of venue from Lincoln counpromptly prosecuted in the courts by ty. TI e ease wis given late last Anigh
lot
to the Jury Which is still out.
indictments,
At tlic same time the resolutions ol the .Witnesses for both s.des look
tonero
Lincoln
for
from
express the buliof that lb., adinlni.stra- - the train
A dUtpUte
soon developed Into ,,
Hon of the territorial Institutions by day,
one it' ,u
tree
which
in
republican appointees has mu been
named Jake Mix was tearfully bvn'on
wasteful, conn-- . oi renal, and fur-over 'lie head with tile butt of a efa
tiler express confidence in Ihe honest
Several others were more or
and Integrity ot H, 0. Bursiun, chair- shooter.
ver
man of the territorial republican com- less Injured, though no shits
mittee, ulio has been charged with tired.
A deputy sheriff who was rtn th;
'grave mismanagement of the affairs
of the territorial penitentiary during train promptly arrested ihe ring leadIn
the disturbance, who WC
bis term as superintendent ol that in- - ers
brpughl bai l, here on foot in chaff
stltutton.
All s nulei now I
'1 lie
resolutions further endorse the of ihe isofficer.
deadly feeling on both !,'
national and territorial republican ad- iheremore
is anticipated.
violence
ministrations and commend Delegate and
The case of the Leslies Is one of
W.
II.
Andrews for his splendid
most hard fought ever tiled In
achievements in congress for New the county,
The prosecution Is backthis
Mei(0.
Cattle
ed financially by the Block
The republican
policy of
Jolnl company
ami the ifcPonard cattle
statehood tor Now Mexico ami Ari- company of
county.
AttorLincoln
zona is given lie iny endorsement.
neys H. It. Holt of Las Cilices and I.
Bttrney
II.
of
Fori Worth. Texas, apFAVOR SAI I!V HASIS FOR
pear for Hie prosecution, and Colonel
UiL t'lHA'TV OFFldAIÜ Qatewood
of Rnewel I and J. B, WharThe convention outs Itself squarel)
the defense.
On record as favoring the placing of ton of Akimogordo for
and
ail county officers n i salary basis The lives of both Catcw threat-end
Instead of the present fee system, and Wharton have been repeatedly proseby
with
sympathizers
the
the resolutions recommend that on'-Up
such county officers he nominated as cution and the case has stirred seen
can give their personal attention to more excitement than lias heen
here in a long time,
ihe duties of the office.
h!

'

I

!

,''Ifl

,

HTRONO COI'VTY TICKET
COLORADO REPUBLICAN
PI, ( I I REFORF VOTERS
The convention humiliated the folCONVENTION ADJOURNED
lowing lickel
County commissioner, tirst district,
v. ii. Jack, cattleman ,r oak drove,
county commissioner, second district, Ticket ( lioscn V'mcd bv Leaders and
Fgorl to Break state Is
victor Culbertson, cattleman, of Bo- o 'valine:
pello: sheriff, Charles A. Fa rnswort h.
present couiitv sheriff; collector and
treasurer, Clark RodgSrS, fruit growDenver, Pol,, Sept. i:
The
er, of Lone Mountain; assessor, BenII. an stale convention
Its
e
jamin P, Wheeler, of l.nrdshurg;
,1 sine
to,
adjoin
lie,
die.
lav
and
ork
clerk, .lames Shipley,
deputy
The ticket was chosen by the load- sheriff and treasurer of stiver city: ers and an unavailing i noi l was m to,-tprobate Judge. Ccrge II I'tter. minbreak the slate in several placea, A
ing man. of Silver City; COUIJty school notable
Instance was the choice of
Superintendent, Professor 10. L. Kllloe. Chief
Justice William H, Clabber! for
of the New Mexico Normal school fac- i cnomitiat ion for a ola, e on the súulty; COUaty surveyor, Frank B, An- meme bench.
drews, of Silver Cits'.
The full ticket follows:
Delegates to the constitutional con(iovernor Philip II. Stewart, Rl
Percy Wilson, of silver city: Haso cour.lv.
vention
d
John lleegnn. of Santa Rita, and
Lieutenant Oovernor K. n. HarRobinson, of Bteeple Rock.
per. Qunnlson county.
For delegates to the territorial conSecretary
of Slate- - Timothy O'Convention ai Las Vegas. Seoteniber L".i
nor. Boulder county.
F. A. Hush. v. n. Newcomb,
n. at.
state Treasurer .unci B, Bajnt.
Tin ner ami II. II.
of gilver City;
county.
v. D, Murray, of Central, and D. n. Prowers
tute Auditor (ieorge II. Statler.
Kedsle, of Uordsburg.
Weld county.
At a meeting of Hie precinct chairII.
Attorney (Ieneral
men held after the convention, vv. n. i Hckeon, Denver county. William
Newcomb was
countv chairSuperintendent
Public
Instruction
man, and F. A. Hush was Sleeted secMisv Katherine
I,. Craig. Jefferson
retary. The county ticket it consid- county.
ered one of the strongest that has
Regenta
a
gtataUnhreraity-Charleever bom ohieed before the voters of It. Duhley. ofof Denver, and .lames C.
fJrsnl county aM the chames for re Hell, nt Las snlmas coii 'tv.
publican success in Ihe county IbN
Justices Supreme court William
fall are exceedingly bright.
H. QaMwrt, San Miguel countv. ami
Charles F. Caswell of Mesa county.
- Large
Congtessnia
NO DISTURBANCE MARKS
(oorge W.
t took,
Denver countv.
1

repub-nmplet-

pro-bal-

vv

San-for-

It.-ii-

THE BIRTHDAY OF DIAZ

DEMOCRATIC "PARTY IS

Holiday Celebration starts on Quirt!
With
n Sign of Long Predicted

NOW LIVING

IN

HOPES'

Outbreak.

lli'diu
Mexico City, Sepl.

It.

The holiday

celebrations opened today with no sign
of the Irogble thai had been predict.-- . I
for several months past. Today Is the
blithday of President Dlnx and iilwav
ushers In the celebration of Ihe hide
pendones of Mexico marking Ihe re
establishment of the republic after
the defeat of the French
President
Diaz received many callers at the national palace. Including various members of the diplomatic corps, army BM
navy officers and manv elllxens.
The
years old ami is enjoypresident is
ing excellent health

In

Southern Virginia

Speech

sav l,

In
hum ra

v

Is Victim of

Misunderstanding,

Roanoke, Vs.. Sept. R, William .'.
Hryau spent today In southwest Virginia, delivering an address this afternoon io the largest crowd that ev-- r
gathered in Ibis part of the slate In Unfair grounds al Radford and piukln,
to an enormous throng here tonight.
Ills Itarifonl speech was political, but
here he discussed ethics.
At Radford Mr. Hryau said democracy Is a doctrine thul appeals lo the
heart, and that Is why the democratic
BATTLESHIPS
VIRGINIA
party lives whether it wins or loses.
AND LOUISIANA IAII. The parly is full of hope for the com
Newport, It I Sept. II. 'Under or- lug campaign, he said, because Ihe
democracy better.
ders received from the navy depart- people uiulerHtand
ment, the Aral class battleships Loui- While the republican party Is claiming
sa n la and Virginia sailed today. Til credit for Its opposition to the trust'.,
destination of the vessels could not be it is nol doing lis duty on the tin
question, said Mr Hryau.
learned here
1

.

.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

EVERYBODY

NTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

glble In accordance with the above
specifications, regardless of sex. unless
FORTY ENTRIES FOR otherwise prcltied
liabies may he entered up to and
Including Wednesday night. Sept, nib-- r
1. 1906. at M. Mandell s . '.othlng
store. 114 Ka'lroad n venue, or at John
THE BABY SHOW
Borradaile's store. 117 Gold a VMM
Maby with nicest hands, pearl and
ruby ring, by Mlckox & Maynard.
Baby with nicest arms,
turquoise
rlM, bv Hick .x & Maynard.
Baby with Sjcésl legs, diamond rlnr,
REGISTERED
by Hickox & Maynard.
Baby with nicest feet, solid goM
baby pin set. by Hickox & Maynard.
Baby with nicest mouth, two pairs
solid gold baby shoulder
pins, by
ALL ARE FROM ALBU-Alb- uHickox & Maynard.
Por the fattest baby, a handsome
QUERQUE AND OLD TOWN silver set, given by A. Everitt. jewel

PAYS ON

BIG THURSDAY

THIS WEEK

THE JAFFA

im-i-

The most enthusiastic meeting of an
executive, ommtttiv , v, r held during
the history of the New Mexico Pair
i.it ion was the one last night In
the fri o of Manager McCanna on the
eve of the twenty-sixt- h
annual fair,
the fair, which it Is now apparent, is
to distance alj the others and to set
u new record which only hard work,
lots of money and splcndbl manaRt-IM- nl
Kvery
can equal.
member
of the committee was "on his toes,-- '
every man was sure of success; and
every one of the members p resent
VU ready to give the reasons for his
faith. Tho committee's sentiment wag
but an echo of the feeling on the
crowded streets where people all during the evening talked excitedly of
the big WMI Just ahead.
Thcommittee meeting was called
for the onslderat ion of the question
,,f passes. When the association was
organised for the twenty-sixt- h
fair, It
wag decided that owing to the heavy
,! licit left DT the hist fair, no passes
would he Issued this year, this being
one ,,f the means suggested and approved by the association for meeting
the dell' It. The committee gave th"
matter careful consideration
last
night, and while the sentiment was almos! unanimous against passes, it was
finally concluded that owing to the
ery liberal subscriptions which have
been made this year, that It WOUld not
be fair to deny them to subsi fiber.
The committee'! flnal Instructions to
the management were definite and to
the point. Briefly they were to the
ffe t that passes are to be Issued under no consideration, to anyone Midi
from subscribers to the fair fund, and
the press. The vote on this action
was unanimous.
It was further decided that no panal would be accepted from anyone on
Thursday, Albuquerque day.
This suggestion came as an afterthought, hut it was met with lUch enthusiastic approval that it w as put
through with a rising vote. The
determined that all Passes
for all purposes, would read
"NOT GOOD ON TMPPSPAY,
DA."
And on that day every person who en
teratnefalrgrounda will pay the admix
sKMicharge. Thlsrule will be rigidly adhered to. The Officer of the fa'r.
from the president to the gate. keeper,
will be required to pay admission.
Every member of the executive and
advisory committees will pay the admission charge.
Pven the reporters
on this one day will be excluded from
their eternal privilege of free admission to every thing, and will be required to pay the admission charge. The
expression of the committee on this
point was hearty and positive, It was
un expression of the feeling that has
prevail' d since preparations for this
fair began, that this fair must win and
There Is no
that it must win bin.
doubt that the committee's a, tlor) win
meet with the utipmval of the subscribers whose suppor t of the fair has
never been more loyal than this year.
were
men
who
The newspaper
present last night agr, eil that It would
tie a pleasant novelty to h IVS to pa
admission for once In their live-- . And
so the question of passes was settled.
Iasnea will be issued to subscribers
and newspaper men only. And those
passes will not be good ,,n Thursday,
Albuquerque day.
Those were the
committee's final Instructions to the
management.
Minor details oí the Unil preparations Occupied the committee for an
hour or more, when a rising vote of
thank" and approval was tendered 10
the officers and the committee adjourned to go home and rest up for
Monday morning, when the teal business of running th.- fair begins.
c
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CQRI-mlt-

Do You

afternoon; This is
town babies, of
whom there will he a number and of
youngsters entered last night and w ho
will be entered during the week.
Entries may be made up to Prlday
noon either at the store of Gol. job;.
Borradatte, chairman
of the baby
show committee, op West Cold IV
nut', or at M. Mandell's clothing stor
On Railroad avenue.
The Mbuquerqnc ESntrit
The Albuquerque babies entered up
to last evening wen- as follows:
Nile Strumquist, born Jan. 1. 1906,
0 7 Past (Irani
Mrs. John Strumquist.
avenue.
Elizabeth Fee. born June 4, IgOS,
Mr. and Mrs. K W Fee, C13 South
Second street.
Hunella Mandell. born Sept. 4. lita.-Mr and Mrs M Mandell. .110 We t
Tijeras.
Espinosa, born
Maria Marguerite
March 11. 1906. Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Espinosa.
Frederick W Bwltxer, Feb. 19, 100",
Mr. and Mrs W. F. Swltzer.
Alexandrine Elisabeth Black, Mari l
21. innfi, Mr. and Mr. I,, w. Black.
Otto Charles Skinner, Nov. 4. 190".
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Skinner. 420
West Santa Fe avenue.
Virginia Klliott Port) December s.
1911'., Mr. and Mi- - M B. Porter, 4U
South Fourth street.
906,
Nadlne Btrausner, Bepl 1
luth
and Mrs. J Strausner, 411
Olid street.
William H, ram I taca.

exclusive of out of

Subscribers Only,

j

--

j

1

vol'

,

Favorite

I'nuerlp-tlon-

"

anll-blllo- u

finn

KM

lk

'' l&p
s

Thlrjr

nt

s

U. V.

Men, slugaia

.

I.

,uth

9

Gold avi nue.
Mildred Lucco Zlrhut, August 10th,
1106, Mr, and Mrs. W. J, Zlrhut. 4 1"
117

t

We.--

Past Railroad avenue.
Wilbur ltus.sell Wilson,
js. 1104, Dr. P. Wilson.
An iljo building.

November
FloOni

2.

avenue.

n.
Mary Margaret Martin, July
1906, Mis. f Martin. Ob". Albuquerque.
Len'i De I n. August. 1905, A. D"
e.
New Vork
Li ,m. :ll
Catherine a. Downey, May it, toot.
Mrs. P. M. Downey
Ma- v Katherlne liurk Jan 21, 1905,
Mr. gnd Mrs B. R. Murk
Martin Frank, March
Cla
1106. Mr. and Mis. Fdward Prank
Hiosey. March L'.'. 90',.
Kv In
'I Mrs Fred Urosey.
Mr
Chi rlotte Evelyn Stevens. Feb.
1806
lr. and Mrs. C. Q. Stevens.
Mi
Mello ItatteUCCl. Jan 19,
and Mrs. Amello Matteucci.
,
av-nu-

I

1

1

Bmert Robert Bcott Fib,

I.

Mr. and Mrs. J.
i

street.

Hire

to

Mr. end Mrs
street.
I'll

ta O

al Ml Mr
Uom:' avenue.

(

!.

Del, le

19

i

osgrove, May
H. Cosgrov,

190-;-

loutn

r.OO

Bebber, Jun

tih

.1

Scott,

1.

LAROH
CAKE

Henry Brice, March a, 190,
Mrs Brice, r. j i South Bdlth.
190T,
2fith,
Bl lia Chavez. .Ian.
Mrs H Clutvei, Old Albuquerque
Rnbi rt w Tannery, October I, IMS,
Mn U. I.. Tannery. Old Albuquerque.
Jan, 'o.
Mary Florence umbrage.
1101, Mrs, H. Umbrage, 411 Atlantic
lile fonby. Peb. 1. 190r,. Mr".
It Conley, III South Ann, street.
,
Pi itriiio Matteucci. August 10, 190-r'Mis M- lia Matteucci. Old Alhuque.- LU

-

qua,

O
phlne Harris in. Jan. II. IfOa,
Mrs j. h. Harrison, 111 Marble avenue.
II, i n Elisabeth Y,,ti. Feb, l, 90u.
M", Frank w Tott, "hi Albuquerque.
The committee in charge want It dis
,

1

tin- Judges for
the baby show will bo selected from
lout of Albuquerque and if posslb
from out of New M llco, so that therepossible que lien OI UM U'call be i
mosl fairness In making the decisions
-t
of prjzes Is hs folTh- - nmciided

tinctly understood that

ll-

lows.
Nicest
l.'irui

,

baby I months or tinder
le.bv

r rti, uf. irlven bv tV

,

for This Week.

Í

CHOCO DATE

or

BAKES

SMALLER CAKES

tips

i:tc.,

FRENCH

4

etc

BUTTERNUT

We

city

J. D. Eakln.

potato salad.
boiled Smoked tonques.

G.

Gioml,

Chns. Mellnl, Sec

V.

P.

O.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACTJJTUCf

Bachechl, Treas

RANI
Successors

SALAMI

SAUSAGE.
KOSHER JUNO.

to

Mellnl & Eakln
Bachechl & Gloml

and

CAPITAL.

We

handle everything in our line.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List, Issued to dealers only.

tV. 8.

BOT1T

Grocery Co.

PIIOXKS

"Good Ttiiop to Eat"
Mall

NJ.

15S,Mf.ti

Offloera and Director-- :
SOLOMON LUNA, Pruddcnt.
W.

BFR1CKLER,

JOHNSON,
and Cashier.
Aasfetant Oaahler.
QEORGE All NOT.
WILLIAM BfcINTGSH.
BALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.
nt

3. O.

H.

ALBUQUERQUE,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLIC1TH NEW ACCOUNTS.

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS

TONQUES.

Jaffa

OF COMMERCE

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

KOSHER WEINER.
KOSHER BOLOGNA
SMOKED BEEF.

The

Want Your Banking Business

THE

VEAL LOA P.
CHIPPED BEEF.
BOILED HAM.
A FULL LINE OF CHEESE.
CKRVALET RAPSAOE.

Mexico Booiet) Preparing t Descend on Albuquerque in Force l ei- day Night When Hie Monarch W'll
Do a Pew Stunts in .Making Him- self Agreeable.

.

DIUECTOHS.
Marrón. Wm. Parr. J. P.. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
D. II. Cams.
Jay A. Hubbs.
F. H. Strong.
J. A. Weinman.

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS

DEPARTMENT

SMOKED

M

Interest Palfl on Time Deposits.
Safety Pt posit Boxes for Pent. Drafts Issued on All Parts of the World.

BAKER

in the

.

O. N.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Orders Pilled Same Day
as Kecelved.

The Firs! National Bank

'

gave him no rest while it was at largi
and a continual lookout was kept for
the reptile. Each member of the family was continually hearing the thill;
crawl across their bed room floors

At Albuquerque,

in tin-- . Territory of New Mexico, at the
close of Business, September 4, looo.

during the night, but the alarms a'l
proved fslsc, and nt last the family ia
desperation called a council of war
and organized a systematic search
Which revealed the beast cowering behind the book shelves in the library.
The Gila minister, which Is the one
Captured by Dr. Snow In Arizona and
Which aft. rwardl got In the Associated Preta through its wounding him, is
as particular ns to Its diet as a
health food man and will take nothing but eggs. It is deliberate as to Its
eating, also, atol never gulps. It lak"
an egg in its mouth and, breaking It,
raises Its lo ad high and lets the fluid
gradually now down its throat, it had
finished a feas! of two eggs which Dr.
Snow had given It In the house. When
the meal was over Dr. Snow boosted it
on the waste p iper basket, covering it
with nothing but a rug. and the reptile
made an easy escape.
w
During Girl Smugglers.
Geneva, Sent. 15. Two girls named
Vachero. aged seventeen and nineteen
years, have Just accomplished a daring feat of smuggling.
They belong to a family whose ancestors have been smugglers for a
centuryTheir hunting grounds arc
In the mountains
where the Swiss,
Italian and Austrian frontiers nearly
touch at the Stelvlo pass.
Many desperate lights with the customs officials have taken place at this
spot, until the Vacheros have been almost wiped out. There now1 remains
of the family only the father and
toother and the two daughters, who
are the heroin's of this kites! exploit.
At present the- - father Is suffering
from a rifle shot through the elbow,
which he describes ns an "accident."
He was Unable to get u cargo of tobacco across the Swdss frontier Into
Italy, am! his daughters rletermln"d
themto smuggle the contraband
selves.

They started, but near the summit
of the pass they were discovered by
two customs officials.
While the elder girl proceeded on the journey the
younger one kept the Officers at bay
with a rille from a sheltered position.
Tho replied, and the fusillade continued until the sister with the tubaceo
got a good half hour's start. The
younger sister then disappeared, and
returned home by making a long detour in the mountains, every path of
which she knows.

Nb-es- t

I

'
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the

HOME COOKING

prize, one
Strong's Sons;
trn larg. Jar of Hot lick's Malt ,1
Milk, given by the j u O'RIelly Co
Rival Authorities.
by Qenerml IteCukey. He says it is
babv undt r one year old an
"Waldo, soell 'through.' "
that the law
over six months old First prize, gold the belief of he men persons
"According to whom, ma'am?"
of their
to deprive
medallion set with diamonds, given oy rights guaranteed
"What do you mean?"
by the constitution,
111. Y.'tnow; seen,
prize, one dozen of
"Webster or Roosevelt?"
to
If
the
law.
submitted
the
and
that
,
MOOll
K
Moon':; best photograph.-- bj
iHprrme court of the I'nlted States,
& Co.
i i.is la Awful,
as unconstitutionNicest baby over one yenr old anil would be regarded
McCaskey further recom"Our fair country," declared Doak-leal.
General
years
prize,
two
Klrsl
bra.s
under
"Is overrun with microbes from
mends that on account of the larwe
bed. by A Pah, r. second prize, child
amount of stock carried by the pint coast to coast."
Co.
chair, by Borradalls
"In other words," suggested Joak-icy- .
exchanges the carrying of tire InsurNlresl tiaby girl One prize, a beau"from Callforpla to ptomaine."
obligatory.
be
made
should
ance
tiful toil, t set, given by It. II. Itrlggs
& Co.
Detraction,
IN
GILA MONSTER-TOOSThe ale Ve prizes will be awarded
'TW usele-to attempt to please
accordai.ce with the following si ale of'
throng;
.The
Universal
SNOW
PROF.
OF
HOME
points:
,
Though plaudits are attained with
.11
Conformity of features
ease
I"
Prettiest eyes
Some censure goes along.
m
15
Dainty
Pit
scientist
Pet
Which
Disposition
When people hear In accents rlm
1"
Nicest hands ami arms
Arizona Not n favorite With Ills
The voice or some disgruntled one,
1"
Nicest feet and legs
"I don't think much of him!"
Punilly.
Baby with th,- best disposition, on
prize, n baliles' coal, by the Sold n
The favorite author of the day
if,. The
Lawrence,
Sept.
Bula Dry QogeJi company.
Evokes some critic's Ire:
Kan..
eyes, ,t famed Gila
Is
Baby 'with the prettlMl
which
The ni tor, si 'juggle us he may,
monster,
Snow
Dr.
Plods folks won't admire.
beaUtinl cloak with egp to match, by the MpectaJ
net of
In
got looee
And e'en the bridegroom who draws
at
present,
Just
Tile Pconomlst.
ex-conformity
i hancellor's
Hnby with the best
the
residence about
ne.ir
The altar, pale and s'lm,
features, a pair of hnby blankets. try two days ago and un lost to view. Ag, Co.
lthough the family do not share Dr.
In whispers on each side will hear,
B. it.
"I don't think much of him!"
now'l solicitude for the Gila, the)
Dables under two years old ure ell

IW

CAKE

N

$100,000.00
CAPITAL
SURPLUS and PROFITS, 24.000.00

best

on

5ÍQW

Long mai chWashington, Sept. !"
es In the Infantry branch of the army,
us provided tor In recent eiders pertaining to annual camps of Instruction,
are dlsapprnved by Brigadier General
William S. MeCaski y. Qommandlnil
the lonthem nlvlMori, in his annual report to the war department.
The r -cent orders, he says, will have a derided and disastrous effect upon iv-- (
upon the
nllstments. CoRltnentltU
genera! dissatisfaction General Me- 'askey says:
"The practice marches as now or
den 'l, and the prospect of a repetition of this summer's long encampments, and the extended marches Incident thereto, are looked upon as an
unnecessary hardship. Ann rlcan soldiers are thinking men, and reason 16
the effect ihat while any hardsh
that Is necessary will be endured,
those not neceesary will he avoided
It Is believed that the Infantry soldier
upon
will bo found 'fl
the coast artillery.
"I am of the opinion that camps if
Instruction as now conducted are too
long In duration.
Thrc weeks 'n
Marches
eiunp should be sufflclerit.
should be less than 100 miles; anything beyond this Is unnecessary and
Is disapproved of by the majority "f
officer." and men whom I have Interviewed on the subject."
Restoration of the canteen fenture
of the post exchange Is recommended

We have

Why not live

BREAD

OF CRUSH

LONG PRACTICE MARCHES

ALB ÜQ TJ E R Q U E .

STEVENS & BOWYER, PROPS
213 West Railroad Ave.

0c

ISú

hand, ami It is worth your time
to call anil see our line.

MONTEZUMA BALL WILL

DISAPPROVES

BAKERY

.100

Wo have a large assortment
of good things to cat always on

The Santa Fe Central base
hall
team, the drat team entered In the'
fair tournament to arrive in Albuquerque, gol In late last night, looking
lit to play all sorts of speedy base ha".
The team will meet the Browns at th,;
fair grounds this afternoon, the game
being called at .'I o'clock. Other
teams entered In the fair tournament
will arrive tonight
anil
tomorrow
morning. It is probable that a big
crowd will be out to see the game this
afternoon, as It will show about how
the two teams are to line up during
Both
teams have
the tournament.
been strengthened and will p lay asthey
will go through the tournament.
The official schedule for the fair
base hall games will be published to- morrow.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

r.nc

PATICE COCOANUT CAKE r,0e
NOT
LARGE DATE

Morning.

is

190.
We.

Special Prices on Dishes

.

Centrals First Team Entered
Pair Tournament to Ajfl'lvC
Scene Oilier Teams Will
Tonlglil
ami
Tomorrow

M'CASKEY

FOR RENT

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES

'

MPDTPM

O'RIelly, or the
Montezuma ball committee, asked at
last night's meeting of the air bourn
tor expressions and suggestions from
the committeemen on the ball. The
Committee had no .suggestions to ofltjr,
but almost every member produced
letters from friends Indicating thai
they would attend the bait, the lot "1
them going to show that New
ucloty is going to descend on
in force on Prlday night. A
large majority of the members or tie
committee from out of town will na
present and there will be something
of a crush at the Alvarado. The open- Ing of RoblnhOOd park for this occasion, however, will give space for
everybody, so that there will ho no
danger of crowding.
RdblnhoAd park, by the way, Is going to he a little retreat from which
Montetuma, once he gets in n wl l
probably never want to leave. Robin- hood park, according to Mr. Herman
Sdhwetser, Who is the magician in
charge, is going to In- a llttlu garde,;
of loveliness, a dfeam, an inspiration,
that even Monti zumti with all .lis
years and experience in society cannot
withstand.

m.

n o le u

ltjC
dozen
COCOANUT SQUARES, per
dozen
lad
PHPIT PA Its. i er dozen . .l('c
DOPOHNUTS, pi r dozen . . .IBq

GROUNDS THIS AFTERNOON

Chairman J,

-

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MF.'.'.CO-

Car-

-

CAKE

190--

914

pets, and Li

PPPFS. per dozen 30c
PCLAIRKB,
CHOCOLATE
30.per dozen
CHOCOLATK SQUARES, per

BASEBALL AT FAIR

BE SOMETHING

ware, Enamelware,

CREAM

i

Albu-querq-

N--

Geo ge Manning, April B, lsofl, Mrs.
(Horgii Manning, r.o:, West Atlantic

oat-spok-

-

II .well,

1

d

Ins "

a

Furniture, Stoves, Glass-

SHOP.

9.

.

--

for weak, over - worked, broken-down- ,
nervous and Invalid women.
movement on
This bold and
M part of Dr. Fierce, has, by showing
'
medicines
etactlr what hi
all
are com posed of. completely
onheretofore
harping crlties who have
A
pamphlet
them.
little
iuitlr attacked
cotnpili-d- ,
from the standard
mistical authorities of all the several
schools of practice, showing the strangest
endorsements by leading mistical writers
ver.,! ingredients which enter into
of the
A copy of this
Dr. Fierre' medicine.
little book Is mall, si free to any one desiring to learn moro concerning the valuable, native, medicinal plants which enter
loto the composition of Dr. Pierce's medicines. Address Dr. Fierce as above.
Dr. Pierre's Pleasant Pellets are tiny,
rrsnulc. They regLlrer and
ulate aud lriTlgortU) Htomach,
beget
the pill habit," but
Howela Is, not
cure conMlpstlou. One or two each day for
a tai stive and regulator, three or four for an
active cathartic Once tried aiway tu favor.
ntvBN away, m
tSPUl
Tbfl Pfopie'a CotnDKHi Kents
sfKMf f
lhat sold to the us- Medical Adviser, a
a nw
lent or aoo.uoa tl-- copies
copy.
t
vean aso, at
away
Last year we sa"Inralua-bithese
worth of
books
of
tU.HOO
aire ewsr
Uwm. Will JeSMI share Hi this
71
only
benettt If so. send
ooe-cestsmtw u ver cost
of mallín only for book In
ailff patrmvrs.or3l 't"l-I r.
for cloth luid.

T

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

WE INVITP INSPECnOH OP
Ot It HAKKIM
til l: GOOJD6
ARE MADE PHOM THE BERT
PERPECTIiY
MATERIAJa l
MODP.HN
8AXITARY
BAKE

j

Mt

Third street.
Raymond Llthgow, May 4, 190 M
ut
and Mrs H. S. I.ithgow, 412
Waller street.
Padall Pogarty, May 2! 1906, Mr.
and Mis John I'ogarty. ti 3 N irth
Klghth street.
,.
Mildred Burgess June is. 190.-- Mr.
and Mis William Burgess, 119 Ndrtri
sixih street.
July ..
Milton Edward McFerran,
Pin,-,Mr. and Mrs. W. I. McFerran.
517 West Gold avenue,
Mildred p.. McFerran, July - ItM,
E I J
Mr. and Mrs. W. D, McFerran.
West !old avenue.
George Mackey McFerran, October
g, 1104, Mr and Mes W 1. McFc-ra- tt.

Want to Know
What Vou Swallow ?

regulator; alsool

,ii

l

ee

There Is a growing sentiment In this
country In favor of MCDIi inks ok known
OOBtToatTKM, It is but natural that one
should liave otiie Interest la
lie iscM-elcof that which
to swallow, whether it be food, drink or
medicine.
Recognizing this growing disposition
on the part of the public, and sutlhthat the fullest publicity can only add to
reputation of his medithe
cines. Dr. It. V. Fierce, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
has "taken time by the forelock." as it
were, and is publishing broadcast a li- -t
of all the Ingredients entering into his
leading
the Uoldeo Medical
Discovery" the popular liver invigoriitor.
utid heart
stomach tonic, nlnod purlin

Mrs. Felix

an

Mr

904.

North Sixth street.
Thelma Peck, Jan 15. 19
04 John street.
Aba I'eck.
Howard Leonard Howell, Nov

205 W. Gold Avenue

' IIP
)t AI.ITY
OOODS WITH THOSE
HAVK in i: unrriiNo.

COMPARE

op ocie

K

I

ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED

Speelman & Zearing

open. The fame of the Western Carnival company has gone before and
yesterday a delegation of citizens front
WlnsloW, Arizona, came to Albuquerque to interview Manager McMillln in
an effort to get him to take the company there early next month when tin
town propose-- - to have a small BUted
ei
inatioii ol its own.

Santa Fc
in the
on' the
Arrive

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00,

"Good Things to Eat"

-

For

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

(MP'Y

GROCERY

Read "Not!
Good on Thursday,
CARNIVAL COMPANY
querque Day," Under Order
Committee Makes Final AnWILL ARRIVE TONIGHT
of Executive Board,
nouncement of Conditions
Will lie Set l?p anil in l ull
and the Amended List of Shows
EVEN REPORTERS MUST
Rawing order By Tomorrow whci
Arizona
Pair Open
nation
Prizes Brought Down to the
PUT UP TO GET
lien- to (ei Company et Month.
Date,
The Western Carnival company wlil
Committee Decides to Make
arrive in Albuquerque some time to1'p to 7 o'clock
night hp even night and the .aggregation will get ltd
Albuquerque Day a Marker forty Albuquerque last
babies had been shows in position on the streets and
In the fair baby show, which will have everything In running order
On Gate Receipts
by noofl tomorrow when the fair Will
Passes entered
occurs next Prlday

Passes

Fair

All

1906.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,

B.K.ADAMS

FUNERAL DIRECTOR AND
LICENSED EMBALMER
Colo. Plume II US
Auto. Phone 159

STONE HOTEL
HOT SPRINGS
Is now open all tho year around
Rest of Accommodations
.11

AH

Otero's

Z

I

Bath House Run in
Connection.

RESOl RCIOS.
Loans and Discounts
$1,725,213 . 02
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
34,438. II
U. S. Ponds to secure circulation
200,000.00
U. 8. Ponds to secure U. S. Deposits
100,000.00
Bonds, securities, etc...!
85,067. 32
Hanking house, furniture, ami fixtures....
38,500.00
Other real estate owned
25,000.00
Due from National Hanks (not reserve agta
171,208.31
Due from State Hanks and Hankers
54,590.16
Due from approved reserve agents
604, 147. 4á
Check! and other cash items
0,831. 40
Exchanges for clearing house
28,422.48
Notes of other .National Banks
72,120.00
Fractional1 paper currency, nickels, and
cents
1,240.47
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
Specie
$120,253.00
Legal-tendnotes
44,000.00
164,263.00
Redemption fund with IT. S. Treasurer (5
per cent of circulation)
10,000.00
er

TOTAL

MRS. WM. R.0GERS,

Prop

EUREKA PAINT
Is

FOR. ROOFS
Impervious to heat and cold;

It will

There is No Acid in It
To Rust Tin
Sold by the gallon, or contracts will be

for

painting

roofs.

Address

BORRADAILE & CO.
117 Gold Ave.

Capital stock paid in
$ 20,000.00
Surplus fund
50,000.00
Pndivlded profits, less expenses and taxes
icid
59.366.43
National Bank notes outstanding
200,000.00
Due to other National Banks
263,852.50
Due to State Ranks anil Bankers
194,966.1
1 035,309.25
Individual deposits subject to check
Time certificates of deposits
1,055,413.51
Certified cheeks
5,106.74
Cashier's checks outstanding
27,044.84
United States deposits
44,042.22
Deposits of P. S. disbursing ofllcers
53,920.17
Ueserved for taxes
12,000.00

....

not run, crack, or blister; it will harden
under water, after once set. A ralu
coming on fresh paint will not wash it.

taken

$3,201,021.77
LIABILITIES.

Albuiiiieroue. N.

M.

The Uneinlcaa RiiNlncfN ComnntJtnr.
a
No business man ever feared
competitor who did not advertise: It's
the one who advertises a little more
aggressively than yourself who Induces your Insomnia. Isn't this true?

1

....

TOTAL
$3.201,021.77
Territory of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss:
I, Prank MeKee, Cashier of the above-name- d
bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief,
FRANK M'KEE, Cashier.
CORRECT Attest:
M. W. FLOURNOT.
A. B. M'MILLEN,
II. P. RAYNOLDB.

Directors.
Subscribed to and sworn before me this ?th day of
Sept., 1906.
H. S. PICKARD.
Notary Public.

Mcintosh Hardware Co
SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST & CO.

i

i

ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOB THE

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

man, tne ceieur.iifu aeronaut, at tu in the company. Mr. (iattl was the! a
'
huve jInn! ur.
soft l.'tiient :, s SSnll
.
- . . miIahv
llu
w
r- - vlicrnvn
i , .'y...amaIu
iwxm.vu)
hv - fuliin
l.'iwii l.ir..tMl
rived here bringing with them pho- - neat Eos Angeles, which now has!
tographs of Mr. Wellman's quarters. I 4,000 acres under cultivation and
The aeronnut's settlement is placed in'whlcb has been a rronounced success!
the same spot es that from which from the start. The officers of the.
company are J. C. C.atti, president;
Andre started in his bal'oon.
Mr. Wellmitn has been obliged to Laurence Urundgeito, vice president;
secretary.
Mr.
H.
give iid starting this season as It tjlJ.
Hamnton.
now too late to attempt the voyage Qrandgetto will be the active mana
with safely. He has been delayed by ger of the companv. Hp n company!
an accident to his motor which took with Alex. Alexander, were here to
so long to repair as to make all pos consummate the d .;. and were more
sibility of getting away before the than well pieasea with tne country
Clothing, none better,
around uur.can as we:i as ine possiwinter Impossible.
bility of the local market for all sup- -'
by it piles which the company will produce.!
It Is an offence punishable
from
to
This Italian colon; will no doubt he
fine tn tn kc- water out of the sea at
the French bathing resorts without a an object lesjtfm in Intensive farfnlngto
the people ef Arizona and Gotham
special permit to do so.
Bros. Union
and the Duncan country in
The other day. the Countess de county
particular,
are ra" fortunate in sé- Florlance. who has visited America, curing
Suits rom
them as : rmanent residents.
to
and has been charmed with the Way
are familiar with
When August Rodin, the distin- little children are cared for in the! As a gclass Italians
and
and
guished sculptor, was young, he had nurseries there, has since her return
much experience
from
i friend,
to
Maurice Kollinat, the poet, to France, been in the habit when- these men huve had There
an be no
who committed suicide In a sad and ever t'he was neur tiie sea. of giving her along these lines. they
a
will
question
that
make
but
í
shocking manner. Rodin promised his baby warm
baths. Th
success of the enterprise in which
friend to make a statue of him, and other day as her maid was dipping a big
they are about to m;.ie.
told him it should be placed on hi. bucketful of water out of the ocean,
grave, Uodin, who has never forgot-te- n she was accosted b;- a "douanler" of
his promise, has recently finished local curtom official who asked h.r BIG TARIFF INCREASES
the work, which takes the form of a to show her permit. Of course, the
IN SOUTH AFRICA
splendid
but the family of woman said she hadn't any, and was
Hollina t have refused the present, arrested.
Tile countess was notified
Best store foi boys' clothes we alwhich was to have been placed on that a servant in her employ had
An effort is to I, m mU in South
the poet's grave in the cemetery of Ben arrested for taking Seawaterl
FreseaHnss.
The cure of the village, without a permit, and the countess Africa by the ehnmber of trade at
the
we've double
vho was also a friend of the deed had to pay a line. She has had. to Johannesburg and other bodies to - poet, has, however, offered the shel- apply to the department
of public' euro the exemption from duty of cat
breasted suits,
suits, blouse
ter of his church tor Mr. Rodin's gift, highways for her permit to take sea-- , lugues mailed to any of the BoUtH
and this solution of the difficulty hat water Into her house to warm her African colonies. At the present timo
4
baby's bath, Which permit will be the duty Is cents a pound, und a regibeen accepted.
for boys from 8 to 15 years
granted by the customs' department s:.-. ''Inn lie of 12 cents per packet Is
alleged
purpose
charged,
being
the
to
when
the
committee have consider"
Particular interest attaches to the
of age in a great
of fabrics,
the local printers. The new
militar manoeuvres now in progress her case, whtoh will take some weeks.' protect
t ii ill' will raise the
living
eonest
of
near i.angres. as they are the occaprice range of from
'b'erabl;-- .
to
sion of the first public appearance of BIG ITALIAN COLONY
The increase, is it the rate pf 72
IHIN07
new
gun
tk:
the
Ramalillo cannon. This
IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA per cent, and all tlv goods are nec, ssl- -:
which Is a 155 milimetre bore, is conlies. After Soptetnb
the reductions
structed exactly like the 75 millmetrc
hi the railway rnti
He'd gun. but the barrel, and the hyprove
position.
the
draulic breech are carried on separA,deal was ch sed this week in
The Increase In
.'.rili
ol i lno
ate carriages, and the parts are unitwhereby the
ranch
bags of Hour from lll leg and Auc
ed only when fired in battery position.
by E. M. Williams of Duncan passJ cent
3s, or 5
pet ' hag
tralla Is
In addition to the barrel
and the!
cd under eontr.,1 of the Italian colony. of HIO pounds, til nit, '1 St it- - ami
breech carriages, there is a third r
ci'mpaiiy uiuorpui aie.i wiiu a capi- - Australian flour, tlv duly on Which it
fhirty- -'
quired for the ammunition.
exclusive Agent for The Washington clothing.
Increased S3 cents per ton, th i ii i II! take
PINE CIOTIIIXO AND ITHNlSlllNUS
I,
,..! ... .1,.,,.. ihn'etl SI OC K OI ÍDU.UUU, WHICH
H
in .,11
i,8:
possession of the property on the lirst ports last year ame:
three carriages, The bail used with of
says
pounds
phoenix
month,
next
Re
this cannon weighs about 4 5 kilos, or publican, it win at the
once proceed t"
nearly eighty pounds.
Tights.
plant the first oí the month with
says
grapes suitable for
"Wh it would lie your first wish."
Doctors are at daggers drawn on the Copper
It Is tiie object of Inquired the summer boarder, "were
MISS
the appendicitis question again. Tiie the company Era.
to erect a distillery as a fairy queen to suddenly appear and
grape season having arrived, a con- soon as the vines
In
Dealers
'."'
commence to bear offer you three wishes
1'KOVISIONS.
troversy has arisen as to whether or fruit. The company
DAT.
will also do a
"That she'd vamoose before Maia iJKOCKKIKS.
nut this fruit causes appendicitis. Dr. general market gardening business.
Been
old
her."
answered
promptly
GRAIN
AMI
FUEL.
Metchinkoff, the celebrated
bacterThe deal was promoted by J. C. Farmer Bopp, who had seen coinlc l ine line of Imported Willi's IihlUOrH
iologist of the Pasteur Institute, has Oattl, one of Clifton's must enterpris- operas
and was acquainted with the
ami Clears. Place Your Orders
pronounced himself as follows:
ing citizens, who Is largely Interested costumes affected bj fairy queens.
For This Uno With La.
"I have never in all my experience
discovered a grape seed in an appenI do not think that they cause
NORTH fHITtU STRKET
dix.
appendicitis, but grapes themselves
are an unsafe food, and I always recommend parents not to give them to
their children. The skin of the grape
When you can now set, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
The Missouri Pacific R'y
is covered with dust which often con
tains disease germs, und tiny worms,
AT $45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.
and the latter often set up an intestiand Iron Mountain Route
Look over our iarge stock at once. Quality guaranteed.
nal inllammatlon which results in
appendicitis. As a matter of fact, it
1
is much safer to swallow a cherry or
Have at all time3 maintained
a peach stone than a grape seed, be- tne oest passenger service in the
Can
the former mi account of their
.
size could not possibly penetrate the
South and West to points North
opening of the appendix, whereas it
Comer First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
and East via St. Louis, and South
is just possible that a grape
seed
could, though I have never seen any
and Southeast via Memph3, and
Street, in our New Building. Álbuquerue. N. M.
which had."
points in these territories are best
vs.
reached via these lines.
The King of the Pekln beggars arrived in Paris a few days ago. He did
SUPERIOR DINING CAR,
not stay long. The man.
SLEEPER AND THROUGH
was in such a state of filth and
vermin that the authorities
ImmeCHAIR CAR SERVICE.
diately bad him conveyed across the
AMD DEFENDED. SaKItnoaSI,
iuiiI fnn1 ri'inirt.
Before taking your trip these lines'
rftwiiiK in pli.)t,. t'trttM-rfrontier, He was arrested for vagranrriH, iiuvl.'ii, how to (ibluiu patrnlrf, tfS&t iiiurkH,
cy and an interpreter at the police
facilities should be considered.
coil) ilku, etc., iN ALL COUNTRIES.
-station explained that Feu having' beJhMsmi mrtclwUt Wanbiriom mmi time.
For information, see your local
trayed the rules of the powerful begmonty aim fjn-- tn,- patent.
ticket acent, or address
gar's organisation to which he bePatenHand Infringement Practice Exclusively.
The
longed In China, had had to llee for
Ninth BtTMt, opp. Onltd EtAtn Fstimt Offlm,
his life, and had taken refuge on
E.
O.
GRIFFIN,
WASHINGTON,
C.
D.
board a ship landing at Marseilles.
SOUTH
ESTE HN PAIS I NQER AOCNT.
For prices on house wiring and
He had walked to Paris, begging his
INCLUDING STREET CAR FARE IK TICKETS ARE
OR
SAN ANTONIO,
general repair work.
Auto.
way.
H. C. TOWNSEND,
PURCHASED UPTOWN.
GENERAL
I'hone 557. 216 H. .Second St
TICHKT AOCNT,
.ENOCH
A party of French
tourists who
ST. LOUIS.
have culled upon Mr. Walter WeU- mmmmmmmmamuK i.ii,iww tummmm
Part-Mulu-

el

-

race-cours-

1892-190-

This Store Sends Greeting
i to the Fair Visitors...

3.

;

Insli-tiutlo-

Purls-mutuc-

TRYING TO

Parl-mulu-

CIVILIZE
MOROCCO

j

el

Washington
Suits

Is

Overcoats

$10.00

$30.00

er

Boys' a.nd Children's Clothing

bas-reli- ef,

ways show

right thing

--

CONQUEST

and

3-pi-

norfolk suits

ONLY ONE POSSIBLE

variety

Paris Agog Over Maneuvers of "Bird of Prey," San- ' tos Dumont's Latest Flying
Machine,

All

a

re

-

(By Paul ViUlcn)
Taris. Sept. 15. The Algeclras afover,
is
fair
but the Preach government Is doing its utmost to soltte the
thankless question of civil Icing
i,,., ,) by "penetration paclfiqua."
The idea that Morocco is netting
iti end ;is a state Is ;i irreat mistake.
The emnlro niieht amironrlntelv be
compared to the leaning tower of
PJSl, which seems to be fa ling, but
still stand.; because it is built crooK- -

-

:

.,.

It (;oes With Morocco, as with Turkey the two "sick men" are really
enjeylnf excellent health according i
their own standard, and the Idea that
the populace of Morocco is dissatistit .i
v.itli tlie existing conditions is absolutely wrong; on the contrary It is
exceedingly well satisfied. What to
Us Europeans appears impossible an"
UHBeartftle, seems to the
Moroccan
Ipgtfcal, natural and normal.
To be able to carry other reforms
Of any kind it would llrst be
necessary to win over the peoplo of Morocco, but this is impossible because
they are tilled with an Intense hatred
of all Christians. For centuries Mo
hammedans and Christians have been
butchering each other, in an effort to
prove to each other the power of
their religion, and the hatred against
the ChrlBtlans is even today dormant
ill the heart of every Moroccan, and
still more so because he feels that he
has suffered defeat.
The people of Morocco are lagging
behind in progress and Civilisation
not because they are ignorant, but
became of the almost unconscious
hereditary and incurable hatred sf
the Arab against the European, and
If tbia holy hatred makes
everything
which comei from Europe seem per
id, Iouh to him.
This h Ha d manifests Itself most
openly in the intelligent Moroccan..
.!hi h ve bo n educated in European
hools,
'cause they want to provj
i' to their countrymen that they have
"
not I" a their patriotism and love o!'
(Indr religion while learning the customs o( the hated enemy.
u is, uiereiore. impossible to exer;
moral influence In Morocco, no
1 any
matter bow many European customs
are introduced In the country. A
ó proof of lie religious stubbornness of
the people of Morocco is seen in the
1 at
tempi of Introducing the
Terbld. The sultan had the praiseworthy Intention of abolishing the In
numerable taxes of all kinds, and replacing them by one moderate ami'
progressive tax The Terbld. Hut a)-- !
though the people almost bled to1
death by the old taxes, It did noil
want the Terbld, and forced the sul- tan to reinstate all the old heavy
taxes.
There la no way of making Morocco give In. A military ovation and
occupation Is out of the question,
the mountains are impregnable.
Morocco is no plain ljke Egypt with
a strategic waterway like the Nle,
and to invade and conquer it would
ost enormously in blood and money!
so this Would be a poor policy. The
only power w hich is still able to control the people of Morocco to a certain extent is the religious authority
of the sultan, which Is generally rec
ognized in spite of all local mutinies
and uprisings.
A commercial conquest of the empire Is the only conquest possible,
but only if the European powers do
everything possible to keep Industrial
Swindlers and fakers out. They must
as the famous Italian traveller and
scientist, Euigl Barzlnl, says: "Prove
to the people of Morocco that a
t ime
committed in Africa Is punished as severely as it would be punishi
ed in Europe, that the life of an
Arabian peasant Is worth as much as
that of any other human being, that
stealing is no question of geographical latitude, and that a merchant in iv
s"ll anything, but not the honor of
hia country's Hug."
Only In this manner by proving to
tin" Arab! the superiority of European civilization will the white race
slowly but surely civilise the country
Which a few short months ago threat- tied to In lug about a European wur.
The Bird of I'icv."
For want of better amusement,
what h left r society In town, Is
Watching
with considerable Interest
tie extraordinary behavior of Santos
Dirrnoht'rf 'lUrd of Prey," as hi- calls
his latest model (lying
The
' prsslnun h ir, succeededmachine.
in constructing tin uopoplatie which attached to
light
framework
on
mounted
wlj.els it nit propelled by a 24 horno
power motor, rises from the ground
find sells along by Itself.
So far. Santos has managed to rake
his "bird" only ahnut six Inches off
Hi
ground, but this is somothing.
Tic aeronaut takes his place In the
...
ri.l. it
hu ,..,!,
CMire
.it Ika
.
nn-wi
n""n
rate of about HO kilometers
an hour J
The m ichlno rushes along the ground
a little way and then rises In the air.
It dost not stay up long or go fir.
but that Dumont says Is entirely the
f Milt of the motor which dops not
Work fast enough. The principle of
which
works Is exactly that of the
loir; legged birds which start their
tllqht by a short run lu order to get
impetus before soaring.
HantoM Dumont has been carrying
out his experiments
at the polo
ground! In the Hols de Boulogne before an audience mainly composed of
pretty women sipping tea on the club
--

i
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Fashioned Apparel

MANDELL

Tott & Gradi

wine-makin- g,

Washington

with
$7.50

$3.50

M.

111

400-ac-

-

Made Clothing
$12.50
$25.00

-

Safely Over, Government Is
Tackling Benevolent Assimilation Question,
COMMERCIAL

$35.00

wine-makin- g,

grape-growin-

That Alge'ciras Affair

.... $18.00

Kohn

salt-wat-

Now

1906.
TT

the state benefits thereby, arc published in the statistics of the
on French
for
the latest which
the years
have been compiled.
All betting on horses in France Is
n
done through the government
l.
known a the
which has booths on all race tracks.
The business is thus reduced to a system, and many abuses avoided.
During the period dealt with the
sum passing through the
wus l4M.Ct9.7afc of which the state
imk Its share amounting to 113,020,-08- 7.
Most of this proilt is devoted to
the support of hospitals. Meats-deple- te
(state pawnshops) and other
charitable institutions.
Year by year the sums huzarded by
Frenchmen on the prowess of horan
and jockey has increased.

FRENCH BUSY

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,

DONT

THE GREATEST PLEASURE

BASE BALL

Traction Park, Sunday, September

6

J. KORBER.

SANTA FE GREYS
M INTOSH BROWNS

Kao-Ti-Fe- n,

CO.

S EE..

MMi'i--

Game Called at Three o'Clock Sharp

.

&,

BAHTLETT

Electrician

ADMISSION 50 CENTS

W

1

:

i

i

I

ini

Best

and

Store

d
Welcome to the many visitors wlm arc now Kiiosts of the Duke City. This, the foremost and largest retail store In
The Whole City throws wide its gates to greet you, and extends a
the territory, has made ample preparation for your comfort and convenience. This store, which Is one of the sHow places of the clty.ls at your service. Visitors, as well as those who reside here, will
n mnnv i nnvnnleiw es nt the K.CONOMIST and we urce all to use these helDS as freely and freum ntly as desired. We have arr.umed for our visitors, our ruest.', a Waiting room, a Writing room, a
i'heck room. Toilet rooms, a Bureau of Information, and we will cjre for extra hand baggage, wrips anil parsels, sell stamps, send telegrams, order messengers or carriages use or city directory. use
Mere money profit Is less satisfying to the promoters of this business than to see evidences that the public feels and enjoys the
nr t,. ,
oosslble.
ii ml we will el.nllv extend all eencrul Information
genial atmosphere so distinctly characteristic of this store. This is Albuquerque's most rentrnlly located store, and It Is well to sey to friends MKKT MR AT TUR RCONOMIST.
whole-hearte-

Women's

Wear

Reotdy-to- -

tconomlst
millinery

Outer Garments
Dnllj
Depattthetit,

In Knell

New Arrivnls for I'nll Belttg Hcccivcd

WOMDN's

TAILOR-MA-

si

DE

WOMAN'S

(

WWW

Visitors to this particular section of our toro will be fascltuted with the
headgear that's to be seen here. The Famous Gainsborough Hat
holds the center of the stage, surrounded hy ho other Fashionable shape
and slylos. Conic take, a look nt them.

OAT SIX TIOX.

,i.

Dress Trimmings & Buttons

WAISTS.

LACfG

splendid variety.
The now Fill Drees Trimmings can bo seen hero
All the European and Eastern noviT.lca uro in this collection, and a vlslj
to the department will reveal Ihi latest creations In this line. The assortment contains HI iek AppllnUes In Velvet, Chiffon. Silk and Spangle all of
the newest designs colored Appllquei In Silk, Chiffon. Persian and Jeweled
StCta, Braids In all the new weaves and colors, noticeably the new brown-- ,
reds tOd gun metáis. The shapes and slOcn ,,f Fancy Muttons are Irmumern-bU- .
both In pearl and mekal, many of which are richly ornamented with
beautiful designs, our assortment Is UnUtUalljr good this season In the
,
newest novelties.
In n

A large special showing of the newest tn Waists for Fall, In
embroidered nets, laces and silks: all the correct modrlH In the long
sleeve; a verv exceptions! display of the newest plaid Itlk
and
Wnlsts; Introductory 'prices. $3.75. $5.00. 7.50. $10.00 and $15.00.

may Models in

missi-.-

s

wall

hi

ith.

The new arrivals In this section are decidedly attractive. All th '
newest materials and smartest styles are here for the girls and young
tains. Kxcluilve designs nnd moderate prices are among the many
e
Suits, Jacket
pleasing characteristics of this showing.
and Bklrt Jackets lined throughout and plaited skirts, in plain
colors and fancy mixtures, at- - l:l.50, $17.50, $20,00 and $22.00.
Two-piec-

OUR ( Ol.IiKCHON Ol

PUB!

l:

IS XI AV.

New Fall Gloves

pjjBgBajBaaajnjB:

Our glovos.sro Imported directly by us, from our $1.00 Lambskins
length Claco
of gloves, the Trefousse. Our
Mousquetalre are beautifully soft mid clastic, black and white, a i $1.50.

to

that peer

.

BjHanajeajM
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A

Novelties
Fashion's Most FnvOrcd Fabrics
Arn Hen-- .

BRILLtAXT

siiowino.

The new weaves and color combinations are Indeed beautiful

.

..

.

buoino bbpt

Bra-pre-

.
...
..
isMKKBHBtKmmwmKmBmKmmmmmmummmmmBmmtBammKMmmmKmmHmm

i

an

especially larne and interesting showing In correct weights Is ready.
Wo direct espacial attention to the handsome Novelty Fabrics for
tailored costumes and the beautiful new shades In Chiffon Ilroad-- i
loths; c.lso to the effective silk and woo! msterlals nnd handsoul
plaids and ehei k
these latter being especially suitable for Children i
Triced, 75c, $1.00. $1.25 and upward.
School Dresses.
N fe. w BLACK imi ss GOO0A.
The coming sensori will undoubtedly be one of the greatest In th,
history of black goods. We are showing Hie largest and most complete stock ever shown In this great atore, gathered from tho RnMt
looms nnd weavers of this and foreign countries. Wc em please mi
of that, we are sure. Some of the new fabrics are: Chiffon Voiles,
Chiffon Panama, French Batista, Mohair, Crlsplne, queens Cloth,
Cloth, Wool TafTeta, Austrian Suiting. Silk and Wo,
Crepes, Carita, Powdeiette and Princess Cloth.
PrliPd $1.00, $1.25,
$1.50, $2.00, nnd upward.
THE MAVI ST AI TFMN SIEKR.
We Bite PbUUMd Tills To He the I.iirgcsl nuil MohI Select Aortment
Ever Shown In tho West.
It would he almost Impossible to tell here nil thnt Is to he
fashion tlile. The dictates of fashion are on very liberal lines this
season: Fancy Plaids. Silks. Roman Stripes. Printed Warp Fancies,
Persians. Plain Colors and Plucks are all tn equally high favor.
A Itcsiitirul Assortment of the Newest Plnld Silks, in French Plaids,
Human Plaids, Poplin Plaids. Chameleon Hutln Plaids, MOhOtOtiS
d
attd
Plaids and most of tho dan plaids are shown, at
75c to $2.00 per yard.
Fancy Silks for Street nnd EveflaNg Wcnr We re showing the
largest and most exclusive assortment of Fancy Silk for afternoon nnd
evening wc.tr. Special attention Is called to the large collection of
Imported Novelties.
These are exclusivo with us. and no duplicates
shown.
250 Pieces of the llrst Colored Taffeta on earth at the very popular
price of 75c. All the new and seme shades, sueh aa Bordeaux,
London Smoke, New Oreon, etc.
We stand back of every yard!
Price 75c.
'
Warp-prlnte-

Every Muff, Scarf and Coat nhnwn this se ison Is aluolutely new.
The manufacture of these Ve faultless because they were made by nno
of the foremost, furriers of the country; made of (lenulne Mink.
Persian I.amb. Imitation Ermine, Fox, T.ynx, Brown Martin, Opossum,
etc. Furs of a rarity and staple Ideis you will find both In prices
they don't agree with others; we're lower. You'll agree. Itange of
prli es from $2.50 to $50.00.

iv. n.

New Fall Dress
Goods
New Shades and

Effective

All the correct modes In Street, Automobile and Oftira Conts, in
vari, o us.mirinieni oi me iai,'i pe,,,, an,, ,mnj
gathering ot the new traveling and rnln ii its. attractive values at
$10,00, $15.00. $20.00, $25.00 ami IS8.00.

M

'

Beautiful Creations of the French and English Copies are on
Display in Our Millinery Department on the
Second Floor,

ITS.

i

Correct In
Style
Correct In
Vrlcc

..FOR. AUTUMN..

Millinery

scrlloii oí Tills

a

SILK

ECONOMIST MILLINERY

Is Correct

Rvery new model In all the latest shades and fabrics now ready;
elegantly tailored l'rlnei! Chap and Tony styles, also the new BtOtl
styles; do not fall to see our complete line nt $25.00. The greatest
values we huve fcvor shown al that popular price, other attractive
values ut SI.YOO, $35.00 and upwards to $5.00.

i

French netting.
Item likable figures, showing the
qjtjfiu o belling In France, und how

Brightest

ItV

n

VISITORS TO THE FAIR.

'

.

Albuquerque's

MMI,
patrons receive prompt and careful
attention and orders SrS
filled the sanie day as
received.
ORDER

THE DAKTilGHT STORE

-

.i-

THE ECONOMIST

MAIL

patrons receive prompt and careful
attention anil orders are
filled the same day as
received.
n

i

..
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owing Interest Among Swedes,
and
Danes in
American Ideas.
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SIPP

TYPEWRITER

$1.35

inna-

Ext ract.

the QOmUIC machine. Since
then we have been forced to enhilase our factory four different
limes In meet the geowing demand.
was

Price. Others
$

.4'.

.7
.1

.:io
.15

.OS
.OK
.OK

.1

TODAY

-

.11

.10
.10
.15

$1.011

$1.35

. .

h

Ihs id' Sal Soda

we can refer you to the ytrgesl and
hesl business houses In the world
who recommend it unreservedly as

the most perfect writing machine
marie.

Denver Branch 1621 Welton.
;. s. RAMSAY, AGENT
lilt V. II. H. Ave.
Albuquerque,
New .Mexico

1

9 .00

$

1

ASSORTMENT

N

1 .

I

$1.00

ASSORTMENT No.
'ó
1

lbs pire Cane Sugar.,
lh gunpowder tea . .
bot. Manzanilla olives
bot. Silver Leal' Wor

,

.

Doesn't come lo Albnquerque

$1.35

M

$ .45

,3V

CIRCUS

every day.
Neil her are yon
given every day such opportunities to hoy properly reasonably,
as mo can offer you this week,

5

ONE OF MANY
,25

SI. 00

Two four-roohouses, almost
new. good location for rentals,
$1800 for both; owner leaving
the city. .And we have oilier

$1.35

Waii ii ior changes in iissortinents,
Poeltivcl) cash on delivery.
t
dc Ihtlon.
bargains.
A postal card to M. L. Divine, cor.
Railroad Ave. and Fourteenth St.. or
telephone Vutomatlc 513 or, better
still, i vlHll lo the store ujl (iftu
k
ic annual Convef itio.
LOCAL AND PERSONAL
proiupt delivery.
Of the gland bulge of this order
Oil
u try one nssorlincnl you will
If
vnes in Albuquerque, Tuesday
A
certainly
order the other lour.
lodgi
local
committee
from
the
wéi
Wcat iu r i '"orccast.
it s Importan! thai you order by
night
the
at
lust
to
welcom
station
Mi vi
.Washington. Sept, 15
number,
Assortment
giving your
Uhlfelder. Some hundred or more street
eo ..nowers and ooler .'in iiorlh ai: i Mr gate.,
number.
Iddgtfs
deb
t
from
the
several
CO
eastern portions Sunday. Monday fair. the territory m!I bé lu re to
attend th
Arisona fair Sunday and Monda-.convention.
110 WEST GOLD
A (ftett;
"ip ;;, r. niapce cuTinift i.- f rWJwTlC irrived
ed In the wcflding on Friday cvemug
Albuquerque lasi night
:3o o'clock, of Mr. Mnjamlri
ai
w A Hklnner of Santa
CM
N.lboui:
of EsttJy, New Mexico, an i
nlgfi
tei ed lit the Alva rado Is
(i. Vida Jnhttson,
6f lilis cit
Miss
w w.
ROV .1
W T Mr N'eil i.erformed the
D. C
ceromony at the Pi ptlst church, where
uighl
a great many friends
of the young
Real Estate and Loans. Fire
,1
vi
Mi
Mi
Go
ii. wi
COUplC bad gathered.
After the ccr den, N. M.. an
Mil:
nioiiy, a wedding dinner was served in
Insurance. Surety Bonds
during tile se
a fi n intimate friends at the home
Auto Phone
812!4 B. Second st
Th- - Rallroai
a venue lent
skatlnc of th" bride's ban nts, Mr. ami Mrs. a.
FOR SALE.
rink was not 0 med last nlghl as hi i Ji hi Bolt. Mr. and Mrs. Nabours left
$2. Ton
been expected, Wing to the failure .: at once for Las Cruces, where He y
brick; bath
cellar, electric lights i enient walks,
complete the stru the carpenters
ic tendered a reception by Mr. and
t il
Mi s. L. W Cast last night. They will
on hlglilamis, close In.
lure. The
,f
Monday night
be at h me In Éatév after the
brick; bath, electrlr
t e obe:
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras
The
in
close In.
Heights
Moodj May litiwccd Brotvn.
$1',00Q
new brick cottage,
being im
-- A special to
ir,.
Sept.
K. Kighth st.: adobe outbuildings
New
Vork.
on South
to the
For
above
the
occasion
$
00
Washington
Bays:
modern brick coltifgo;
story of the Cr mi
block it tic the Sun from
An Intimation araa given in wall inbathi electric lights; good location.
II, IT f
nd and Hold iveiuie.
THE SANTA FE will sell $:',1(I0
brick cottage; bath,
formed Official quarters today that AMrs. Chan, s '.i 'Iger and MiSS Zen,
ttorney General Wiiliun
H. Moody
electric lights; N. Second St.; $8.riú
t
w
er. ,,f El Pasi
líe "i he
kuow
would probably bs nominated for asbalance on time nt 8 per cent
tickets to Salt Lake City, cash,
El Pa0 hotpi nprletnr. arrlvi d
sociate Justice of the llnlted Stales suJI S.'O
brick cottage, good
Albuquerque lust night from enatei
preme cOU'rt, lo sin ree Justice Henry
lights, lot 50x142, in Highlands.
return,
and
for
one
fare
vislllii
have
been
Is. n br. Brown won has already notified
thf
brick cottage, well
f$I,100
They cgpei t t rein. un
re 111 illg tb
liie
resident of his intention to re- built, N. Eighth street.
i tira,
fair,
Í4.000 Two good houses, 6 lots,
Attorney Qeneral Moody is a it
snaaa trees, room for two more
Leo rilahn.
of Massachusetts, aa is Aaaoclata
houses; close in; N. Sixth stree.
12,25(1
Justice Holmes. Tlie statement about
modern adobe, wep
Ml
Mr. Moody tils in with the now genbuilt, nicelv finished, lnrfl irrniinds
in AH utuei nui
ast nlghl to be t
erally accepted belief thai Secretary
Good outbuildings, trees and shrub- if friends dUrl ig tin fair wei
guesi
Tali win decfinc the president's offer
ber. Fouth ward.
Ren, i Hradli
of l loríela.
vacancy
be
to
to
appoint
the
lo
him
itJSftfl H.room flux
nn
diuetllnir
Albuquerque last ,:ight tu
Juátlce
bj
Brenvn'a
caused
retirement.
corner close In, lot 76x142, fine
McBpaddi n,
st of ,:rs. T. t
Justice Day, who la from Ohio, was altrees.
shade
:' the court
ready a mi otic
when
A fine piece of business property
fot
Septemthe presiden! made the tender to Mr.
on
Tickets
sale
sale.
N. M.. grand chancellor
of the Vn Tali.
good
Some
ranches
close
for
U
sale
Mexici. lodge "f Knights of Pytbin- ber 28th and 29th.
city.
RICH i;ooi
BKUH
arrled in Albuquerque laal night am
old root
J2,6i."J
brick cottage, bath
has l iken room.- - In the Sturges hole
IT V U.TO.VS DIM I. STORE.
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60i
T. E. PURDY,
N,
142;
Second street,
$1,300
frame, new, barn
Agent.
ahada tress, city water, high loca-

HOUSE FURNISHERS

Mormon

i

great lenaatlon here
reatad
b
Andreje
his
i originally
f
Danish descent, ami the name ,,f hiu
great grandfather wan Anderson.
Andrejew found hli benutlfu! wife
in a hotel together with General
whose reputation i" about me
worst possible.
Tío
sometime
ago forbade the generalciar
to show himself at court I ins. he Sold his wife
for a million roubles n Grand Duki
i

PORTERFIELD

:

.

thi Rurslon mllMunalre,
who killed his wife
ul been unfaithful to him,

,,i

:

.

A.

.

Conference

i

Raul.
It lan'l Ihoughl thai Andrejew win
be punished roi hit deed although he

FLEISCHER

i

tinder arrest.

in-s- t

UNITED STATES COURT

Sail Lake

City

-

-

OPENS HERE TOMORROW

i

1!

Indication- - Tim I Hie Court Will Have
Emmgti Bwdncee to Ocrupj it for

Two or Hire,, ft'erlt
luinortsni
Mailers Coming Before ipr Federnl

(rand dim

l

i

et

-

i

$33,10

,

i :

i

I deal of
i:
wi.' k Is said t beahea
for the grand Jurj'nth- r
'"" "g Bloa-t
ihiiiK un Investigation
the
coal entries In Sandoval. Torrance and
Bernalillo counties which it is said
this Jury will he asked to consider.
I?n!ted Rtates Altorm y Uewi II;

a

-

!W .

win arrive la Albuquerque thli mort

rom Las CrUCSS.
. ilium
Ones lo ksylum.
.Miirtin MeGulnnew, the man who
was adjudged Insane before .imigbot) in iiistrb t court Friday, w in ,..
taken tn the territorial asylum In La
Vegas thli morning by
deputy from
ihe sheriff office, it having been
I

BERGfiR
Hour

'lioh-Niil-

-

fon.

frame cottage, bath
etc.; S. Arno street.
ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
11,009
frame cottage, bath.
electric lights, close In, easy terms
AND MACHINE WORKS.
4
$6,600
double houses, close In. 'n
come $80 per month; a good InvestK. F. II ALL. Proprietor
ment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
frame, bath, electrt
$2,600
lrou and Brass Castings, Ore, i'oal,
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142.
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Gratu
Fourth ward.
Bars, Babbitt Metal. Columns
frame, near shops.
$1,300
and Iron Fronts for Build$2,700
frame dwelling with
ings,
Repairs on Mining anA
modern conveniences; well built. S
Millin
Machinery In Our Specialty
Arno st.
Money to Loan on Good Ileal Estat
FOUNDRY
Kast Hide Railroad Track, Alhnanerqne
at Low Kates of Internet.
J2,I'U0

ami IVoil

D E A L 1J Ii

BntpnsaBi "Moses Rest," "Cold Seal,"
"Rlatuo," "North Star" and "Mountain lime" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay. Alfalfa.
Oat". Barley, Corn, Cora Chop, Wheat,
White and Rid Hran.
Rex Itook and Poultry Food.
Manhatt.i'i Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oytter Shells.
Hone, Beef Scraps. Native Salt and
otlie, Stock and Poultry Food.

--

rertalned thai Bernalillo county's qu- la ) Hp- ttkvlum
not full as had
been understood.
-

MlleheJI Honnd Over.
Ch irle- - Mitchell, the negro

w lii
iiavina robbed i
boli her employed st Ihe Abbott City
Magi Market, whom ki met In
sun
garden north of ihe city, area ar- Auto. Phone 626.
hit
raigned befoi e Jastlci of he Pi n
I 'raw ford
yesterday morning
a;il
waived preliminary Maminatlon. MR.
chcii Has bound ovar
Ihs grand
jury under
bond Ift went to j,(
bond,
in default
the

Fridai confessed

,

'

t

t.-

i

Chi-'ke-

Ill

W. Copper Ave

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Han ta Fe Branch

Tain From a Horn I'romptU Rein nil Eastbound
Hjr ClMaakcriRla'ii Pali 3a las.
m
A llitie child of Mlehai
ütraues, ' 11.00
Vernon. Conn. w,i recant!) In greul 12:61
m
pain from a burn on the hand, and ai
.
2:11
m
cold applications vtv
Increased th'
Inflammation. Mr Hlrauss came to
lift m

.Lv

me: la
M
for oniethlng to top the pain
nays
"I
advised
Nlchol
him to u
Psln Halm, and
Chamberlain's
first application drew ui Ihe Inflani
Nleh-i-

loeal

i

I

ii-fama, ihe MfStcryT
Ii can tlk'
It can walk'
but:
It- ii an Automaton?
is it a Man?

llnw Yo

v

Wit

Ylimai
The llvslrr)
.

'

m

1:11

m
m.

45

matboi and av- Immediate relief
have used this lluhneni myself a id
It vrrj nften
recommend
for cu'
hack, and
burns, strains ami Inn'
have never known It to dlsap
For sale by all 'it uggl -

401

.

l:S0

m

g

m

00

.

.

m
4:26
7:10 a m.

.

!

Santa Fe
Española

l.v

.

.

Effective

nilier

L
.

Enibilo

.Lv

Baranca

Lv
L
Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv

Horvllleta

Trs

Piedras
Anmnlto
AlsmoHs

Puebla
Colorado 8pringa
Denver

.Ar

EWORLD ISFULLOF ODD ANDCURIOUS
people, so there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

T

10. IIIO.V

HTATlUNÍÍ

.
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.

united States district court f
Hit
Recond judicial
Mof Ne
o will open In the COUli house in
AlbuqUeruni
tomorrow, Judge ra
Abbott presiding The Matemeni
the court may adjourn this week II
accouni t the confusion likely to t
soli froin fiii week, - Infnrrcct, as
the business is ., heavy that thre.
weeks win probabl) bt needed
complete a, ihould the "Hit work full
time right through the seasloi He
al important cases ure
be beard an

Ar....
Le..,.

Weatbound
1:90 p. ir

1:29 p.
p.
11:16 p.
10:99 p.
Lv..,.10:00 p.
Lv.... 1:10 p.
Lv
6:40 a.
11:69 p.
Lv
Lv.... 9:40 p.
Lv.... 7:00 p.
Lv
Lv
Lv

12:J

Connect ion
At Antonllu for Purnngo. Sllvi rlon ind Inlermedlate points
At Alamosa for Denver. Pueblo and intermedia' points via either the standard
gauae line vis l..i X'nta Pas or the narrow gauge line via .Salida, making the
,n;ire trip in daylight end passing through the famous Koyal Gorge, nlso for
fall points on Creede branch-Trainstop al Rmhud for dinner where good menls ar served.
A. 8. HARVEY. Agent, Snnta Fe, 16. M
,S. K. IliMIPEIL i. P. A. Denver.

LOANS.

Money to Loan
Pianos. Organs. Horses.

On Furniture.
Wagons ana

otner Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as $10.00 (id as high as $200.00.
Loans are aulcklv made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession,
our rates are reasonable.
Angelí, at
Call and see us before borrowing.
WANTED Clrl for general
Steamshin
tickets to and from all
work.
Small faintly, Apply l.i V
narts of thp world.
Tijeras.
if
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 "nd 4. Grant Bide.
WA Ñ TÍI
at
Cham berma d
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Claire Hotel.
OPEN EVENINGS.
SOS West Itaiiroad Avenue.
MALE II ELI' WANTED.
experienced
WANTED
Salesman
In any line to sell general
trade in
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
New Mexico; an unexcelled specialty
proposition: vacancy October 1st for with bath. Rent $7.00 per month; rt
the balance of this year and 1107. invalids. A ppl y 724 No th Third st.
Commissions and $35. On weekly. The
FOR RENT-O- ne
small furnish I
Continental Jewelry Co.. Cleveland. house, also tent ground; furniture for
Ohio.
sale cheap. Call early. 403 S. Fltsi
WANTED A steam shovel fore- street.
If
man: small shovel. Apply at Journal
FOR RENT Rooms for light
office.
no sick.
S. Amo St.
WANTED-Iniiiir- e Three bridge
painters.
FOR BALK Windmill and tank.
at A. T. A 8. F. shops.
hOuse-keepln-

g;

T

fill! S.

Kilitli st.

s1s

WANTED A boy to work in store
RENT.--Modehouses. 3 to
tf 5 FOR
Call at s. v. Rosen weld's.
rooms one furnished.
W. H. M
317
"i'ljon. L'1l W. Gold avenue.
WANTED Man for road work
tt
rood salary, lilfi'a 8. Second st.
house, with
FOR RENT.
store room in front, also store rooms.
wants;
W. H. McMllllon, 211 West Gold, si 7
A certStn nurnner of
WANTED.
.Nicely furnished room,
FOB RENT
boat deri pay yot.r fixed expenses; ev- electric
ery one above that number pays you trance; light and bath; private en
no invalids taken. 007 Nl
a profit; you can always keep tlio
number right by using our Wilnt col- Fourth st.
rn

;

li mns.

BOR RENT Furnished front roof,
At once position as b
WANTED
modern; no sick people, 413 E.
ker cook and all round man in restausi 8
rant, hotel, camp, or outfit cat" cOVOe
FOR
One
RENT
house.
try preferred. Address X. X, X.,
Pacific; 2 rooms. 514 S. Broadway,
Journal.
or unfurnished, and modern
WaVTED Private pupils, by 7 furnished
furnished room upslairs, 501' S. Bec-oHigh school
teacher of experience.
W.
W. Cm'.
V. Futrelle.
st.
Special elocution, or any High school
FOR RENT Newly furnished front
sTT
subject. 417 S. Fourt h st.
all modern conveniences, in priWANTED Boy Or girl to strip to- room,
vate
bacco at Weiterfleld'i cigar factory. street.family; no ' invalids. 421 S. ThirdIf
if
'07 Railroad ave.
FOR RENT Apartments In Fane
W A N T E fV M en and women wanlc
to sell POCKET HATS.
Every man View Terrace, eight rooms each; steam
heated and all other modern convenibuys one at sight. No previous exences. H. H. Tilton, Room 19, Grant
perience necessary. Write for parti- block.
if
moneyculars about the biggest
flat in
FOR RENT Eight-roomaker on earth. Carl K. Seits, I! n
brick building, electric light and gas,
6
New St., Newark. X. J.
427.
Corner
boarders, all the latest improvements.
WANTED Six prlvati
sr.
sir, s. E dith st. s22 Roma and Eleventh st
14.50 per week.

lit

1

m

315-82-

.40

tester Sauce

O.W.STRONG'SSONS

A

Our Prices others

0

PIliPEnTY

Hn'-eldln-

Our Price. Others
$ .45
lbs pure Cano Sugar.. .$ -"
17
box silled sprays
.20
oz. can K. C. Ha king
,22
Powder
.25
IS
.15
pkg mince meat
dozen lemons
.Id
5
0
OS
dozen candles
:.

Try it.

PEKSONAL

m

Underwood Typewriter Co

ISSOItTMENT No. :i
Our Price, others
( ihs pure c.mc SuKur...f) .2." j; .45
n Shepp's (Sbcounut..
.40
Hi rice
8
.10
!
.' hhls. tacks
.10
ho Bag Blue
04
.05
os. Nutmeg
08
.10
(i double sheets
.15
tangled .11

Its the most com-

plete in the Southwest.

el

M-

UrI

KEM ALE HELP W ANTED.
giri for general
wXxi"
ii
housework, family of two. Apply
to II o 10. k Monaay morning, not
sl6
itoma avenue.
WANTED--Fou- r
girls to work in
confeclLonery stand at Fair grounds.
Call at Fair grounds. F. V. King.
WANTED Good seamstress, Apply
nt 33 Harnett building.
WAN'TED-- od A wash woman.
V.
Apply Sill
preferred,
avenue.
WANTED C.irl for general houseApply at residence of Prof.
work.

;

.10

No.

Lemon
pkg Corn Stap

wn

look over our stock.

young
ale ghoul thirty-fiv- e
Danlrh ministers preaching the' Oos-pin the neighborhood or Llbau and
I
understand thai King Frederick lias
asked th raar in send sufflclenl
troops to ihHt elty to prevent th
threatened maaeai re".

lug

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

i

.40

1)um

bot,

We are going to sell Furniture, Crockery,
Draperies and Rugs so cheap during Fair
Week that
customers can't
afford not to buy. We invite you to

rat v.
Then-

is

'iur Price.

Suar .$

1111111

1

b

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

.

,

I.)

.s

people here who have relatives in the Russian Battle provinces,
are greatly worried
the news which
reached hen- front St. Petersthirg,
thai ih revolutionist! in those provinces Ir.ivt decided to inutile:- all the
ministers in one nigh I because tliej
time been otwlmrd 111 it the minis-let- s
of the churches arc strengthening
the caus" of absolutism and bureauc-

sk
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1

Drentng
sacks of salt
bog of ground

Many

in-- e

.MKNT No.

Hit

biles.

has

Underwood

Ihs pure Cane SiiK'ar. . .1 .Jo
hot. Silver Leal Salad

(I

THE

IIi:uK TIIKV AlU:

VSSORTMENT

-

The ii, t
Andrejew,

THAT

srmi

.1

i

Me

ami java coffee
I'i kles
bot. Silver
.
hx ground alkfpi' e.
targe boxes ijuü
Ax
matches

m
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Copenhagen, Sft. IS- - Am i new
proof iif iin trowing Interes! among
Scandinavian! foi all thing- - Amerl'
can. ninic- - the news that Mr llenrik
Cavllng, the editor of "Polltlken," the
largest
must influential papei In
th Scandinavian countries, hai decid
mI to arrange
r
trip to th United
Wales in which ovct une hundred
prominent
Scandinavian newspaper
men will participate.
Mr. Cavllng.
who ha
traveled extensively ell
throughout Ami rica, Ii ih author of
the best booh aver written In th
l iiiK i.ii;i'
S andina.,
great reoodl
ihe sea ami nal
"
fclme Ih- got sole iunti'il of his paper,
changed
appearance entirely,
that it mow is similar in ever:1 way
t
the American newspapers He
thia In spite ir the ridicule heaped
upon him by editor "f more conservative paper who predicted failure,
but whose prediction! nape (ailed aa
abaoluterji aa the people of the three
Scandinavian countries from the very
start took a liking to Journalism
I'Amerli aim
The parte led by the enterprising
editor win leave Denmark in June
next year anil will go direct to Men
York, and from there via Niagara
Kalis and Chicago to the great west.
hrc they vi: vigil all the large
Be indinavlan settlements
Curiously enough, about tile xa me
time, a party of about One hull lied
American millionaires, lep rested in
western (arming and da vIllC. will he
v letting
tudy Danish
Denmark to
dairy and (arming metl ids under the
leadership ol Tosen Worm.
Tip- Amerl ins will navel through- out Denmark in thlrts iri
lltt'Ul
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JOURNALISTS ALONG
New Proof

NINE YEARS AGO

DOLLAR GROCERY

HUNDRED

A
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WELCOME!

EDITOR COMING

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

MORNING JOURNAL

COLONIST RATES

FDR RENT

WANTED
Hoarders In private
larding bouse. lia s. Broadway.
WANTED Help furnished and employment of all kinds secured. F. L
Colburii, successor to Abraham's 11-

Pleasant

furnished

72-8,
rooms in modern house.
ond St.; bath and electric lights,

FOR

RENT

Furnished

Sec-

froñl

room for light housekeeping. 205 S.
Arno.
tf
ployme.nl
office, nil W. Silver u v
d
FOR
ENT Rooms for
Auto phone No. 70.
keeping.
24 W.
ave.
WANTED Two or three rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished room. 215
light housekeeping, no health seekers.
X. Seventh si reel.
tf
Address W. M., Morning Journal.
RENT Furnished rooms aL
WANTED. To sell all kinds of slot theFOR
Roosevelt rooming house, 309 V4
machines, both new and second hand. W. Railroad
aVe.
Penny Parlor, 216V S.. Second St. tf
house-Railroa-

--

FOR RENT Modern housekeepl
FOIl SALK
Ing rooms. 423 S. High st.
sll
FOÍl SALE A
d
- Pleasant furnished
FOR REN,
general merchandise store, doing good rooms
at 315
tf
Third st.
business, in good country town; good
reasons for selling: store building and
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS.
dwe ing for rent or sale. P, o. Box
218.
ATTORNEYS.
FOR SALK One saddle pony, ont R W. D. BRYAN
Attorney
at Law.
work horse and one set harness. 3;,
Office In First Nation.-.- ! bank build-InW, Cold avenue.
if
Albuoueroue. N. M.
TOR SALIC -- Nice lot of chicken
FHVSItilANh.
bees and pigeons; must be sold at onto
L. HUOT
on account of moving.
502 Mountain viCn.
N. T. Arlmllo Blda.
Room
si 0 Tuberculosis
road.
y
treated with High
Electrical Current and GermiFOR SALE City lots and houses cide. Treatments
8 a. m. to
given
from
cheap for cash or payments. W. V. 4 v. m. Trained nurse in attendance,
Futrelle. 116 W. Coal.
Roth 'phones
H. W ROTH
FOR SALK Texas Carlsbad miner-E- ll DR. J. Physician
and Surgeon,
water, sold by the grocers and drugAlbuquerque, N. M.
gists.
at
Samples and testimonials
DR. J. E. BRONSON
W. V.
Futrelle,
116' W. Coal.
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
Jt
Room 17 Whiting Black.
FOR SALE
Furniture nearly new.
SHADRACH
Ibis 10. Cold avenue.
all DR. W. G.Practice
Limited
POR SALE Cider Vinegar guaranEye. Ear. Nose. ThroaL
Apply to Win. Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
teed pure, lor pickling.
lines. Office 313 'A W. Railroad av.
Ji nks. Helen, N. M.
Hours JLJQ- - 12 a. m.. 1.30 to 5 P.
POR SALE Horse, buggy and har, TJENTfS'rs.
ness, also saddle horse, cheap.
113 DR. X B. K R A FT
Marquette ave.
si
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Black, over
F' i R SA LE -- Household furniture, the
Golden
Rule Drv Goods company.
XV,
H
cheap. 141
Railroad.
Automatic Rhone 272: Colorado. 164.
POR SALE Cheap dress suit and E. J. ALGER, D. D. S.
Tuxedo, good as new; size .IS. hqUlru
Offices: Arlmllo block, opnoslte Ool
O. Bambini) tailor, Railroad ave,
den Rule. Office hours. 8:0 a. m. to
ui
K(,K "ALE- - Cheap, three barber 12:30 p. m.: 1:20 to 6 p. m. Autotelephone 462.
Appointments
chairs in first olaaa
idltion. Inquli e matic
made by mall.
a t til W. RllllfoadaVe,
DR. L. E. ERVIN
FOR SALE -- New rubber-tire- d
Eentlet.
folding bed. side saddle, sewing
Auto Phone 691.
20
;
Rooms
22.
Whiting block. aver
and
top
roll
Room-machines and
desk.
Learnard and Lindemann.
3 and 4
rant building.
ARCIIITECrs.
Foil S A L E LuTTch counter. 20!i
.
WGold ave.
tf F. XV. SPENCER
V.
O. WALLINGFORD
FOR SALE New gasoline engine;
Sli horse power, cheap. Call 224 A, Rooms 46 andArchitects.
47. Barnett Bulldlna.
Walter.
if
Both 'Phones.
sale-T- wo
tent
houses
CrVIL ENGINFERB.
cheap. 406. S.Arrib st.
tf
FOR SALE Tent housei 1x20 ft. PITT R088
City Engineer.
509 .Val ter st.
si 5
in Iind Scrip; Attorney beFOR SALE City lots in Eastern Dealer
State Land Office.
addition, $50 and up. XV. V. Futrello, fore United
Room IX, Armljo Block.
116 W. Coal.
FOR SALE General merchandise J. R. FARWELL
Civil Engineer.
business on the El Paso and South- Room 23. N.
T. Armllo buildlnc.
western In eastern New Mexico. Stocit
$15,000.00 to $20,000.00. Fine opporTout Appreciate
tunity for right party. Can explain Your professional and trade journals
good reason for selling. Locality
If bound In convenient form for
thlest In New Mexico. Address
All styles of binding. Prices
les, A. R., Journal.
tf right.
H. S. Llthgow & Co.
FOR8ALE OR LEA.-- E
i'attie and Bookbhtaera.
Journal building.
sheep ranches; permanent
water on
patented lands and unlimited free
Not
lee for Pulrllcntlon.
range with grass tit present knee high
Office at Sunta Fe, N. M., Augand very little stock of any kind on 1t Land
22, l'JOC.
ust
Located In Sierra county. Address ''.
Notice is hereby given that the folloC. Miller, Hlllsboro, N. M.
tf wing-named
settler has filed iinlico
of his intention to make final proof in
FOR SALE! New and socond-hnn- d
hnp'PH at Alnuuiiermja Oarrlaae Co.. support of his claim, and that said
proof will he made before the United
FNDERTAKERS.
States court commissioner nt San RaA. BORDERS
fael, N. M., on October 5, 1906, viz:
City Undertaker.
Melquíades T. Otero, for the SE '4
(Rack or while hearse, $6.00. Com NE U. N
SE',. and NE V4 HXV
merclal Club Rullding. Auto telephone Sec. 24, T. 4.10 Si R. 8 XV.
316; Colorado red 115. Albuquerque
He names the following wHnessos l.i
New Vexle
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of, said land, viz: Jose
nrilING THE MORN ! NO HOI ICS rtioeiu, .jo.se Antonio Sandovnl.
r.or- HALF RATE WILL ME GIVEN TO gonlo Figueroa. Pablo Lucero all of
'
AL- - Cubero. N. M.
LADIES AT THE HOWLING
LEV. 118 WEST GOLD AX E.
MANUEL Tt. OTERO, Register.
j

sol-age- nt.

--

I !

j

-

for

e.

X

To

California and the Northwest

Fur prnn.pt and courteous treatment

oml-- i
ass colonist tickets will be sold tn all princlpnl
S. F. and So. Pac. Ry's In California at
points on A.. T.
on. For other rates and full Information call it
rate of

Sei

SANTA FE TICKET

OFFICE.

s

V

T. E. PURDY, Agent

mill tlM very choicest of incut- - you will
make no mistake by calling on Emll
Klclmvort. 112 North Third
or
telephoning your order In.

MORNING JOURNAL
V.'ANT

'

ADS-BRIN-

RESULTS.

sl.-ce-

ii is Worth While

It Is worth while to look into the
merits of the l,ooso Icaf System of

THE

WM.

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
keeping accounts.
Special forms
Dealer
in Fresh and Salt Meats
your
ruled to suit
particular line .f
A
business.
phone message wjli
Sausage a Specialty.
bring samples and prices to your
desk.
Auto phone 128.
S. Llthgou
Co.
For Cnttle and Hogs Ihe Rlggest MarBookbinder.'
Journal building.
ket Price is Paid.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

HHI II
NAVAJOS

Al THE

WILL BE SIGHT

INTO CAMP LAST NIGH

WILL MEET

OF A LIFETIME

BAND OF INDIANS WENT

LONG LIST OF ENTRIES
i

HANDS

OF

IN

All

COMMITTEE

i

Qnfr one or two Of the band have
been in Albuquerque before. The rest
are genuinely new wild west Indians,
with beads in their nuses and strange
superstitions in their heads.
Among them are four Indians who
have learned the use of boxing gloves
and who will give exhibitions of Indian boxing with heavily padded balloon gloves each day during the fair.
Then there is the wrestler, who is said
to be the strongest .Navajo allve.H
is ready to meet all comers. The rest
arc foot facers, riders, and In general
Indian al hleies and dancers, who will
do nueh for the entertainment of the
fair visitors. Ther Hist appearance in
public will be tomorrow night.
The ponies are to be used for that
high class attraction, the roping on
foot, always a winner with the spec
tators.
I'rnit Display "n tiie Way.
In addition to the San Juan county
shipment expected here tomorrow
morning, the carload of fruit from the
Mesilla valley was shipped from Ias
Cruces yesterday anil will arrive this
morning. It contains the Mesilla valley exhibit ami the exhihil from the
Agricultural college at Mesilla Park.
Horses, cattle, sheep and sxlhlbitS
of all kinds were arriving yesterday
and there will be the Una! rush of arrivals tonight and tomorrow morning.
Reckless Russet in Town.
Reckless Russell, the
wonder win, is to risk hlslieok for
the entertainment of crowds twice
each day this week, arrived from the
east last night. The inclined plane
from which Itusse'.l will rid his bicycle, was set up yesterday on Railroad
avenue facing First Btreet. It is sufficiently flimsy ami shaky looking to
cause wonder that Russell has the nerve
lo get upon it. much less ride a bicycle off It. The stunt is a g'eat one,
and worth seeing.
The Matter of Attendance,
There is no longer any doubt of a
record-breakiattendance at the fair
Ibis week.
Kvcn In Albuquerque no
such interval h is ever been' shown before as is :.ow evident, hast night
Railroad avenue was crowded, mor,
people being oul than on any nighl
for a year. Everywhere were heard
remarks about the big show to come
next week an'' the crowds to be expected. It seems that nearly everyone in Albuquerque has taken a hand
in boosting for the fair this year and
ihat everyone has brought or will
bring someone to hell, swell the
crowd, it is freely predicted that t lie
attendance, will smash all records.
How cars Will Ron.
Th " TcactlOB company announces
today 'he schedule for cars during
fair week. It Is explained thai it has
for the
been necessary lo arrange
greatest convenience of cha greatest
number so thai during the rush hours
of the fair between 1:80 In the afternoon and 5:80, all cars will run only
between the corner of Flrsl street and
Railroad avenue and the fair grounds.
During the morning and evening cars
will run over the lines as usual. By
making this special schedule for the
afternoon it Is thought that any special crush can be handled without difone-legg- ed

X

The First National Bank

Officers of the Fair Association Will Tender Executive Formal Welcome to
Tonight,

NEW MEXICO

OF ALBUQUERQUE,

:

United States Depository

committee in charge Of the
parade and trades display, to
form the feature of Thursday morning, Albuquerque day. lias appointed
Colonel John Ilorrodailegrand
marshal
of the yarade with full power to organize it and direct its movement
through the streets. Colonel Borro-- 1
daile will name his own assistants and
will announce his plans early
this rado hotel shortly after 7 o'clock and
w eek.
will be at the train to escort the gov- The entries aic coming In rapidly ernor to his rooms which have been
just now for the flower parade. Fol- sé gaged in the Alvarado for the week.
lowing Is a partial list:
It is expected that Governor Hager- Southwestern Brewery & Ice com- man will be here for at least the
pany.
four days of the fair. In addition '
W. H. Andrews.
the opening of the fair tomorVow, heLearnard & Llnueraann.
has consented to address the sheer1
The Associated Hankers ,,f Albu- and wool growers' convention 011
,
querque.
good roads' convention
and
the
The Albuquerque F.Iks.
un the same day and several other in- A. Borders.
vitatlons which request his appearance
ES.
L Washburn company.
In public here have been extended.
Mrs. J. L. Barnard.
Colonel John Borradailc, who will
Imperial Laundry company,
have charge of the. parade from the
D, S. Kosenwald.
fair grounds
Rothenberg- & Sell loss Cigar com- Alvarado hotel to the 1:30
o'clock,
tomorrow afternoon at
pany.
Governor Hagerman will opkni
American Lumber company- - five when
the fair, announced yesterday that all
floats.
those who expect to Join the company
Santa Fe shops three Moats.
United states Indian school two which will escort the governor to tin
fair grounds must be at the Alvarado
Moats and. a band.
Too
hotel not later than I o'clock.
Fred Harvey Curio department.
'procession
Just now promises te be .a
dross, Kelly & Co.
long one.
R, E. Putney.
Colonel Borradailc yesterday issued
M. Maudell.
the following, as marshal of the pas
& Co.
rade:
M. Nash.
Citizens of Albuquerque.
'mere will be live bands In line the Lei everybody
come out Monday and
Mre department
win take pan
and give our governor
a hearty welconv
both militia companies will enler.
and show our appreciation of his
give
us an honest administrato
BASEBALL
tion of territorial affairs.
JOHN BORRADAILE,
Marshal of Escort.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Ai Pittsburg
i;
Have You seen Yuma, the Mystery?
Pittsburg
j
It can talk!
Cincinnati
, 4
II can Walk!
Batteries Willis and Gibson; Ha:
but:
and Schlel.
is it an Automaton?
At Boston
R II.
Is it a Man t
Philadelphia
.
Who?
The

well.

X

Governor H. J. Hagertnan, of NewMexico, who is to officiate at the formal opening of the twenty-sixt- h
annual New Mexico fair tomorrow at noon,
will arrive In Albuquerque tonight on
Santa
No. 1 from Santa Fe
The train Is due to arrive at 7:30 and
tile governor will he given a formal
welcome to Albuquerque for the fair
week by the full body of officers and
executive and advisory boards of the
Fair issoolatkm. The officers and
committeeman win meet at the Atva- -

Mower

Paul Arrlngton, with twenty Navajo bucks, straight from the interior of
the reservation, arrived in Albuquer-lae- t
night and with his Indians went
lata camp In the fair grounds.
It
was a considerable caravan which the
San Juan
county man conducted
across country a hundred and ninety
miles from the San Juan and the reservation. In addition to the Indians
and their aquAwa, there are some forty
head of wild ponies, the two Arlington strings of relay racing horses and
several wagons, 'in addition to this
sonic 2,440 pounds of fruit Is coming
by rail (raOl San Juan county for exhibition.
Arringtoii lias brought w ith him Some
of the chid' attractions of the fair,
although they did not look very attractive last night when they got In
covered with the dust of the road and
the mud of the last fifty tulles of it,
for they came through this part of the
trip in an almost steady downpour.
Hut the Navajos are not delicate and
they have withstood the trip
quite

1

it

GOVERNOR

Have Band of Ponies With American Lumber Company
Them, Indian Boxers and
Has Five Floats in Line-T- hree
Giant Navajo Who Is Said
Come From Shops-Th- ere.
to Be Strongest Man on the
Are Lots of Others,
Reservation,

V

1906.

IKE PARADE THURSDAY EXECUTIVE BOARD

FAIR GROUNDS

Rh

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,

Depository

tor Santa Fe Railroad

.

tlr-c-

REPORT OF CONDITION SEPTEMBER

4th, 1906.

'

r

RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts
$1,759,651.15
Bonds, Securities and Real Estate
128,557.32
United States Bonds
$ 300,00.00

.

1,012,813.30

CASH AND EXCHANGE

Tile--day-

TOTAL

1,312,813.30
$3,201,021.77

.
LIABILITIES.

Capital, Surplus and Profits
Bank Circulation

$ 309,366.43

200,000.00
2,691.655.34

DEPOSITS

$3,201,021.77

TOTAL

Stern-Sclos-

,

ts

Boston

Batteries Richie ami
fer and Brown.

j

i

in

At St. Louis
St. Louis

Yuma

'

The Mystery.

Pfe

.

DRINK TEXAS, CARLSBAD, MINERAL WATER. FROM THE I'M.
PINTO WELL. FOR SALE BY ALL
Xoonon; GROCERS AND DRUGGISTS, AND
11
I I I BELLE.
AGENT,
Y.
W.
I!

11

H

Chicago
Batteries

I

Beebe,
and Moran.
Second game
St. Louis

laylor

Karg

'i'.

It H.
.

Chicago

.

Hallcries- - Hoggins
Overall and Kling.
AI New York

and

.

0

WEST COAL.

K

4

I

ricnter telephone
If yon need a
.4 4
Auto Vhonc 5Bo.
Mar dial!; itrascldcn.
I

U.

Brooklyn'

New fork

"

oat lerlca Strickle tl and
Wilise and Bowerman,
See, iul game
Brooklyn .'
New York

n.

STRIKES UNKNOWN
IN NEW ZEALAND

:.

it
II

HEADQUARTERS FOR

i
i

(San Francisco Call.)
Nothing that has transpired tor
3
5
0
many years in our city's history is so
12
Batteries Bason, Pastorloua and important as mo occisión ,o a,,,,- Killer; MoOlnnlty,
Brcsnahan HM. trate the complex phases ofso SOClftJ
Indievolution. The desire to do
Fitzgerald
cate! thai a higher plane has been
AM EJRICAN LEAGUE.
that equity seeks to become
At Cleveland
R, II i: reached;
to justice, and Ihat
a counter-weigh- t
7
i
Cleveland
there has at last taken form the,
Detroit
X
3
J
that interdependence Is
Batteries Mess and Bemis I lona - recognition
and
the
hue and Schmidt.
such
factor in ideal civic
At Chicago
1;. 11. 1:
it is possible in our
is
as
as
desirable
Chicago
7
J future,
We are now converging to-- ;
4
St. Louis
s
li
ward the conception of the city as an
Butteries Owon and Roth Smith .organic
unity, no longer a veritable
and Rickey.
purgatory of slovenly and illogical
At Washington
R. H E, compromises.
must
Ban Francisco
,1
n
ashlngton
heal her sores, not mere
henceforth
I
New York
6
ly bandage them.
Batteries Bailen and Wakclioid,
In connection with the present deM'larkson and Thomas.
cision some extracts from an interSecond game
R. II. B, view with the late Right Honorable
!
s
Washington
R. J. Beddon, premier of New Zet- fi
Xew York
S
land, and rpioted in a lecture delivered
Batteries- - Edmundson and Warner, by a kinsman
the well known lour- may afford
Ot th and Klolnnw.
nal 1st, Bruce lyeffingwell
At 1'hlludolphla
It. It. É. conclusive evidence that arbitration
!i
Boston
has been found not only the har,1
Philadelphia
monious solution, but in fact the preBatteries winter and c. Armará
ventive of these harassing confusions
"At the
of Industrial life.
ier; Coombs anil Powers.
Second game
time the Arbitration and Conciliation
R. H.
was
desperate'
0
Act was passed there
Boston
"
Philadelphia
on the part Of
opposition thereto
to be
was
capital.
It
considered
Palterlcs Parry, Peterson and Ca
legislation solely in the interests of
ligan; Dygerl and Schreck.
'labor. Today both parties are stead- WESTERN LEAGUE,
fast in their support of our laws. Our
At Omaha
it. H.
.'I
law lays down the principle that In- 14
Omaha
ficulty.
slead of the people being made to
7 13
Lincoln
l inai Convention Arrangements,
Suffer, employer and employe appear
Batteries Corns and tiondlng; M
for the half dozen Kay and Rogers.
Arrangement
before an impartial tribunal and a do- We have uol
cisión is arrived at.
convention to be held this week are
IV
K
At
Pueblo
complete and nothing remains but to Sioux City
strikes the law prevents them and
carry them out. The convention of Pueblo
rightly so. We have no walking dele-- 1
l :i
gales or secretaries; our workmen
the undertaken and Embalmers as-- 1
Batteries
N'ewlln and Pctlil Ileit
will
be the ley
would not endure their Interference.
sociatiou of New Mexico
and
Itennlcker.
tomorrow
will
occur
"The arbitration court consists of
llrst masting and
R H R
At Denver
j;
The full Denver
morning and afternoon.
three: One assessor from the workers'
8 jo'
will
convention
program for till
union, one I rom ine employers as10 is
Des Moines
su-- i
be announced tomorrow.
- Kngle. Page. Zalusky an l nctatton, and a Judge - of tlie
Batteriespreme court Who acts as chairman.
It is announced that among the Welgardt; Sessions. Wolfe and
H-:
Both parties have absolute faith and
speakers at the Good Roads conven- grolde.
tion Tuesday night will be Governor
rellanos In the court, the Judge being
E.
ASSOCIATION.
AMERICAN
R.
Prince,
L
Hagei man
Bradford
elected for life.
At Kansas City
Tw it, hell, H. B. Fergusson and Nell!
are not permitted to
4
Kansas City
stir up strife; thorp is a tribunal to
B. Field.
- which they can go."
Milwaukee
More Sheep Convention Delegates,
At Columbus
This common sense treatment of the
Maor Frank McKee last night
'1
difficulty surely commends Itself. Adthe following delegates from Columbus
1.",
mittedly It includes h foundation
Albuquerque to the convention of Louisville game
Second
which we have yet to establish. Social
Sheep and wool growers which meets
'
progress Is Ihe result, and labor and
Columbus
Tuesday:
capital
Louisville
demonstrate that In mutual
T l Gooding. Jr.. James Wilkin
At Indianapolis
weal there Is mutual wealth.
son. J. Yrlssurrl, Wilniot Booth, and
'
Indianapolis
There is a realm of duty to which
Fidel Romero.
Toledo
the civic conscience has yet to
Rsl Grounds,
ew sore Board
awaken, and we murt in no wise shli'U
Second game
Go. have presented tol
B. Ilfeld
the essentials to establish a finer
Indianapolis
I hp
Fair asocialion a new SCOTS Toledo
a HVilbvM ion as the proudest attrlbule
board, the Ilnet of it kind in the
of a "grander'1 Ban Francisco.
At St. Paul
West, w hich w as ut up on he Judges'
St.
Paul
hoard
The
afternoon.
yesterday
Stand
Whole VII Is ITT Deformed.
bull Minneapolis .
carries space for recording the
The strangest village in Ihe world
Second gam
games and all race si they may be
undoubtedly Ihe IKtle hamlet of Jftt,
plainly ecn from all parts of the! St. Paul
near DulOS, In franco ( not for from
Minneapolis . ,
grand stand.
Ihe Italian frontier, where dwell about
mm More Buck From Heilgman,
9 deformed men woman and chlld-ren- ,
MORN1MO JOURNAL
edition to the
A most substantial
ADS
WANT
who Is Paris go by the name .,f
big live stock show arrived lust night
They are deprlverl of
BRINO RR8UI.T8.
when John Finlayson. of Seligman.
Ihe use of their legs and Ihlehs, and
Arlxona, reached Albuquerque with
inti'.AKiM; Hitr.M).
push themselves along In primitive
:na tine big Rambonillft buck which
When you ask a friend tn break .wooden carts with wooden
wheels,
fair
are to go on exhibition at the
bread with you, always see that you which they propel by means of a
propground. The animal are the
offer him
shnoed block of wood In either
erty of Edgar T. Smith, of Kellgman. The Rrst Hrcsd Our Roller t'rcHin hand.
of
breeders
one of the best known
Rrestl.
,
hue sheep In tiie territory.
I ondon Stocks
Don't he less thoughtful of
Suffer Greet Slump.
either. Remember, this bread
It was recently stated In the British
Mart and Ctiandon souvenir.
PKKRI.KSK
the famous
parliament that the depreciation in
The elegant SOUVShlr calendar fan is made fromflour,
which retains all the the aggregate value of the London
to be given PRINCESS
k
and aluminum
exchange of trust securities,
away by Moet and Ghandon of White nutrient nunlltles of the original nralr.. stock
government stock, South African minPIONEER HAKKRY.
Seal fame, will be distributed Thursing railway and Other shares, as com0" Stouth First St.
day. White Seal Champagne Day. by
pared with their vnltio previous to the
-.
C. A. Hudson and a force of boys and hi
m
s 01 WT JARS, 7.- CENTS Roer war. was estimated to reach
the Casino Thursday evening by lEd pi'.h
nwvJ3,93.:Ml0.nnn,
and the government
n
Tiiorrrcu a
Blhle. None will be given away
I' was asked to take some measures to
KINS
Thursday.
fore

N

FAIR VISITORS

Bergen;
(j

OUT-OF-TOW-

;

11

--

I

THE

attractive store of the Bcnham Indian Trading Company, on the corner

and Railroad avenue, is the handiest place

in

town for a rendezvous.

of

First street

address book last year

Our

g

well-bein-

.

1

1

1

I

was signed by ninety per cent of the

visitors.

out-of-to-

This year we want the name of every

visitor; and each person who registers at our store will be oresented with a handsome souvenir
of Albuquerque FREE.

established an Information Bureau for the convenience of our friends and customers, and will be glad to have any and all strangers take advantage of it. Our store is one of the
We have also

show places of the city.

It

contains the largest stock of Navajo blankets

the most complete collection of genuine Indian handicraft to be found

in

I

.

.

.

more than

one-ha-

of all the Navajo hand

lf

hammered silver that is sold.

the Southwest, and

in

the

world.

We

.furnish

fact our store

In

is

scarcely less interesting than the great Fair itself, and it is an ideal place to wait for a friend or to
while away an idle hour.
Our prices will be

the same as they are every day

PRICE ON DRAWN WORK, on which

marked prices.
in

we

in

the year, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE

shall allow a discount of TWENTY PER CENT, from

This is a wonderful opportunity,

as we have a large and complete line of the ber,t

the market to choose from.

;

rs

Don't forget to ask about the Lucky Swastikas.

BENHAM INDIAN TRADING COMPANY
Corner Firtt Street and Railroad Avenue

4

1

I

.

"rills-rte-Jalle-

."

fla;-jlrO- fl

you:-family-

note-boo-

doi

it

protect bona tide owners and Inves- of those
tors from the continuance
liquidations alleged to bo
forced
.Mr.!
by
gambling.
on
brought
slock
Aauulth. chancellor of the exchequer,
In replying stated that there has been
a large depreciation In the value of
such securities, and that many causes
had contributed to bring them about.
but that he would not like to commit
himself to the opinion that It had
been due In Ihe main to international
gambling. In any cuso, he knew of
no means bv which the government
could control such transactions.

Sugar
Anaconda
Atchison
do preferred
New Jersey Central
Chesapeake & oblo
St. Paul, preferred ..
Rig Four
Colorado & Souahern
do first preferred
do second preferred
Erie
tnterborougli
do preferred

136 H

Js4

103 'j
103
103 '

do coupon

registered
,10 14
do coupon
I'm 't New 4's. registered
Ü3I1
do coupon
,

old

i s,

.131
131

Il'V'

anil closet! steady at 43?iVc.
December oats opened at 33Vjt to 3:''a
f.lÜHc sold between 3 ''A, and 32c
and litio and closed steady at

Je

nominal, no loans,
Kansas CM
stock..
prime mercantile paper, at Kttñ' per Kan I City. Sept. 15. Cattle
cent silver, 6774c.
100; market, unchanged.
:it,
Sheep
racelpU., 1.500;
market
7
The Metala,
steady
Muttons. 14 .7 tr f.,60; Ismbs.
.
4
$6.,riO
range
7.50;
was
15.
Sepl.
Copper
Now York.
wethers, $5.00ffr
4X K
.
' 5. K0; fetl ew, S4.50&5.40.
quoted al 1
38 W firm with hike
electrolytic. $Ts.x7Vfct .111.1
.1
iMtlngat II
oilv.' I. .,.
si
Wool.
.
x1)! and
Missouri Pat ill,
St. IxhiIs. gppt. IS. Wool, stead)
WM llrm at $5.7.', U 6. 00. and spelter
New York Central
.Í43 '4 ai
MexiSilver,
i6.K,(p6.2r..
7V.
unchunged.
Pennsylvania
.143 H can dollars, &3&c.
FINANCE AND COMMERCE. St.
Louis & San Francisco, second preferred
44
f 1,1,'Blr,, 11,1,1,'. I t.f 'I','. I..
Southern Pacific
SI n et
VY"II
Chicago,
Sept. 5. Wet weathci
2
in
Pnion Pacific
New York. Sept. 16. Reading had United States Steel
jr 77 the northwest end. the forecast
the market largely to Itself with Baldo oreferred
106 Va huge export shipments were Ihe chief
causes for t nrm wheat market here
timore at Ohio as a conspicuous pend- Western Colon
:io
today. December wheat opened at
of
Representing Msuger
ant to display and with a number
Avar?
Cnltetl States Bond-- spectacgradV'lnduHtrlals
making
73Vc to iSUO '.'c sold between 73Hc
low
Boston
,
105
Refunding
registe
red
7.1V,c
fa,
to
background.
In
closed
and
at
and
734
73Sc
movements
the
ular
106 '4)1 r U.C. December corn owned at 42fc II
North First Street, with Ra abo
do coti'ion
Closing quotations:
103 ij, . 1,,, to CJSc sold between t;,e and
X Monger, Alhiiunerque. N. M. I
112
tcfuntllua J's, registered
Amalgamate Copper
64

Money

on call,

,"

'

.

I.

2:

I

w. E.

M AUGER

WOOL

6
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FAIR VISITORS

A WORD TO

You arc cordially invited to visit our establishment while in the city and look through our immense stock, comprising of everything new and

FURNITURE

Rugs

Parlor

Mattings

Dining Room

Upholstery Goods

Library

Draperies

and Kitchen

Lace Curtains

also
Velvet Carpets
Brussels Carpels
Axminster Carpels
Ingrain Carpets

Portieres
Table Covers

Blankets
Couch Covers
Comforters

.alS8
'W"

rn--

smH'sssssjMBiiji

i

IB

Pillows
and Linens

Linoleum
and Oil Cloth

FABER
ALBERT
Staab

The Truth About New

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Building.

West Railroad Ave.

308-31- 0

in and for said territory, do herabv
certify thai the foregoing statement,
as to the bonded Indebtedness of the
territory and the counties thereof, la a
true ami correct statement.
have hereun
in witness whereof
to set my hand this 12th day of September, A. I. 1906.
c. v. SAFFORD,
(Signed.)
Travoltng Auditor.

Mexico's Territorial
And County Debts
Auditor Which Shows Financial Standing of New

as Compared With That

Mexico

of

Arizona.

f the Joint
in .ill the ills iiHioi
Ktnuilinr; haC many years to run,
statehood question in Arlsona, the making it Impossible to get ,i new Is
strongest sraument that ha been gue anil a lOWl Interval rate.
Following li the statement ol the
brought against statehood with New
Mexico,
of New
Mrxi. o is has-'i- l
on the
'lloi- - traveling auditor
mou territorial ami eovnt) tntebted-net- s showing the net territorial debt, and
nt this territory which, it bar tin bonded Indebtedness by counties:
bten argued, the new state of Arizona Amounti iof outstanding tcr- -bond) d Ihdebtedv'toi
would have to asume.
The opopn- 1811,060.0s
nea Sept. i. INI
nts of statehood in Ariz in have
worked this argument to its limit, sinking funds In hands of
territorial treasurer, for
they have an id nothing aboul Art"
redemption of xume.... lll,Ht,tl
zona's debt,
and county, but
they have seen to it that the- alleged
1741, 33. 61
Not territorial debt
condition of th- Bnancaa of New Mm
Following is i statement
so should be well known.
I'ndtr these conditions the state- i of rounty bonded indent
cdness:
ment below from thejbooka ol the
IIH.OOO.fO
given over the signature
of li.iui.iill'
rj3,ino.oo
Chavea
I
V.
thirive ling auditor. Mr. Charles
76. 40(1. 00
Safford. Is of particular Interest. Thli Colfax
71.S7f.00
tatetnt n shows the total (lelit of Now Don i Ana
K.OlO.Ofl
county, to Kl.lv
Mexico, teintorial and
Ouadalupe
Il.Ttl.fO
eniouiit tn three and u half millions.
ItMtO.Ot)
ürant
of Hit- - tin- trtritor) la responsible
4i,87G.oo
Lincoln
!
onh S7ll..l;t:i 01 ;h
untirs tiLuna
ling responsible for their individual In18,010.00
Mi Klnley
debtedness.
N6.B41.0il
In Arlsona the total Indebtedness, Mura
57,000.00
Otero
territorial and county, is aluna $:i
30,000. It
(0,000, for ,iii of which tii" territory IQuiy
3H.ton.oi
Arriba
special act of
is ret ponstble, for by
IMlO.fO
tongres Arlsona, or the territorial Roosevelt
21.100.00
government has aaautned esponslbll Ian Juan
486.8on.oo
Miguel
Rar
Ity for all of the Individual debts of
611. 0311.00
inta Fe
th i ountli-s5ft.oon.oo
I'lHlnly put, Arlzonn would bring to fierra
i8i.7nn.no
a debt Socorro
thi Khoulders of the
41.400.no
Taos
,.f t.!.2fln.onft to be carried, while x-1.O00.00
M'xhn would bring a dent of only i Union
Vali-ncl104.200.00
In the
lim mor than 1700,000.
llgiit of these
fact, based upon
1 1 ,11 6. J73.00
Total .
public r, (Wd, the ha rd - worked argumen
Net
of
of
rial debt. .. TIl.lll.OI
ment
the
Anton looks a trifle rhean.
Moreover,
Total bonded Indebtthe Individual rounty
and
debt in New Mesleo is In mtnh better
edness, territorial
13. 557. sos. fii
county
enndltlon thsn the louniv Indebtedrounty
Indebtedness, MMS0.
ness of Arlsona. for whh h the terrilam i
130.',.
Authority to
tory
responsible. The New Mexico Í4- e- C. N7 1 n
county Indebtedness Is for the most Issue bonds,
finking fund to reOeeni
MeKlnley
part on a low rate of Interest, the
highest fate being 4'4
rent While eounly
lanuOval OOttnty Indebtedness. $66.-00th bonds expire In a comparatively
short time. In nil thi- territory hut
for aiilhorlty to Issin- bonds, SOS
two lountles are In arrears In Interest Hi r. h. 9. in. chapter 10. Laws 1900.
Authority to Issue rounTOT raneS
payments, flnrtta Fe and drum counties nth of which have been embar- ty establishment bonds. Se- rhaptcr
e
rassed by their
railroad botid L law 100ft.
Territory of Mew MíxOo, county of
issues.
Fc, as.
In Arisonn counties the interest rate
Sunt
I. C. V. Haffonl, traveling nudltor
is high and almost all bond issues out- ;

aHi-ge-

:
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i

old-tim-

11

Although th- fame of Patrick Henry as an orator has spread wide and
lar, his brief operations as a soldier
which had an Important bearing on
the events of the Revolution have
been almost forgotten, lot, full or
Are and the righteousness of his cause,
headlong march at tho
he madis
head of seven hundred patriots from
Kri'dci Ickshui (í, Va., to Williamahurg.
the s.'at of the colonial government
under Lord Dun more, proposing to
the. governor,
in this manner '.he name of PatInseparably linked with
rick Henry
the retrion In which the j&mestown
gpoaltion Is to be held at Hampton
Roads near Norfolk, Va., in iuot.
commemorating the beginning of
rule in this country, Patrick
Henry was on'- of the foremost patriots In overthrowing the rule begun
at Jamestown. His march ended almost within sight of Jamestown,
when- Lord Dunmore sent messengers
to meet him. granting full satisfaction
for the removal of powder I rum the
Williamsburg powder mag&sine,
The powder was removed from the
mageslne al the ordér or Lord Dun-moon the night of April 20, 775.
s
a few dgyi later tidings of the
of I'Xhislon mill Concord arrived
at Fredericksburg, where seven hundred men were assembled under the
command Of Cantata Samuel Meredith. Patrick Henry made a brilliant
speech to the assembled nu n and. a
a nsult. Captain MOredttO turned the
command over 'o Captain. Henry, who
it once marched nil Williamsburg, dc- ter mined to hajve either monetary Rft- Isfaotlon or the person of Lord
s.-7-

-

Kn-gli-

re

1

hat-tie-

The fame of Patrick Henry produced siu-i- i enthusiasm thai before he
reached the end of his march over
five thousand men were under arms in
Hie region about Norfolk and
Wll-llam- .-

bui g.
Ijiih- Dunmore retired to the ttiiti- rowey, then lyin-,- ' orr York.
i,oni Dttnmore, in th- - nteanttmt sent
messi-ngeafter messenger to meet
("aptiiln Henry and beg blm to desist
from h's purpose of rnmlng to Wll- llameburg, The messengers werr ije- I lined thel they might not
arry back
to i or i Dunmore reporti of his
strength, By lbs time captain Henry
hail reaehed Doncastle, n few miles
above Jamestown .tin- Brltlah governor had become so alarmed thai b
sent a fast messenger post haSis to
ine,-the advancing colonials with a
uheok for three hundred and thirty

W. J. PATTERSON

Livery and Boarding Stables
Mira Arena.

Class Vaudivillo Offered

and Tuesday,
Next Week, With Several!
Sensational Acts.

Monday and Tuesday, September 2 I
ami 25, are the dofOs set for the opening nf the coining theatrical seusol1.
and Manager Maunn has been ve-careful with the selection of the
attraction, there will be no blued
and thunder on these dates, the yerj
best Vaudeville company raveling, tinYuma Athenaeum company, has be n
booked. The VumS Athaeimi compgny
h beaded by the world's greatest st-Isaflori, Yuma the Mystery, and su;- ported by a coinpatiy of seven liig all-- ,
star aets. every one of them has the
n
richt to claim n headline position
any program. Vnniii originally como
from RurOfpe, where the act had i
very long season at the London Hi- . -'
ilurlng this cngagemen-podrome.
Messrs Thompson and Dundy, mánág- ers of the New Vorfl fit v Hlppodrohv
saw Vuma. and Immediately engate''
Yuma as tin- featgrs attraction for a
season of in weeks, to say that Yum i
was thi- talk of all New York Is pu
usabds li ft the psjucj
tlif it mild, tin dnllv,
asking what is
of amusement
Yuinn'.' And still the mystery is un7
solved.
feet one Inch In
Yuma Is
hulghl
Turna weight is 252 lbs.,
and all this - In a box measuring id
inches high, 14 Inches wide and 2:
!lnehi long, in other words this box '
gb to hold an averarte
hardly big e
size boy, and llll this wonderful Yuncí nets In, In a Herman soldier's
Including a big helmet, etc
jnmong the very many nattering pre
N
ii otiues Yuma has rnaelvcd, the Mv-York Herald Bays: "Tumo, the

WILLIAM

r

t

i

i

During Fair Week
HAM MOM) (Latest Model)
NO. 2 OLIVER (Rebuilt)

BAUMAN

SO.

,

The Brooklyn Strong Hoy

n,

tin-thir-

The first opportunity ever accorded
people to sc- profcti.
Albuquerque
slmutl wrestlers mi (he mat, ami an
opportunity to sec tun of the hcM ol
their weight in the country.
Announcement ol sale of scats will
In- iiiilili- later.

JEWETT

-

50.1K)

50.00
$5.00
30.00
26.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
15.00

NO. 3

30.00

DEMSMORE
REMINGTON NO. 6

show the very latest moving pletur HI,
gmong them Is the ballet dancer; this
him Is the latest Kuropran importation and will be seen in lifelike OOlorS,
Fur the second night of the Yum i
Athaeum oompany engagement) an en
tirely different program is promiseu,
with the exception of the urna a i.
as you Would want to see Yuma admit
and again.
DAIRY

OLIVER (Practically New)

1

-

THREE

NO.

4

05.00
40.00

UNDERWOOp, Each

TWO NO. 4 UNDERWOOD,
NO. 2 SMITH PREMIER

60.00

Each

80.00
50.00

CAll

AND Slili OUR STOCK. WB KNOW TtíBSIi
MACHIN&S AT TUB AHOVli PRICES ARE RUM.
BARGAINS. HVBRY MACHINE GUARANTEED TO
EE AS REJ'RESEMTEn.

FROM

PRODUCTS

3

$35.00
30.00

NEW CENTURY NO. 6 (New)
PfEW CENTURY NO. 6
SHOLKS (New)
AMERICAN (New)
NT0. 2 REMINGTON
YOST
NO.
CALIGRAPH
CONOVER

The bout will be decided by the
Inst two in three lulls: the ttrsl
(iraecu-Roma- n,
the second
and toss lor choice in

AMERICA FOR JAPAN

.

ty

Special Sale of Typewriters

Between

.

and

unl-for-

no-et-

i'iu-ii-

Hie suiiia Pc Machinist

--

-

!S2.."o

HENRY WIEGOLD

For Monday

of-w-

I

Weat

e.

Mixed Wrestling Boul for the tro-- I
CllHIUploilHlllfl
id'
the
ion ml
Southwest, anil a Side lift

of

High

Tpwiitorium

Corner Fourth Street and Railroad Avenue

tery,
the greatest sensational
Tutus must be seen
evi r '' n,
is i
i
be appreciated, if Ybma
doll, it Is the greatest In- Iventlon of th"- nge, If a man, We would
like to usk one question, and that Is
"ffow does he do it?" To see TumVi
Is worth
al
tn mlinile
Miss Dolll'w
Die price of admission.
Cole, assisted by Robert Warwick A
Co., win be seen In a very pretty one-- 1
net play, from tin- (Mb of Mr. Oscar
as a writer,
His reputation
Wilde.
guaraní' es a hair nour m aenum- amusement itcssie Crawford, the mupounds.
in n b inty and an artist,
With this cheek in hand the ad slo maid,
differ gf ally from
will
v.inn- on Wllllamsliurg ceiscd, but the othi r cities If hi suflfi'l Pessli Craw-f,,.-- ,t
proceeded north us fur as
patriots
f tinnot win t!u hear
lio,, ferry, on the Potomac. Cap-tai- n- .mute ,i,,r:i
f
admiration
and
the
tioi.nlntloii
s
oonnecHenry there ivered hi
Hrolhcr
ir
Curl
sex.
The
own
her
r
III pul
non
un lie Oitl.llion
asía Uproariously funny. Tos-- more about
1
i.,,1 it
Colorado thii
Mlnuil ii. MriitiMM
sin erl'illve brig I
ni lie the
the first body of troops raised In Vlr them
Mr. Joe V insiiei. tne
n press ngent
glnln
n
rlnircr with Ills sweei vol,ThtU Patrick Henry, who had given
of the se i
the Orst political impulse to the will sing the ballsd ItMOeNS
xou,
l! volution, was also the first to lead a son, "Trying So Hani to IWgci
l uge body
of armed troops on the anil Twenty beautiful slides are oarrlod
Th
of Virginia when the actual conlllct by Mr Wlnshel for this song.
Al boque rqae. Mew Maxtor j had begun.
Yunni-Scop- c
and the Klnodroine will
-

-

Septembe r 20

mm

PATRICK HENRY AS
REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER

Dun-mor-

Ramsay's

Thursday Evening

lie Forced Lord Dttnmore to Pay
Tribute to Bint

Plain Statement Over Signature of the Territorial Traveling

H0SE

0PERA

MYSTERIOUS YUMAELKS'

I

fl

are the Lowest

Our Prices

We Buy Direct from the Factories in Carload Lots.

Sll-Sl-

n

nefcfe

Bed Rooms

A

ate

EVERYTHING

for the

o

up-to-d-

i

The Japanese imports ol cream
separators
arc us yol limited, trio
number being live In IHOT,. and the
value tuna, writes Consul C. B HafHs
here Is no presold
from Nagasaki,
demand lot these In this island if
few
farmers have mor'-IKlushu, as
hi one cow. RSOept the few small
the towns. The island
dairymen
of Honshu has somewhat belter dairy
m-i-

cows.

America furnished about half of
Japan's 70.iC4 butter imports in
Of the
1902, hut less thttO
190(1.
America
IM.OIQ Imports In
of
also furnished nearly
Japan's IK, 106 cheese purchases In
of tho
1002, hut less than one-haHut the
I2.7.'oi purchases In lDOii.
the
condensed
I'ldied states is gaining
milk trade of Japan, the total Im0800,104)
'n 00T
were
ports of which
and 1001,101 in ion. The shipments
from America were Il25,4ri8 and
1407,247, respectively.

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS

A SPECIALTY

George S. Ramsay

Manager

one-four-

two-thir-

lf

Bhe RJO GRANDE LUMBER. COMPANY

1

m 'i:

M

Sigh and Door- a- Piinl n.nd GIom
Contractors' Materials

it ait.

taednaaday nlKht. Septemher 19, nt
Colombo Hall. Tickets 11.00 a couple.
.loiir-in- l
Unril Ads
firing ItcHiilts.

AIornllKt

t

THIRD fl MAROUFTTF
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FAIR methods of dealing with
cardinal aims of the OCCIDENTAL

in principle;

policyholders, impartial in treatment, just in settlements-A- LL
KEEP THE MONEY AT HOME
If you are going to deposit one hundred dollars a year for 10, 15 or 20
years during your productive period to provide for yourself In your old ase
you would not send It to a New York
bank If there was just as good a bank
at home, would you? Why then should you send your Insurance premiums
there when you can buy the same policies here for less money? We are an

the people for the people.
$2,000,000 annually leaves these territories In
life insurance premiums alona, and that not a dollar of this amount is
the farmers, stockmen, merchants and other representative interests of the
the farmers, stockmen, merchants and other representative interesttts of the
territory at a reasonable rate of interest, would it not only promote
but the community interests of our people as well? We have now
$110,000 that is available to the people as loans on improved real estate.
ÍUbJeet to the approval of the executive committee.
The amount will be
increased annually as our business grows.
Do you know

Of

that about

GOING TO DO.

Sell you life insurance at the lowest rates possible and consistent with
absolute safety.
Operate our affairs with the most careful economy and pay large
dividends.
Write standard old line policies on a legal reserve basis with all the
most modern and, liberal features.
Loan you money, not only on youi policy, but on other securities as
well.

OUR POLICIES

OCCIDENTAL LIFE

1

2

3

Insurance Co , of New Mexico and Arizona

4

f

HOME

OFFICES

JUSIh'QUERQUE, n.

M.
6

AUTHORIZED CAPITA!
CASH PAID IX

$1,000.000.00

Foahua s.

RajnoUa

í. Palón, santa

IV. N. M.

President
Sol buha, Albuquerque,
('.

V

7

110,000.0(1

Vlee-Presn- U

FRW THINGS WH ARB'

A

FAIR

ABTP

T

RIGHT plan of Life Insurance, honest in purpose, correct

Insurance company

1906.

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 16,

rts

St.

U.

1

Muswortli. Phoenix. Arizona
secretary and General Manager
1. 11. o'ltldk
Treasurer
Frank McKee
,
Allome v
A. II. McMlllcii
Medical Director
Dr. ,1. II. Wroth
Kxmttlvo Committee
M.
A. It. McMlllcn,
Flonrnoy,
Solomon
una
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after one year.
Are automatically
Insurance being extended for a specific
period.
Are free from conditions as to residence, occupation and travel after
one year.
Have one month's grace In the payment of premiums, the policy rcmalulnt;
In force during the month.
Frovlde for reinstatement after default in payment of premiums. If
evidence if insurability is satisfactory.
Provide for cash loans at r per cent at any lime after three years, premium
payments being continued.
Are payable In one sum or may be converted Into a LIFE ANNl'lTY fur
the Insured or for benellel.uy or Jointly for both.
Beneficial? may be changed by the p.sured.
The Distribution, Investment aijd Protective Policies of (be Occidental
Life Insurance Company are Ideal contract! for those desiring unquestionable life Insurance, coupled with a profitable Investment, based upon
persistence and survival.
Are Incontestable

If you are considering Insuring, please fill out the blank below ami
mall to Occidental l.ife Insurance Go.. A IttUqffei que, N. M. a
Name In full
7
Date 06 birth, the
day of
Mil...,
'
Present address
r
Amount of insurance 1 will consider $

.
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First National Bank of
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Vice-Preside-

1).

HOW MAX, of Bowman

&

Son.

Us

F. A. CAHOOX, Cashier hirst Xaiional Bank of Roswell.
T. F. POIXOCk. President Arizona Central Bank,
,
Arizona.
E. W. WELLS,
Bank of Arizona, Prescott.
Arizona.
JOHN R. HULETT, Merchant, Hólbródk; Arizona.
M. J. CUNNINGHAM, Cashier Bank
of Bisl.ee, Bishee.
Arizona.
JOHN W. Pol'. President Citizens' Xational Bank, ROswelí.
FRANK MckT.K. Cashier First Xational Bank, Albuquerque
J. H. O'RIF.I, BY, Insurance, Albuquerque.

Cruces

Flag-staff-

Bankers.

of El Paso, Helen and Tucumeari.

AU)TZO

IIKXRY

nt

Allmquenjuc.
DR. J AMl'.S 11. WROTH, Physician, Albuquerque.
R. J. PALKN, of the First National Bank of Santa Fe.
JAMES GRAHAM MeNARY, Proprietor and Manager
Daily Optic, Las Vegas.
W. D. MURRAY, President Silver City National Bank.

SOLOMOX 1,1'NA,

President

Bank of

Commerce, Albu-

Vice-Preside-

querque.
C. X. BBACKWKU.. Cashier First National Bank of Raton,
N. M.
MARK A. ROGERS, Physician at Tucson.
II. S. CRKICHTOX. Insurance. Phoenix, Arizona.
C. F. AINSWORTH, President Home Savings
Bank and

Trust Company, Phoenix, Arizona.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO MEN TO ACT AS AGENTS
KING'S DAUGHTER
LOSING

FAST

Princess Victoria of England
Soon to Retire Altogether
From Social Life On Account Of Mental Disorder,
CHRONIC

ROYAL

MAKER ON

TROUBLE
DEATH-BED-

:1

Monarch of Great Britain and
Ireland Wears 100 Pairs of
Trousers In Year London
Gossip,
(By Mellaril Aberoorn.)

'London, Sept.

17.

Various rumors

are current regarding the

unsatisfac-

tory state of Princess Victoria's health
and all the clreumatanpei Beam to In- dlcate that the rouble If mental, it
eldest
is reported that the king'
daughter mav soon retire from the
social world altogether.
w hen
In
England,
K in:. Alfonso,
last month, recommended Knn Sebastian as a resort which would benefit
tier health; but since the princess has
been ordered a complete rest and San
Sebastian In a .Spanish Newport, the
Ideo was given up.
for
The princess' visit to Norway
her sister's coronation had a had effect upon her, the excitement having
Fomewhat unsettled her.
Victoria's retirement
Prima ss
temporary, at least from court, will,
therefore, take place Immediately to
B.ive her from pMalbla compile uíoiik

11

The royal family of Hrituin Is likely
to be very shortly relieved of n constant source of Irritation. The brother of he famous John Hrown, who
war so long the close attendant of the
late gueen Victoria, In London, Is dying of cancer,
The point of this announcement
which has not been published In any
w .1 y 'n England, is that King Edward,
furious at the stories which were, and
Mill are circulated along Dccside concerning John Hrown, turned John's
surviving brother off the estate.
Ills majesty was determínela to get
rid, as far as possible, of all that serv-

ed to conllnuallyremlnd him when
In Scotland of the late John Brown.
Hut when the king turned the brother
off the Balmoral estate, he promptly

look up his residence In a house Just
on the other side of the road on the
Invercauld enlate barely a quarter of
n mile from Hulmoril castle.
When K!-'Edward taw on John
Brown's tombstone the Inscription;
"Here lies a true and faithful servant
lit Queen Victoria," he Hew Into a violent rage. Ills anger was none the
iess poignant when he saw that there
was no way of removing this odious

memorial to that exctivmeiy common
person, John Brown,
Young Prince ESddie, who la growing vi ry Cast both physically
and
mentally, la being kept severely In
order hv the Princess of Wales, Ills
fond but strict mamma.
He Is beJng taught riding, fishing,
shooting, marching, languages, and
close economy. The other day he
wanted some small toy which would
have cost next to nothing In the actual money, but wliich was looked
upon by the Princess of Wales (who
can look very severe when lha likes)
as a ipiite unnecessary expense.
She told the future king of England Ihat he could not have It. For
a lime he refused to take "no" for an
answer.
highness sharply
At last her roy-aI old him
not to bolber her so much.
"Whai would the people ii ink oí you
worrying them like that." demanded
the princess. Prince Kddy had no answer but looked with almost as cloudy
a countenance as his mother, which as
a rule Is saying a good deal.
But his next brother rose to the occasion, the little prince looked up into
the face of the Princess of Wales, and
said: "Why they will think he takes
ifter his mother."
l

i

The hint's tailor has been giving in
an Interview, some details of the
wardrobe of Edward VII.
Ills majesty wears about a hundred
pairs of tntusers In a year, and puys
from XlO.f.n to Í13 a pair for them.
He orders about a dozen evening dress
suits every year, at $S0 each; and for
his lounge suits he pays $i2.
Twelve or llfteen frock coats, and
fifteen overcoats are Included in the
king's yearly renewal of his wardrobe. The king has at least one hundred naval and military uniforms,
which represent a large sum In value:
bul apart from the cosl of these, his
tailoring bill amounts to from ífi.000
to Sfi.nno annually.
From the necessity imposed on royalty. King Edward has acquired the
eel, rlty of a
e
artist In
dressing. He can change from one
suit Into another with marvellous raquick-chang-

ment regarding Irish affairs will not
be lessened, and all vital legislation
for rrehtnd will sfln pass through the
house of commons, where Irish members will still sit. Hut private bills
may be discussed by the council, and
sent to Wcsinnnhdur Tor final passage
or rejection.
The Irish council will have the power, however, lo Initiate legislation by
Lady Kitty Ogiivic, whose wedding means or orders In council, or by parsthis ing resolutions which will be drafted.
will be the most fashionable
month, will he married from Cortach Into a ministerial measure for the tin-castle, Forfarthire, one of the anerial parliament.
cient feudal strongholds of Scotland,
While not admitting themselves s
with a particularly weird ghost lege nd In any way satisfied with these proattached.
posals,
nationalists welcome the
Cortaehy castle, the ancestral home free fieldtheoffered
to them for discusof t'he Ear! of Airlie, is haunted by sion of Ireland - affairs and see In the
a spectral drummer boy.
who beats new council oppori utiith s for demand
a ghostly lattoo when nn Ogilvle is
Ing wlih a more powerful voice their
about to die. in life the drummer boy country's,
right of real home rule.
was a messenger sent to a former earl
by an officer against whom he had a
grudge. The wicked earl had the boy WONDERFUL ORGAN AT
killed, and his body thrown out of
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION
the window inside his own drum,
The last time t'he fatal drum was
heard was at the time of the Boer
war, when a lady guest, who knew Instrument Now Building for the Eg
nothing of the legend, told at the dinposition of 11)07 Will surpass All
ner table how she had heard mysteriPrevious 'triumphs of the Kind
by a drum.
To Be Itun by Electric Power uuil
ous music accompanied
He 1 41 re est Ever Constructed
Shortly afterwards came the news
that t'he Earl of Alrllc had been killed
at the engagement of Diamond Hill,
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 11. .Music will
while leading his regiment of lancers
be a most attractive icaturc at Av
in a charge.
The gallant earl was Lady Kitty's JamcBtown exposition, and the profather, and her brother, who Is only gram now being arranged by the dethirteen, is the present holder of t,i partment of congresses and special
events promises to bu most beautiful
title.

weak from want of food, while beneath Ills gouty feel In the vaults rested wealth that only the Bank of England muid tUr DA 88,
When Mr. Astor returns from Carlsbad he will go to his palatial town
house in Carlton Terrace fat a w hile
and Uhen visit Hever castle and some
of his other country plac. s.

,

The voung Duke of Westminster,
one of the richest English peers, Is
very energetic as a, pioneer farmer In
He has Just returned
South Africa.
home from his biennial inspection of
his estates In the orange Ilivur colony.

After serving with the army

the

In

Boer war, the duke M.nv the possibilities of the country, and acquired large
tracts of wild veldt to open up agriculturally.
He stocked
his
farms
with the finest cattle and most

in
believing
appliances,
the American method of scientific
farming. Twice a year he spends live
taste,
when younger. In- or six weeks on
estates, paying
clined to somewhat loud patterns, Is personal attention the
to every detail.
now nil In favor of simplicity. A
The duke, who is 2" years of age,
plain navy blue serge Is his majesty's married
live years ago a society beaufavorite cloth.
ty, Miss Constance Cornwalll
West,
té
Mr. William Waldorf
Astor has
At last Ireland Is to have something
gone to Carlsbad to complete his cure like home rule. The liberal governfor the gout.
For months he hns ment's chief mensure, next session will
been suffering the torments of this be a proposal to establish
an lrlh
aristocratic malady nntldet surroundcouncil, which will be elective, and to
ings that have brought to him the fu- which the duties of the present admintility of wealth to nun base health. istration at Dublin easlle, whose rule
Hilling his ll'tiess he was confined to Is so execrated by Irish patriots will ne
bis office building on the Thames em- delegated. This scheme of "devolubankment where he has without tion" will by nn means satisfy the nadoubt the most magnificent set of tionalists, but It Is considered as a step
apartments to be found In London. In the right direction, to he followed
The office building Itself Is n dainty In due course by Hie grant of combit of architecture more like a small plete autonomy.
French chateau than a sordid business
The parliamentary union with F.iri
affair. The upper floor Is devoted to land will not Jc Interefered
the
living rooms and It Is here thnt when 55 Irish members continuing with,
to sit i.i
problem Westminister,
some
particularly knotty
The details of th
such as getting money out of his New scheme, as
forecasted In Dublin politiYork real oBtate confronts Mr. Astor,
cal circles, are ns follows:
Ihat he upends Ills nights.
The members of the new council
The rooms are panelled In priceless
number 103 one from every paroak. derflrnted with pictures by old will
liamentary
constituency, and nn addi
masters, while scattered about are
larger ureas
the rarest tomcB. nntlnue silverware tlonal 4K representing
on a smaller electoral baand
elected
and furniture Chat would drive a colsis. Pews ii nil Clergymen may be canlector Insane with desire to possess.
the counIt was In such env'ronment
that didates for these 4H Seats on'prevent
the
this lord of millions spent his days of cil, which are expected to
suffering. Out of the window of h's nationalists gelling too large a maMok chamber he could look lipón I lie jority on the council.
The chief secretary for Ireland (tit"
Thames and see the hardy watermen
nimbly manage their barges In the Irish minister) will be
river to whom the word "gout" h id chairman of the council, with duties
analoloua to those of the speaker of
no meaning.
He could also sec the stray walf of the house of commons.
The powers of the Imperial parlia
humanity In their grime mid tatters,

pidity.
His

t

and varied.
One of the most interesting features
of the musical display will be thu ln
stallatlon of the niOBt complete pip'?
organ that hus ever been built In the
United States. The Instrument which
weighs ten tons, will be Installed on
the Mae of the Auditorium and Con-- !
ventlon hall, the central and one of
the largest buildings uf the exposition
The organ Is of mammoth proportions
and will occupy a space 16 feet In
depth and till the entire space from
wall to wall across the back of the
stage. The great pipes will extend
from the lloor to the ceiling, u distance of thirty feet.
The orgun will lie operated by an
electric motor, installed In the basement of the building. Unlike othe.-grea- t
organs in music halls, and .t
previous expositions, this one will he
so constructed that
the publf: may
pass around anil through It and examine Its every part. A passage Into
the air chamber will permit the public to sec the hundred keys operated
by the organist.
One of the foremost manufacturers
of modern pipe organs In the world
hss cnt red Into a contract with the
exposition company to Install this
great Instrument and will spend sevIt
eral months In lis construction.
has been stated that this organ will
surpass
In
equal If not
completeness
and exqui ;!'. finish thu ttcc.ouu organ that was Instated in Festival Hall
ut the St. Louis Exposition, which atat that
tracted so much attention
great fair.
Many of thu most eminent organists
of the world have made application to
the exposition officials to be allowed (S
operate the Instrument and this mailer is now being arranged. It Ib th.
purpose of the department
of congresses and special events to affor.l
this privilege to as many famous
as possible, so that public performances and organ recitals will bo
going on continually during the period
of the exposition.
The fundamental feature of this
wonderfdl Instrument Is the universal
air chest, which provides absolute and
uniform pressure to each uud every
pipe under oil condition, something
that Is highly Important and which

o- -

iy
,

the universal air chest can

sup-Pl-

he keyboards

will

Ne

on this instrument
closer together than on the

ordinary organ; thus the frequent adjustments of both the hand, and th
arm are avoided; the "sto- - knobs" al
the side of the keys have been discarded for the "stop keys," which are
placed on a line, In groups Immediately over the upper manual. These
are In plain sight and In line of v sion
With the mnsic, requiring no turn of
the head, as do the slap knobs at tKe

GRUNSFEL D BROS
Albuquerque, New Mexico

sides.

The Auditorium at the exposition
has been built with a special view to
It Is conthe accoustic properties,
structed like a theatre with a four-foo- t
drop to the lloor and Is provid d
with Optra chairs.
In order that the delicacy of the
tone of the organ may be known, the
great han will be closed for thirty
days so that no noise whatever wnl
be allowed to enter, while the muster
musician! arc tuning the magnificent
Instrument.
As It Often Happens.
"She insisted on deferring the wedding until he got a good start in the
race for wealth."
"And

The only exclusive wholesale Dry Goods
house in the west. We invite ill visitors to
call and examine our stock.

then""

"He found another girl at the firsi
quarter pole.

ELK'S

OPERA HOUSE

OPENING

OF

THE

El

SEASON

Monday and Tuesday

September

THE ATTENTION OF WOOL
GROWERS, WOOLEN MANUFAC

T URERS AND TA NNERS

24-2- 5

The Yuma Athenaeum Company, Headed by the
World's Greatest

U called to the fart Ihat all grades of MEW NBXlCO
and COLOR AIM) WOOL also Hides, Sheep I'clU
and Cioat Skins rc handled bv

Sensation

Gross, Kelly & Co

YUMA

The Mystery

INCOIU'ORATKIl

The Only Act of Its Kind in the
World, Supported by an
Vaudeville
Company of
All-St-

7

Wool Dealers and General

ar

B

I

G

ACT

Wholesale Merchants

7

S

Alboqaerque, N. M. ; I ai Vega, N. M.j Twcuncari,
N. M Logan, N. M.; I'erot, N. M ; Eprls. N. M.;
Trleidad, Colo. Large Scouring Mill at Las Vega.
Correspondence invited. Tronipt Attention CUen
;

P. H. Yuma will ho presented
exactly the same performance as
peared by command,
before
family of England.

Admission:

In
apl

tlit-roya-

50c, 75c, $1.00

Baiter Bros. A Co., Wool Broken, 210 Summer St.,
Boston,. Mass., Sole BeJltng Ajfents for (iioss,
K 6

I

y

A

0

0 m

pany's bcuur

e d

Wool

s

at Matron's Hook Htore
Saturday, Kept. 22, ut A a. m.

Reals on Sal

F. H.

MITCHELL

CITY SCAVENGER
Office:

J. H. O'RIELUY COMPANY
Leadinff Vrugftsts

Oor Beoond and Coal

Colo. Hbone UT

Auto Phone

411

Botb Phones.

Mall Orders Filled Same Urns Hccoitod.

Albnqnerqno
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ACTUAL RESULTS
OF

The State Life Insurance Company
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

What the Company has paid its

policy holders in the State of Colorado during the past seven years. No Company doing business in the State of
Colorado, or any other State, can show the same results. We defy any other Company in the World to openly

publish their actual results in the newspapers, as we publish below.

ra

NAME

(umber of Policy

AND ADDKHnS

Amount of
Policy

Datt of Issue.
,

M

ALFRED E. BENT

Denver, Colo.

41280

ALFRED E. BENT

Denver. Colo.

140931

Jan, 23, 00
Feb.

1005

Original
Premium

Premuim Paiii

l'rtmuim Paiil

Premium Paid

lH'J'.t

l'.tOO

1K)1

......

$146.00

$137.91

j

$5,000

$146.00

j

$5,000

175.75

j

'

I

a

2999

114135-- 6

Nov,

3001

j

$5,000

40739-40-41-4-

May

3199

j

$5,000

Denver. Colo.

42202--

W. K. HARBIN

Denver. Colo.

DR. ROBERT. KETNER

Denver. Colo.

JOS. P. DUNN

Denver. Colo.

6223

JOHN CARRUTHERS

Denver, Colo.

40948

WINSLOW B. BOARDMAN Colo. Springs,

Colo.

A

2

1699

Sept,

1499
June 1099

July

40774

$5,000

j

'

1

134.75

99.23

129.68

x

Boulder, Colo.

6277

CHAS. D.GRIFFITH

Denver, Colo.

40684

B. F. MAUL

Denver, Colo.

7995--

CHAS. A. PARKER

x
MM

x

41413

156.40

130.00

120.05

116.13

117.40

110.50!

104.35

98.19

129.57

122.85

109.52

102.50

90.24

130.82

123.30

110.64

177.00

177.00

171.94

144.99

143.40

136.69

$5,000

159.60

159.60

129.64

123.24

123.75

117.39

$5,000

185.80

185.80

180.74

i

j

j

145.29

138.89

'

177.00

$5,000

185.80

185.80

Feb.

2399
2600

$5,000

196.50

Men.

100

$5,000

163.00

144.90
j

J

j

j

180.73

143.74

143.47

136.73

130.04!

123.98

143.13

144.70

136.85

130.34

123.59

110.37

163.07

156.58

148.59

142.33

130.19

122.68

115.39

108.38

96.34

112.69

105.32

117.05

93.25

85.39

79.14

196.50

i

163.00

i

130.49

144.94

I

120.92

188.44
I

128.92!

,

Ml

1401

$5,000

131.65

HENRY P. STEELE

.Denver. Colo.

6122

$5,000

201.60

201.60

196.53

161.38

162.95

154.25

148.49

141.79

128.66

HARRIS G. TOWER

Denver. Colo.

40594

$5,000

116.20

116.20

111.13

83.08

83.55

77.15

70.94

65.39

53.37

Durango, Colo.

40725

$5,000

159.60

159.60

154.53

121.081

122.40

115.35

109.04

102.79

89.99

$5,000.

148.80

148.80

143.73

111.53!

112.75

105.90

99.84

93.89

81.42

$5,000
$5.000

374.65

287.18

295.80:

284.95

277.29

268.09

164.50

110.69

114.04

111.36

$5,000;

159.60

159.60

154.54

121.08

115.511
122.40!

115.35

109.04

$5,000

240.25

240.25

235.18

185.78

189.15

180.35

165.55

160.48

126.28

127.60

120.30

...Denver.

40738

Los Animas, Colo.

40710

Littleton. Colo.

7943--

A

WINCHELL... Monte Vista, Colo.

421 94--

A

..Florence,

Pueblo. Colo.

Lamar, Colo.

..Lamar,

40602
40662

Colo.

40663

F. E. KREYBILL

Las Animas. Colo.

40661

HARRY L. LUBERS

Las Animas, Colo.

40660

PARRISH

W. W. BULETTE

THOS. H. DEVINE

Pueblo, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo.

2999
Apr. 2999
May 2999
May 3199
May 2399
July 2299
Apr. 2999
Apr. 2999
May 1299
May 1299
May 1299
May 1299
Oct. 1498
Mch. 2599
Sept. 2398
July 1198
Apr.

Colo.

K

5981

40613

o

JOHN M. GRAY
A.

S0NNEB0RN

HUBERT WORK
GEO. C. BATEMAN

Pueblo. Colo.
Pueblo, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo.

...Trinidad,

Colo.

5914
5871

5872
42163--

A

40751

July 31

THOS. S. HOLLAND

Trinidad, Colo.

127126

FRANK T. BROWN

Trinidad, Colo.

40688

WM. A. HERING

Trinidad, Colo.

40767

WM. P. DUNLAVY
A.

P.

HOLLAND....

Trinidad. Colo.

....Trinidad,

Colo.

Nov.

May
May

40712

May

159.60

j

369.58

i

j

j

j

I

219.75

214.68

169.88

201.65

196.58

155.63

157.70

159.60

154.63

121.08

122.40

172.55

i

i

i

148.80

143.73

111.53

112.751

$5,000;

94.75
105.90

143.70

$5,000'

148.80

148.80

$5,000

182.25

$5,000
$5,000

143.80

143.80
130.60

i

107.35

i

102.28

139.15

104.65

104.65!

243.00

.

al

$5,000

I

99.58!
j

134.08

73.08
i

I

i

í

243.00

227.82
i

234.20

93.89
77.29

81.42
i

.

62.80

56.49

51.09'

39.22

105.90

99.84

93.89

81.42

182.25

177.16

!

102.80

i

96.35

I

75.65

101.50 1.

200.58

89.59

77.22

83.64

77.99

65.87

57.64!

45.77

í

55.29'

43.42

91.29

!

85.49

73.32

67.10

i

60.79

i

55.29

198.16

i

195.27

89.80

63.19
60.79

97.35

234.20

i

192.16
I

J

i

152.87

i

67.10

73.25

i

95.39

i

69.45
I

179.54

80.04

i

J

i

99.84

197.42

104.00
j

81.09

j

207.35

73.25

103.08
73.08

99.58

í

75.43

87.71

89.19

112.75

i

89.97

96.111
187.911

111.53

95.58

102.79

103.17

143.73

!

129.37

107.48
68.90

107.13

136.52

136.09
i

83.86'

90.97

150.19

i

93.34

68.83

i

I

100.41

94.68

138.73

94.62

108.65

204.88

j

107.54

111.73

257.00

107.35

139.15

$5,000

i

!

107.28

125.53

$5,000
$5,000

!

111.73

113.99!

i

'

114.40

130.60

3199
2399
2800

i"

119.16

148.90

99.75

$5,000'

i

95.03
'

99.75

$5,000

95.13

101.76

152.17

109.04

148.80

129.65

166.14

115.35

$5,000

134.75!
154.00!

173.64

i

98.95

238.37

lit IS I

143.04

98.93

221.00

43.42
I

l

197.38

Mr. Policyholder, why not ask your Company to furnish you their actual results for the past seven years? The returns on Policy 41280 now held
by Alfred E. Bent, Auditor of the State of Colorado and
Superintendent of Insurance, carries only Special Contract dividends, policy dividends being deferred for twenty years. The accumulative surplus to date on this policy amounts to $J 13. JO, which amount is in addition to the
cx-offic-

earnings on his special contract.

io

ACTUAL EARNINGS

The Life Underwriters Agency Company, the General Agent for the State Life Insurance Company in this territory, declared and paid from its
earnings for the year 1905 a dividend of 24 0 per cent on the par value of its stock, being 100 per cent more than was estimated. For information in regard to Life Insurance in the State Life Insurance Company, or stock in The Lire Underwriters Agency Company, address
3-1-

THE LIFE UNDERWRITERS AGENCY COMPANY
to 519 MAJESTIC BUILDING. DENVER, COLORADO
Louis W. Galles, Phillip Simmons, A. J. Little, and William Dalton FOR THE TERRITORY
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SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVES

L.in

M

89.97

149.65

105.76

ft

102.79

j

i

Itill

M

157.44

134.05

i

96.65

105.74

164.10

139.15

j

I

I

$5,000

104.65

Dec. '03.

i

j

104.65

Dec.

Albuquerque, N. M.

$5,000

$5,000

j

I

DON J. RANKIN

374.65

$5.000

May

7844

i

j

119.10

I

'

,'99

3003
3199
1799
2399

131.65

j

May1,'99
May

40711

201.65

257.00

Colo.

Trinidad, Colo.

$5,000

$5,000'

Trinidad,

FRANK A.PATTERSON

$5,000

219.75

2500
1599

ALBERT L.BRANSON

40687

j

165.55

Aug.
May

Trinidad, Colo.

j

;

148.80

40677

CHRIS C. KUVER

$5,000

$5,000

Colo.

40766

j

150.00

I

164.50

798

Trinidad,

Trinidad, Colo.

j

Sept.

CHAS. E. BLACK

WM. H. JAMIESON

r.i

146.05

!

85.57

Oct.

A. N.

m

j

I

112.35

i

112836

L. C. GOULD

n

j

Denver, Colo.

BENJ. B. BROWN

8

69.52

150.00

HOWARD H.

9H

81.64

87.34

$5.000

GUSTAVE G. DETZER

K

160.46

'

2699

PETER G. SCOTT

x

175.75
'

Oct.

PHIL. T. McGUIRE

5

$104.94

6224

M.PURCELL

BEN W. RITTER

X

$115.63

148.93

177.00

j

$120.64

Colo.

L.

HALSTED L. RITTER

x

Denver, Colo.

A

$128.28

154.00

$5,000

April

1!H)

93.45

169.65

j

,'99

Nov. 21

Premuim Paid

1905

100.06

'

WM. E. KETTERMAN

$132.82!

Premium Paid

1904

154.00

$5,000
I

169.65

I

Premium Paid

1!03

j

134.75
j

Premium Paid

liter.'

I

'

May

DR. CHAS. H. McLEAN

Premium Paid

It'll
m

1

i
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TO

HIT
the coming aristocratic residence section of Albuqueique, University Heights.
Beautiful residence lots. 50x142 feet, now only $25 to $150 a lot; $5. down, balance $5 month; no interest. Call at the
office and take a free automobile ride to and from the property. UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEMENT CO., Owners

IETTER THAN A SAVING BANK

MINING
New Mexico

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

Operators Interes-

ted in the Coming Meeting of
American Mining
tion in Denver,

Associa-

Mining men are much interested in
the coming great gathering of mining
men of the country soon to be held in
Denver. This is the meeting of the
American Mining congress, October
16 to 19. inclusive, and one of
the
chief objects of the congress this year
will be the drafting of a bill which
will put a stop to wild cat mining,
placing that industry on the same basis as any other get rich quick scheme.
This is the chief cause of the Interest
of New Mexico mining operators In
this yeaje's meeting of the congress.
A committee composed' of the best
talent in the United States has been
appointed to prepare and submit to
the Mining congress a draft of such
bill.
This committee comprises two
United States senators, Robert M.
(.Wis.), and Fred' T. Dubois
(Idaho): one congressman, Eben W.
Martin (South Dakota), and the governors of two states. Georee C. Pardee (California), and Joseph W. Folk
(Missouri). Four are attorneys and
all from mining states of prominence.
California has already adopted a
law whifeh has worked an almost complete riddance from that state of spurious mining stock and that lecherous
parasite on the mining Industry--th- e
It is probable that
fake promoter.
the proposed; legislation which will be
submitted to the state legislatures this
winter, will be fashioned after the
California law. which provides that
any person who shall undertake to
sell or assent to the publication, privately or publicly, of a fraudulent exaggerated report tending to give any
person op the public generally the
idea of a greater value or less apparent válúe or market value than such
stock mar really possess, with the intention ot defrauding any person or
the public, "shall be deemed guilty
be
if a felony,byand on conviction inshallstate
punished
imprisonment
prlion, or a county Jail, not exceeding t,wo years,' or by fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, or both.
The' efforts of the American Mining
congress to protect the investor
against mining frauds .by furnishing
information as to the true conditions
at the mine, has made more apparent
the necessity of legislation to suppress
this evil, and It is hoped that all serious mining men will take an active
interest and communicate with the
secretary, to the end that the mattter
may receive the most intelligent consideration at the coming annual meeting. The Mining congress never was
in as strong position to combat this
evil, and tMe assistance of every mining man is needed to make Its work
more effective.
Steps will also be taken at this session fbr the creation of mine drainage
public improve(rtmlar-t- o
dlstrli
ment districts In. cities, and for the
creation of a department of mines and
mining ab separate executive department of the national government.
Following! is the official call for the
mining congress, recently issued:

of the congress as a corporation. powDelegates will éxerclse all the
ers of delegates to such ibodles as the
Irrigation congress ánd the
Commercial congress, and
in addition, their suggestions will be
put into effect as far as mav be possible, by the permanent organization,
the expense of which is maintained
by the members, who have equal
rights with the delegates in the deliberations of the congress.
Objects of the American Mlulng
Congress.
The purpose of this organization is
mining and metallurgithe
to advance
cal industries in all their various
branches within the United State; to
assist in bringing about a more perbetween the governfect
ment of the United States and the development of mining and metallurgy;
to encourage education in practical
and scientific mining and the dissemination of scientific Information bearing upon the development of the memining retallic and
sources of the United States; to protendency In
mote a mote
the evolution of agriculture, mining,
transportation
and
manufacturing,
commerce; and for the particular purpose of bringing the mining men of
the United States into closer relation
with one another and of promoting a
for one another
friendly feeling
through social Intercourse and the discussion of mutual intercourse.

Visjlorsjo

Tians-Mississlp- pi

FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
REV. J C. ROLLINS. D. D., Pastor
Tlrr- Sunday school meets promptly
at 9:45. Everyone welcome. Morning
worship at 11 a. m., with sermon by
Subject, "A Practical
the pastor.
Creed." Mrs. Roy McDonald, soloist
Buck
"Fear Ye Not Oh, Israel"
Prelude. God My Help'
Hauptmann
Offertory, "Communion"
Batist'
Closing Voluntary by Zundel.
The sacramental service will follow
the sermon. Epworth. league at 8:30.
Mr. Morris Learning, leader. Evening
service at 7: SO. The pastor will preach
"A Timely Warning."
Prelude Theme From a Sonata...
Beethoven
Offertory, "Song by the Harpist". .
Schubert
Postluda by Wanbal.
Miss Helen Pratt, organist.
Strangers cordially welcomed and
the public Invited. The church is
on the corner of South Third
street and Lead avenue.
.

non-metall- ic

Albuquerque
store, one of the very
teresting sights of the

.

tropolis.
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THE STORE OF RELIABILITY

will find this big clothing

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
(Broadway,. at east end of viaduct.)
REV. J. W. BARRON, Pastor.
Sunday school, at 9:45, H. S. Llth-goMorning servl-.superintendent.
at 11 o'clock. Topic of sermon. "Th?
These Purposes Are to Be AccomSin of Covetousness and Its Effects on
plished by
Life of Today." ' Vocal solo,
First The creation of a depart- the
With Me." Mrs. Howard Clark.
ment of mines and mining, through "Abide
Y. P. S. C. E.. at 6:30. Topic for conwhich Increased assistance and
How Hi
of the national government sideration, "Christ's Life. We
Should
Met His Enemies and How
may be secured.
Meet Ours." Led by K. Heald. Evenfiecond By the creation and mainpastor
tenance of a complete exhibit of com- ing service at 7:30. The Power Will
For
mercial specimens of ores, a complete speak on "The Source of
For the Work
mining library, a bureau of informa- Our Personal Lives and people
inof the
of tho Church." The
tion through which all possible evchurch are urged to be present and
formation may be obtained about
ery mineral section of the country, strangers cordially, Invited.
In
and a mechanical department be
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
which practical illustrations may la(Corner of Lead and Broadway.)
given of treatment methods, and a
may
REV. J. W. T. M'NEIL, Pastor.
boratory In which experiments
Sunday school at 9:50 a. m.; pul
be made on refractory ores and chemare
which
lie worship at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p
ical analyses made of ores
thought to contain rare minerals, to m with sermon by the pastor. J. W.
Young Peoples meetliv-a-t
tho end' that the mining man may be T. McNeil.
6:45 p. m. Morning service: Orasssisted In the solution of those
(Chorus
problems which often mean successpos-or gan prelude. "Hosannah."
Magnus) The Dubois. An'hem, "God
failure to his enterprise, and the
sible investor may gain such infor- So Loved the World," from "The CruJ.
mation as will protect him against all cifixion,"
Stainer.
Offertorv.
but the necessary risks of the mining" "Adagio," Dr. W. Volckmar. PoatludV
business.
Pracludlum. No. IV," Bach. Evening
third By bringing about an Intelli- service: Prelude, "Cantllcne," it.
gent revision of the unification of the Huntington Woodman. Offertory, "Anmining laws through which practical dantino," Edwin H. Lemare. Postlutl
minim'- nnprfltlniM mav not be hinder Beethoven.
orand ganist.
ed by unnecessary restrictions, proi
and
f,.,
II,.,
tin
mlnlnir
iiitv
Official Call.
operations may be provided FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
To the F resident of the United States. motion
greatfor the investor, to the end thatbrought
(Corner Fifth and Silver.)
the Chief .Executives oi roreiisn
er mineral production may be
Services morning and evening. In
Hons, Governors of States and
mining
to
stimulation
by
that
about
of
Trade,
Boards
Boards, of
the morning a rally day service will
come through be
County Commissioners. Mayors of Investments which will
held and all members of the churcil
dealing.
by
fair
assurances
are urged to be present. Subject, "Co
Cities and Towns. Chambers Ex-of proper
orgreat
one
uniting
in
By
Fourth
Evening subject, "Draft
Commerce. Mining Bureaus and Sci- ganization
those forces which have Forward."
Ing." Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.;
changes, Miners' Organizations,
the
of
wealth
mineral
produced
the
Young Peoples' meeting at 6:45 p. ni.
Societies and Permanent
entific
for mutual discussion, inves- A cordial Invitation to all.
Merhbers of the American Mining country,
action.
and
tigation
Congqes:
The agitation for an independent ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
the
The ninth annual session ofhereby
of mines and mining, with
department
congress
is
Mining
(Corner Fourth and Silver Ave.)
American
a member of the president s
head
its
OctoCol.,
Denver,
at
meet
to
A. G. HARRISON. Rector
called
and
ground,
gaining
rapidly
is
cabinet,
ber 1, 17. II and 1. 1906.
communion, 7:30 a. Rl.i Sun
the feeling that this, perhaps the dayHoly
Representation
For the purpose of greatest
10 a. m.: morning prayer
school,
Industries,
American
of
all
concentwtling. and putting into action
and sermon, 11 a. m.; evening prayer
the
of
at
hands
the
not
received
world,
has
mining
the best thought of the
comand sermon, 7:30 a. m.
government attention
to the end that through united act on federal
is
Its impoitance,
with
mensurate
mining
of
the
development
a greater
METHODIST CHURCH.
The United States is more HIGHLAND
(312 South Amo Street.)
industry may be attained, you are re- growing.
indebted to the mining indusquested to appoint delegates to the deeply
J. M. SOLLIE, Pastor.
try for her commercial supremacy and
ninth annual session upon the basis of financial
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.; John
Independence than 'to any
representation hereinafter set forth: other industry:
superintendent.
PreachD.
Emmons,
is
the prestige which
The president may appoint ten dele-or
by ing at 11a. m., by the pastor. Subprincipally
given
her
been
has
hers
executive
gates at large; the chief
Epminers. What the department of ject, "Paul Chose Silas." Senior
any country may appoint ten dele- her
been to the agricultur- worth league at 6:30 p. m.. led by Miss
agriculture
has
territoand
states
of
governors
gates;
of the United States, so Bessie Brown. Preaching at 7:30 p.
ries may each appoint ten delegates; al Interests
the department of mines and m., by the pastor. Subject. "A Prayer
mayors of cities and towns, two dele- will
Meeting By the Riverside." Strangbe to the mining Industry.
gates eaah; boards of county commis- mining
The necessity for a revision of ers cordially Invited to attend each
sioners, two delegates each; boards of some
westservice of the day.
of the mining laws of the
trade, two delegates each; chambers
each; ern states Is gradually becoming more
of commerce, two delegates
action
plan
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
of
A
concerted
miplng bureaus and exchanges, two apparent.
CHURCH.
on the part of those Interested seems
organizations,
mining
each;
delegates
Early mass at 7 a. m.: High mass,
to suggest itself as being the only
two delegates eftch; scientific societies, feasible method of obtaining an Im- 9:30; everting service at 7:30.
two delegates each.
provement.
Will you kindly make these apUpon two matters of legislation It ST. PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCII.
pointments ataan early dute and MM Is hoped that final action may be tak(Corner Sixth St. and Silver Ave.)
of
address
postofflce
the name and
ERNEST MOSER. Pastor
of the congress. A
session
en
at
this
secreto
the
appointed
each delegate
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.; Gerappointed for that purpose
specommittee
that
In
order
delay,
tary without
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may be sent, and such will report for approval
invitation
cial
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.
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ho r
ri strlcta
- m ne ara n age
similar i" m. BVeryDooy is neartuy invuea.
enable each delegate to prepare him- nnhlli' improvements districts In cit
self to act Intelligently upon tne mmis
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
and towns. Another committee
of BpeclaJ legislation which will come ies
Services at 11 o'clock Sunday mornwill report for action the draft of a
up for consideration.
law for the protection of Ihvestors ing at the Wbman's club rooms, ComVery respectfully.
Should mercial club building,
corner of
CON- - against fraudulent operations.
MIXING
AMERICAN
THE
final action be taken In these matters, Fourth and Cold Ave.
'
OTIESB.
these drafts will be presented to the
J. H RICHARDS. President.
CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
various state legislatures at their next
JR.,
JAMES F. GALLBREATH,
(Corner Broadway and Gold Ave.)
sessions, and this organization will use
Secretary.
entheir
bring
about
J. W. VAN CLEAVE, Elder.
its Influence to
Denver, Col.
Sunday school, 10:30; ' social and
actment.
the
of
members
the
A meerti'Aof
Papers upon practical subjects or communion service at 11 o'clock. A'l
hereby
American Mining congress I Col.,
on Importance to the mining world will are welcome.
moot at Denver.
by authorities In their
Wednesday. October 17, 10. at eight be presented
lines. Drafts of the proposed
MAXIM'S MAXIM.
nvio. k n. m.. for the election of three various
will be printed and Ulstrinuten
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Irecto,
before
members
and
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5 session, and certain time set aside Modestviction
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Than Ijoud Boasts.
be
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..ggton of the subjects thus
Maxim, the famous Invent..-When
hef4.tr. Slrl meeting
n.cHPntnd. to the end that run ais
a committee of
By order of the board of directors. cusslon, after a careful study of the placed his gun before carrying
bower
Its
stated
Judges,
he
J. H RICHARDS, President.
proposed laws, will bring about a
considerably below what he felt
JR..
to
be
JAMES F. GALLBREATH,
definite
a
of opinion and that
Secretary.
sure the aun would accomplish. The
course of action may thus be adopted. result of the trial was therefore a tri'Denver, Col.
convention
the
expected
that
It is
instead of disapNote The American Mining con- will adapt Itself to the work of arrlv-- - umph of surprise
pointment as It might have been If he
gress Is n iworporatod body and Ing
to
opinion
as
of
consonaus
a
at
overestimated his gun's efficiency.
only members of the organisation can
action will bring about the hadOur
claim regarding Newbro's
vot upon such matters as relat to what
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actual scientific
Is based on
permit
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THE GLOBE STORE

home

and foreign markets.

Don't f.iil

display of fall wearables
in the store

at liberty

to

to see our large

assortment of
ladies' fall and winter dress goods, com
prising of the very latest fabrics on the
market. Prices to suit all, We also have
a large assortment of Outing Flannels and
Flannelettes, in all the popular patterrs
suitable for blouses, dressing gowns,
kimonos, c!c. Prices to suit all. Call and
see our line. No trouble to show goods.

Apart from the splendid

visitors are
make this

store their headquarters

,

while in town, to meet
their friends here, to use
our writing desk and public telephone.

s,
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Simon Stern
WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE PEROR BOARDING PLACE?
IS
SON WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
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COLUMN
THAT
THE
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NING
JOURNAL
ADVERTISEMENT
YOUR

The R.R.Ave. Clothier
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yan s of knowing how if sewed in every garment.
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All the new models for fall and

winter have arrived and we would
be pleased to show you the newest

fancies from the world's best makers.

l

I

Men's Suits $10 to $30.

fj

Boy's Knee-Pan- ts

Young Men's Suits $7 to $15.

nj

Stetson Hats $4 to $6.

'

fr

Suits $3 to $7.

Young's Derby $3.

,

Stetson Special Fedora or Derby $5.

Her-plcl-

&!J$L'!S

. .

"

Hie most complete line 01 winter underwear
ever shown in this city, $1 to $4.50 per iuit.

i

"T"

ftttnnt

,

ajjí

Fancy winter underwear in pink, white or
blue, union or two piece, $5 to $6 per suit.

I
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Washburn

SOUTH SECOND STREET
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HOW NAGGING TAKES THE
SWEETNESS OUT OF LIFE

t

Publlah.rt hv th.
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.
MACPHER80N. President.
w. 8. BURKE, Editor.

Globe-Wernic-

COLUMN

Of the fads peculiar to womankind
one of the most common and Bañil

H. B. HEN1NQ. City Editor.
aecond-clasa
Entered aa
mutter at the postofflca at Albuquerque, N.
under act of congress of March S, 1879.
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ODD SIZE WINDOW SHADES MADE TO ORDER OUR SPECIALTY
Telephone us when you want your Furniture Packed or Repaired
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The Paramount Issue

e,

J. D. EMMONS

NEW AND
HOUSE FCRNISRERS.
SECONDHAND. WE BUY HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 214 W. COLD AVE.
G. NIRISEN, MANAGER.

L. B. Putney
Hstabltshed 1871

Grocer
Wholesale
WEED, FLOUR AND GRAIN

Auto. Phono 474

YOVR PRESCRIPTIONS

Albuquerque
Planing Mill

fe

All kinds of mill work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

LOVE,

J.

A.

OCCIDENTAL
Company

Prop.

Life Insurance
JVetv Mexico and Arizona

First St.

408 S.

phone 463

Auto

of

To Contractors

Home Office:

Having consolidated the PboenU
PlainlnR Mills, the
machinery being of the latest designs and best maltes, we arc prepared to do all kinds of MILL
WORK at a price never before
fcteropted in New Mexico.
We will be glad to give estithe ndll
mates on anything frommaking
work of o lionm to guaran-awindow screen and will
satisfaction.

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND

MILL

PLANING

FOR YEARS W00TT0N

fiotv for the Fair

$ 110,000.00

Special Inducements to Good Men to Act as Agents

COMPANY

STEAM OR HOT WATER HEAT
is beyond doubt the most efficient for
heating buildings of all kinds. Our

f

1

$1,000,000.00

President Joiun S. Reynolds.
Sol. Luna, Albuquerque, N. M.; C. F. Alnaworth,
Vice Presidents
Phoenix, Art..; It. J. Palbn, Santa Fe, N. M,
Secretary and general Manager J. H. O'Rlclly.
Treasurer Frank McKee.
Attorney A. B. .McMilleii.
Medical Dlr?ctor Dr. J. H. Wroth.
Executive Committee M. W. Flournoy, A. B. McMlllen, Sol. Luna,
J. II. O'Rielly, Joshua S. RaynolQs.

end-- Superior

ts.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL
CASH PAID IN

HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC
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THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad Avenue

Both Telephones.

m

Incon-scnlen-

atten-

The Williams Drug Co

,

--

--

Colo. Phone 177 y

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

self-evide- nt

bl

'

MAN

Corner Coal and Second

If entrusted to The Williams' Drug Company will receive the personal
tion of one of the firm, both of whom arc druggists of many
Wagons
years experience.
Prompt freo delivery.

Mitchell

for

Agent

THE FURNITURE

REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave

IN

DEALERS

208

1--

facilities for fitting up residences,
stores, office or factory buildings, etc.,
are exceptionally good. Owners of
real estate will lind It greatly to their
Our
interests to get our estimates.
ju ices will be the most reasonable and
our work excelled by none.

& MYER

2

WE HAVE FOR SALE
A

,We

few small ranches, ranging from

ditch and under high state of
vation.
Also, desirable lots In the dUf erect addltions to the city.
well
We have several small cottages,
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

the City.

ef

:

Heating Company.
Auto. Phone 971
West Railroad Ave., Albuquerqu"

Colo. Phone, R 284.

imp

4i

Baldridge s is the Place

'Phone, Black 144

B. RÜPPE

h

In

Standard Plumbing and

three to ten acres each; ail under
culti-

Colorado

carry the Finest Line

Garden Hoae

Í

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
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-

DRUGGIST
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Railroad

W

I. fi. BrXLORlDGE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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LOW PRICES ON HARNESS, SADDLES AND

cook with ifcis.

- Go5 not only saves

408 West Railroad Avenue
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UNITID MUSICAL CO., e T4, UaOUMt. M.

Sold In Albuqueroue by toe
O'Rielly Company.

W.

L

J- -

lost people love money?
incus wny mon pnvprc

GOODS

SADDLERY

H.

TRIMBLE & COMPANY
FEEH AND TRANSFER
..... STABLES.....

LIVERY,

CALL, AT

OFFICE AND SEE DISPLAY OF RANGES

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

I tret Olaaa Tunont at Reaaon
ble Ratea.
Old Phone a
New Phone 122.

GrOSSjKelly&GOr01181,11 Brewery
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

Satin

Vici

MELEHER

Pelta
Hales
Special t?
LAS VEGA
ALBUQUERQUV
Woo

.

The St. Elmo Simple and
Club Rooms
Clinic

Liquors Served.

A

Good Plane

to while awar the weary honra.
All tho Pcpular Games. Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nlghta.
JOSEPH BARNETT,
VV
ISO
Railroad Ave
Pronrietof

PILSENER

Ice Company s

CVLVMBACHER

BEERS

Unsurpassed for its Purity, Flavor and
Quality.
v Try it and be Convinced

Southwestern Brewery

Qi

Ice Company
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SHEEPMEN ATTENTION

W, E. Mauger, Wool Buyer
Representing Mauger & Avery, Boston, Mass.,
will be pleased to meet you at his office
with

RAABE
115-11-

North First Street

7

MAUGER.

(El

Auto. Phone 546

Colo. Phone 74

Albuquerque

HARDWARE AND RANCH SUPPLIES
SADDLERY AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
Ranges and Heating Stoves
Enameled Ware, Crockery end Kitchen Utensils
nil

ii

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools &.nd Cutlery
on the subject of LanKuages.
The audience was small, owing to the rainy
TO
weather on circus day, and the ProBISPLftY
testor's time was cut short In order to
have opportunity for presenting to the
students the matter of the University's
display In the parade. This, President
Tight attended to, In his usual enthusiastic way when University Interests
are in hand. However, Professor Ksplnosa used the time well In his rapi I
classification of the languages Into the
three great divisions usually recogBE LARGE ONE
nized by scholars; namely the
the Agglutinative and the Inflective languages. Various races using these languages were pointed out
and by means of a large map wero
located. This scholarly Whole Drove
of Giant Cats
Unique New Pueblo Dormitory geographically
talk was well applauded by the students.
Hiding in the Total Wreck
For Girls Receiving Final
George Thomas enrolled as a student last week.
Mine in Empire Mountains,

coin

I

KBIT

S

BIG PftRADE 10

Mono-sylabl-

Notes From

Coat of Plaster
the University,

i

mm

c,
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The faculty and students of the
are planning tn give that Instituí inn a splnedid showing In the bit,'
territorial fair parade which taken
place Thursday morning. If the plans'
carry through there will be at least
ten wagons in the University division
Uni-versi- ty

and every student, faculty member
and attache of the 'Varsity will take
part. The 'Varsity display promises
to be a little bit different from anything yet seen in Albuquerque.
and anyone connected with
the University Is urged to be present
without fail when the contingent l
ready to take its place in the parade
College studentB aro college students
the World over, which is sufficient an
surance that the 'Varsity will have 0114
of the noisiest, musí enthusiastic and
most spectacular exhibits In the parade.
Putting on the Dobe Planter.
th.'
The full Indian Pueblo effect of
new dormitories on the campus Is bethe
ginning to be realized now that put
tlnal coat of adobe plaster Is being is
on over the brick. The final touch
given by this plaster to the masslv.
Un!
Indian effect and shows plainlybuildthe 'Varsity is to have a set of
ings unique In the country.
The girls' building Is now completa.
Attendance Now 128.
has reached II.
The enrollment
inand will probably be somewhat
creased after the fair.
and Frlda.
Two days, Thursday
tv
have been voted for the fair, rh.
WedIs considerable sentiment for
nesday also.
Improvements progreii. cu.
The University campus Is badl
up by ditches of all
rtgjfM
heating pipes to the new'
burying electric wires, for vo.k w
The
and for water pipes.
wUl
soon be done, however, and things
be In good shape again.' VarsityMcsIiIcn Defeat
Wednesday evening about tm
Itstgame
o
st
of football ever played
by a
witnessed
was
campus
the
JW
murtonU and members of the
I n
The Krohman team, though the the
was not strictly drawn, played by .1
Varsity team and defeated them
score of 4 to 0. The spectacularby feaMl
ture was the touchdown made lengtn
va, In a beautiful run the entirehowling
of the field with the enemy
close at his heels. K. Heald, Gonzale,
and Keller made some fine plays, and
W
Galles showed close, plucky workIs f
a man so ynung. flood material
Even-studen-

t

As a dressing for sores, bruises and
burns, Chamberlain's Salve la all that
Buoyed up by the excitement and
can be desired. It is soothing and
healing in its effect. Price --'5 cents. apparently not wearied by their all
For sale by all druggists.
night watch at the mouth of a cave
in which a number of mountain lions
7.CENTS
MASON'S OlAHT JARS.
are supposed to be hiding, Dr. C. A.
PER DOZEN AT TROTTER A II.YW Schrader, E. P. Drew and H. Drach-maIf
K1XS.
of Tucson, are awaiting the coming of Ed. Pike, chief blastman of tho
NOTICE.
Total Wreck mine, who Is to "shoo"
AND the lions out with giant powder.
JOSEPH KELLER
MR.
According to C. T. Roberts, superinDAUGHTER, MISS ELSIE, HAVK
OPENED A DINING DOOM AT TDK tendent of the Total Wreck, the
country is aroused and cowboys
MINNEAPOLIS DOOMING HOUSE.
are gathering from miles around to
MEALS 25 CENTS.
n,

en-li- re

fW G--

:

...--

HUGE CONCRETE BRIDGE
BUILT OVER RED RIVER
One of Handsomest and Most Substantial Struct ores in New Mexico Completed Across Turbulent Canadian
In Colfax County at Cost of S7,uO.

It has been well nigh impossible to tial building thfe concrete bridge win
maintain an ordinary bridge at this be adopt..! in all future building by
place, and although there have bevn the county authorities.
three good substantial wooden bridged
The Taylor bridge has cost, togethplaced there, and two modern steel er with all wo rk on approaches
bridges, in the past few years, the necessary grading, about 97.000, and
travAeri over the road which cross 'i the taxpayers of the county may well
at this point, have most of the timo feel that they have gotten their mobeen compelled to ford the stream. OM ney's worth.
the west side of the stream there is a
very bad piece of ground and a bad
S A VERY SICK HOY
wash, which at high water takes out Rut Cured by (iinmbcrlaln'M
Coll;'.
the approach and if the bridge Is not
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
my
built to withstand mcha flood, the
boy was two years old he
"When
are undermined and the struct- had a very Beverc attack of bowel
ure falls. Considerable additional ex- complaint, bat by the use of Chamberpense has been Incurred In the buildlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
ing of the new concrete bridge to rein- Remedy we brought
him
out all
force the approach at this point, and a rlrfht," says Maggie Hlekox, of Midthree-foo- t
concrete wall has been plac- land, Mich. This remedy can be deed there to protect the filling used In pended upon in the most severe ease
building the approach j then rock was Event cholera Infantum Is cured by n
rlprapped, and finally the roadw .y Follow tho filaln printed directions
graded, and It Is believed even this, and it cure Is certain. Pur mmm liv ,ii

a,

par-apc- ts

,
the weakest point about the bridge, druggists.
Money, sums to suit. W. Y.
agent, 115 W. Coal.

will withstand the Moods in the future.
As to the bridge proper, It Is comThe Taylor bridge, over the Canadian or Red river, one of the most posed of four
spans, with a 10
handsome and substantial structures foot water way. making the roadway
ever built in New Mexico has just re- 22 feet above the water mark, and i
cently been completed and turned over width for the roadway of 16 V fe,-.to Colfax county. The bridge, which The length of the bridge proper is 23f
was designed and built by the Walter feet, and the approaches III feet, a
Sharp Bridge company, of Raton, ' total of 500 feet. In purchasing such
one of the largest In New
Mexlcn. a bridge the county commissioners beThe site upon which this bridge 's lieve that they have a substantial
located Is one of the most trying In bridge at practically no greater cost
the county, according to the Raton than for bridges which have not glv n
Range. Owing to the nature of the the county any use. It is believed that
currents, and the condition of the soil. in this age of progress and substan

MASON'S QUART JARS. 7.- CENTS
PER DOZEN AT TROTTER & HAW
KINS.
(f
-

Railroad Center of

JSfeiv

Mexico

h

The

Tie ten CToton

and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues, right in the business
the owners 'of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
center of the new city and directly upon the Santa Fc, Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading its extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
4
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It is the
largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water 3 good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy. One third of purclub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
remain
note
on
may
and
mortgage
for
one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum, Title perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
lots,
For further particulars and prices of lots call in person or write to
Come early if you wish to secure the choice
.
.áfülMUStXV
Are

70-fo- ot

'.-

h--

up-tod-

two-thir-

i

ate

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
--

LI JOHfi BECKETt.

fu

Trcsident

e,

THE MIIiLETT KTt'DIO. OVER
M'INTOSH HARDWARE CO., 215 W
RAILROAD AVE.
tf
BUT TOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
AND STATIONERY AT THE I'. I
HOUSTON co. A FINE NEW STOCK
TO SELECT I'UOM.

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE N M IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

-

rin
atendance at the University! Assembly was unusually small.
s,
Professor Ksplnosa. under QltllCUl-tieat tbe University meeting on Friday gave an able and Interesting talk

I

200-pou-

the lions in the Satit.i Ritas, of
which the Empire mountains are a
spur, had been corraled in the cave.
Developments afe expected today.
It is believed that the lions will ome
rushing out when the dynamite is exploded and the hunters will then endeavor to pick them off.
Meanwhile the entire country in
that vicinity is wild with excitement
and every hunter has taken his gun
and started' for the cavo to get a shot
at the Hons when they finally make
their appearance.
all

TO EELEITwl

Uhe Future

r2fnK

Krldav was circus day, but because
there was not a very large
of the

O

take part In the hunt when the lions
are driven from the cave.
The Tucson Citizen tells as follows
of the discovery: The discovery was
nade early yesterday morning by Dr.
Schrader and Mr. Drew. They were
climbing over the. rough Empire
mountains searching for game, when
Mr. Drew who
entitled to a front
class, struck a
seat In tho
puncture and was compelled to lay up
for repairs. While the mining man
was recovering his wind and his equilibriums noise was heard above them
and looking up they saw a fine specimen of a mountain lion disappearing
Into a cave.
Hastily scrambling up the rocks,
Dr. Schrader peered Into tho cave,
fierce growls caused him to start
back,
for tho growl of a mountain
Hon Is said to be blood curdling, especially to an amateur hunter.
Lumbering painfully along behind,
Mr. Drew finally reached the cave and
was Informed of tile discovery.
Ho
also took a look Into the cave and
again the ominous growls were heard.
Mr. Drew did not soring back, how-ove- r,
for he Is a veteran in hunting.
He Immediately came to tho conclusion that there must be several lions
In the cave.
While one of tho hunters remained
mi guard the other went back to the
lrn..l..l vtl.Tt.n.
ui' mil.miles- anaji
ii'iai ir.,..,i, iiiiui
and gave news of the discovery. It
caused a sensation and a cowboy who
was at the camp of Mr. Roberts, rode
like Paul Hcvere oí the revolutionary
days to inform the cowpunchers that

--

WM. M. BEHCET.

Secretary
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The
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'Dining

WE WANT EVERYBODY
Who vli.Un ALiBLQUERQUB .luring FAIR e"k. hirh begins
September 17 t.. v If IT Ul'lt TOKK. located at II K eeonl
tu.. reH..n.
lea
street THK ARCH FRON- T- for
SecIt in the m.M attractive atore of IU kind lit th. HouthweM.
wltn
iu
unsurpassed
tiiallt.
stock
a
II
flntl
there
ond. visit.tr
watchword rol RTKSY plainly visible In EVKRY depa rt
' the
ment. Do not forget this. We don't ark you to purchase, but
We DO want to become acquainted.

n.

The Hickox Maynard Co.
Before Jiuyinrf.
See. Hear and
Examine Our

Meata..

PIANOS

We Mil the Cectllan 1'lano.

A

l

'W

Learn&rd
Established

1900.

ft

lulu can play it.

Lindcmann

O

t

is by

all odds Ure

most

conspi:uoiws

NEWS NOTES AND

.1
Mallory. of St. John. Arizona,
a guest at the Sturges
J T McLaughlin I. ft yeeterdaj toi
Balita He on a business trip.
J. W. Taylor. ..f Las Craces, was a
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
John Ftnlajfson, "f KlaRstaff. was a
ytattor in Albuquerque yesterday.
Katltsn Hnrth. of Q rants, Saw Mexico, la In UM city to remain during lin-

Railroad Avenue

aif left yesterday for
and Teauque where he will
Santa
remain ..ver Sunday.
Mix C. Mansfield, of Shelby. Iowa,
Is in the city visiting her sisters, M-- -.
I!ig. !..w and Mrs. Snlvely.
Martin Lohntan, Of Las Cruces, wh.i
was a visitor ill Albuqu. rque yesterday, left f..r his hoin.' last night
M
It Thompson. ..f Santa Fc. wjs
returning
in Albuqaarque yesterday,
home from a business trip to Alamo-gordm. n

P

Ft-

Mrs.

V.

for Santa
for

left

ytstei.lix

It. MotailtnS
when- she will be
r,
her daughter. Mrs. Stewart,

l

of
few duys.

a
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CORNERS
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New firm

BKfrT ULARKVIIildE LUMP
PER TON

.$.

t-

HIOCK

AMF.KHAN

HFÍ4T

PFR TON

But Old

n.r

.

.

the Electrical Business

in

HOUSES WIRF.D.
FIXTC R 138 INST
HMi

for

LOAD OF MILL WOOD
S2.2." ami $2.75

FIRST-CUA8-

I. LED.

V

B

BjajejBsWal

WORKMANSHIP.

WILL NOT CRACK, RUST OR CRYSTALLIZE

MATKR1AI.S.

B KST
t

Reliance Electric and

JOHN S. BEAVEN
JVT

DR. B.

Construction

FIRST STItliMT

502 SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

Co.
27.

AuU

West Gold.

208Í4

rplumbers

WILLI AMLS

DENTIST

in the city, and Will return
K B. Rotnaro has rem, , veil his r. w
tonffice from the N. T. Armljo building, to her home ut. on the Mimbres by
She was accompanied
to room '.' of the Armlj" block, over morrow.
Miss Rains Stovall, who is visitins
the llfeld dry goods store.
for a
her father. Dr. Stovall
Alfred A. Cohn, editor of the .Mine,
a
Mrs. Thompson made a busl-nesat Blsbee, Arlsona. was a visitor in
in
was
she
while
El
Paso
to
trip
Mr Cohn
Albuquerque yesterday
thf city.
on his way to Kansas City.
Mr. and Mrs, A. W. poHard have
Mrs Solomon I, una arrived yesterfrom several weeks' visit gS
returned
day from Los Lunas ti remain unlll their old home in Wis. onsin. and reafter the fair. She was accompanlVTA) port having had a very pleasant time
by Miss Nina Otero, of Santa Fc.
while absent.
has been her guest for several day.
Dr. S. W. Swope h is returned. l rom
Visit lo .M w
trie.ios
two Weeks
Hon. C. T. Brown, of Socorro, who
has been In the Coldflcld district, in ,ind bruiight ha.k with him two young
quite
.,n
attracting
are
minina alligators Which
Nevada for several days
baalness arrived In Albuquerque from a ileal of attention at his residence.
Mr and Mrs. Richard Hudson have
the west lasi night He will g. to So
returned from a visit to Silver City.
..no tonight.
Graves, of Sliver City,
Mrs. Addle
Ne ws was received In Allniquerqii
m.L-.-.
licinini?
her home for U few
..in
on
In
Mexico
yesterday of the death
V...lneiÍ:iv i.f .lose ltl.l- - 1,111 eTO. f
here
Quite I refreshing rain fellCOBSld'
some years proailni nl In the political
thinss off
affairs' of the precinct of Ranchos di vestcrilav cooling
erablv. and It was needctl by many of
Atrlsei.. thi county
the ran. hers in this vtclnltV.
til
0
Frain
of
San
II Plagemann.
J. M. ClOUgh, of San Marcial, was
Sea.
While
th"
agent
for
general
tinitv today and will remain for
in
Champagne in the west. Is in the clt a few davs. whe'n he will go east.
to
M
UM
and
fair
during
to remain
M. U Shern. of Albuqueroue, wag a
the big S .MOO race go, for which the Demlng vlsltoi today.
White Seal people offer the purse.
J. W Pennyweil was down yesterPresident Solomon I, una, of tic day en route east.
John It. Gass was here today from
Fair association, yesterday engag'l
Albuquerque and will remain for sevrooms for sixteen sheep growers
I:. .swell and Chaves county, who av eral days on business.
C. X. Cherrii and wife are visiim
coming here Monday as delegates pto
ftiends in the city and will remain
the convention of New Mexico she-while.
Thee are from Tucson.
and wool growers
D. H. Kedtie, editor Of the Liberal
VCStar
mi
LI
ndeina
and
l.earnard
Ltordisburgi was bora today and will
day placed In their store on Weal Hold ..i
for a day or two on business.
..venue a carload of Scharr Brothers remain
Sim llolsteiii was here b day from
pianos, and another car of assorted
the ranch and Will remain for u day
manufacture is now in tht way to Aor
two on business.
(Of
Is
preparing
lbuquerque The ftrm
s bin business tlu.- coming fall an
Dlvlms Dollar Orasary Bargains

pr
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JOINTS

.

Demlng. N. M.. Sept. 14. The
beniing city council met and passed
several important resolutions, among
which was an order instructing the
city marshal to proceed to work prls-nl.- r
nn he streets, and this work
will commence at once, the object being to clean UP the town and cut the
bushes and weeds in the streets. i
Coons
Mr. and Mrs. William
mined last niuht from their hone
weie
moon trip to Cloudcroft. and
met by a large bunch of tríenos woo
wer glatl to welcome them back to
their future home.
Mi-- Lillian Unoauer naa reiumeu
to New York, where she will attend
school for the next year. Mie was accompanied as far as El 1'aso by her
father and brother, Herman.
has returned
Mrs J, B. Hogdoo
from a visit up at the Thompson
ranch.
Mr. and Mrs. J, C. Wren spent tht
.In vMrterrtav out at their mountain
home plcniclng.
now
Fi .ink Mi Ma; on and family
reside in one of the new Tracv resivery
liences on Gold avenue, and arc
comfoi lablv located.
rt
Mrs. W. I.. Thompson is spending

is

s

rElTs:

OF DEMING

PERSONALS

W

, .

.

AVENUE

RÜLR0I0

3

iuJ

308-31- 0

LOCAL HEMS OF INTEREST

321-32-

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE

ALBERT FABER.

Music Dealers

V. GOLD AVia

141

fPLui

n
ulece of furniture In your dining room; hence, it should comMfts
of
II
feeHng
satisfaction
a
experience
artistic wrth the useful. You
when you act as hostesa af your table is a good one. He it Modei i
or Colonial In quarter!, goiden or weathered oak we are, confident you'll find our pri ses for quality" furniture nearly as cheap as
There are different
you'll pay elsewhere fort the tommonplace.
grsdes at different pricies, Hut each Is as good furniture as can be
built in its respective line.

.

HARDWARE CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

Table

--

New

1906.

BACON

.,is

& B ASHINSKY

321-32-

HARDWARE COMPANY
RAILROAD

3

TINNERS

AVENUE

HEAL EKI'ATF. AND
LOANS

.

I

,1

BOUGHT,

TICKETS

R.R
iiioeittioi

EXCHANGED
llligbort rices Paid
for Ticket.

Oflci.

ROSENFIELD'S,

Looking Clean, and Neat

Railroad Ave

ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
OF SOFT DRINKS
Coolest Place In

the

Works,

109-11-

inter.

are on Page

Year, which occur
do Thursday of this week, will be du
..oservt tl b the BMsaban 01 I ongreg lie
Hpecinl services will
Hon Albert
Ml
held em Wednesday night ami will
Thutsdav all Jewish merchants
lose their places of business for tho
entire day.
secretary of th
tenuis A M. Ra.
committee of arrangemenu for Ihi
wool growers' convention arrivetl ill
Mbuqut rque cslcrilay from Magdal
na ami will take active .barge of the.
details preliminary lo the opening
Mr kfcRaa will .11
the convention
have charge of the office work In con-

T'.f Jewish

New

Chi-.ag-

t

Home dressed Reef.
Home dresaed Veal.
Home dressed Bhcep.
Hocne dressed Goats.
Horn1 dressed Mogs.
Home dressed t hicken.
Hoene-mad- e
llama ami Bacoa,
Home-mad- e
iJtni.
Hoanomade Mlacc Meat.
l
i
n il the irnth.
is
Ml one
111. AM HARD M FAT A M PPL1 Of).
Hi; OWL CLUB WILL t.ltl
NM l.
IIRNT (iRAND
THK1H
I,MIM HALL NEXT
RXI.I. IN
HEPTEMBE1I
MNDX EVENING.
17
GOOD TIME ASSURED, admission tl.OO. RKFRESHMF.VI H
i'
FREE.
If you need a canienter. 'eleplionc
Id sst Men. Auto. Phone Bat.
No Time to

'

.

Cuaner, M. D. D. O.
Specialty Osteopathy.

O. H.

ftm:

to lose
continue
Yet merchants
time by the use of obsolete methods
keening at founts. Dsste lraf
of
Methods are modernt special ruled
books ami blanks are down to date.
We furnish either.
H. S. Lithgou & Co.
Journal building.
Bookbinders,
Mllllawrj Opntfug.
Da nal fall t chM bhi sec the mnt
n t in huts, tllre. t
beautiful lint- t.f
fraai nasi am titles, Mmiday. Hepteni-he- r
frum 9 a. m to in pi in. Music afternoon ami aftfllnc.
O'BRIBM sisTKlts.
311' West Itallroad A.ve.

I,

FEE'S
W

HOME-MAR-

E

CANDY

AT

ALTON'S DRUG STORE.

DIAMONDS
Our prioaa ara RIGHT.
lavsatrmnt.
ara a
lamina the beautiful diamond geoda wa ara
offartná SSa wílchaa. J.welry. Sllv.rware. ate. Mall order, raoalva
prompt attention.

Jr? mrltoTou

Harht

CIPDITT
tVCK

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avenue

V

.

I

I

BMF-liONS-

Gasoline Stoves

!

TCF, COLD!
ICE COLD!
ICE COLD!
KT. COLD!
ICE (OLD!
ICE GOLD!
ÍH ARANTEED HIPF,
GUARANTEED HIPF
G I? ARANTEED RIPE

$.r.n

l awn and Garden Tools

WE HAVE THE LARGEST REFRIGERATOR CAPACITY
IN THE CITY.

toll.

$11.00

i

WOOD
Big Load

M--

i

r

Albuquerque
"A

Phonos: 416

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick M jwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

Cash

Grocery Company

South First Street

113-115-1-

W.H.IÍahn&CO

HOMER H. WARD, Mgr.
.".IB Wi Marble Atc.
Phones:

Black 980

Colo. Blk 97t. Auto.

Russia is Inking drastic measures lo
cure her trouble tnec days. We wHI
correct all) trouble jon may have with
your plumbing. The next time you
noalracl for work In this line figure
with us. We wHI give you the t
results.
In-s-

2

LHL

S

I

Alir'-

I

I M(
Ainli-cH-

O. W. STRONG'S SONS
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

& (o.
Rankin
mi
ITAT

FOU

w&b

Gold Crowns
Gold llllliurs. iinivnrds from

$0 00
. . .

B.

R COPP, D.

A. E. WALKER
FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Bnildlac Association
217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Automatic 1hone 711.
II

.$1.50

60c
Pi Inlewi Eitrnt-tloi- i
Guaranteed
Absolutely
All Work

Autamatle. mona 461
ROOM It. N. T. ARM1JO BUILIMNO

D. S

Room ia, N. T. ArmUo Ralldlcg

111

lU

J. C DELL

Livery, Feed and Sale

..STABLES..

'
Boardl na Hprsea a SnecUlty.
Silvas
ennrAJbaanerfflna.
I4 W.

!

Mi an Nertli Sao ,nd Straat

WMta and Slack Haaraa

Íaáaaaaaea4a4a4a4a

eft

RAftBE & MAÜGER

aaaaaw4iea4a4aaaa4aB

ILUMBER.Í
Cement
Sash, Doors. GIslss.

and

117 NOR I
AUTOMATIC PHONE 54b
115

MONUMENTS

r 1KM S 1 KLL

I

COLOR. ADO PHONE 74

Hotel Tableware, Restaurant Supplies
Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enariiel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,
Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

fUNTEOTE ROO FIMO.

"Butcher - Kni-Ve-

s

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
Z

TEETH

Tht Trómot Vlumbir

122 W. SiltJtr A.'tít.

Firat Streei

OF

I

LOANS

J. L. 3etl Co.

SET

$8

-

Sundays
II it

iNsuRANos

1

FULL

A

itOOMra'a Meat Market,
211 Went Gold A van in.

REAL

AMD RKX

North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

.

,

401-40- 3

SS

Allnmuerquf

I

and-Mrs-

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

AND VERY CHOICE AT THAT

COKE
Mill

White Mountain Freezers

WATEIWIKI PN8I
W ATFRMKLONS!

American Block, pet ton..

4.

First street and the fair grounds.
During the rest of the tlav the cars
'will run Over the Rarelas and Second street lines as usual.
Respectfully.
ALBUQUERQUE TRACTION CO.

nection with th'- fair race meeting
Oeorge H 0t. an employe of the
In
Ralllnior and - Ohio railroad. .laughl
I
anil Mis- LolUa Hauls,
of Mrs H. V. Harris, of this city, war
married Friday evenlna ai the horn
.,f the bride's mother. 523 North So
nd street. In the presence of a few
Innmate friends They will make their
heme In Chicago
tuH K Finney, the veteran piano
gar is In the city on his return trv
d - located while In AlbuquernM'J
Mr Hit
.al 1'4 North See, .ml streel
nev has "mads" this territory W littW
"ii the
nasi : Mai- - coming herecity
period.,
ud has paid this
train
He does very
cal visits ever since.
agtisfactory work.
Mr. ami Mrs. Frank H Strong
home yesterds) from a visit lo
Mr and Mis H E Fox. Mrs. Strong
Mi
parents. In Spokane. Washington Bt-Uh
.
tour of
Strong made
Columbia and visited all of th
more prominent cities along th. Pat
!
ge coast from Vancom
geles.
i
.
r
known New Mex
and
ico business men have organized
nen the torrante fount
will soon
Savings bank at WllUrd. N H.M Anion;
Jone.
the Incorporators are HCar! A Dall.-s.
of Santa Rosa.
banker
Releí
.
of
i
Heckes
Inhii
. .
'..
til
. i
a lililí. Ml
.limit
"i.n.ti ,.f F.stanicounty. E v.
Mrnillhrray, of Torrance
.rl. ... mócele. with wtht'n
IJ Vies, I'M 1117.
John Recker Mercantile company
be cashier.
-

Column

NHitt- lo the Public.
owing to Uta heavy crowds which
it will be necessary for the Traction
company to handle during the fair
weak, and for the convenience of fair
patrons and the greatest number of
people, it bas been decided that from
o'clock In Ihe afternoon to 5:30
lock, cars will be run onlv between
the '.niier of Railroad avenue and

.

-.

4.

27(1.

Clt

COAL

1

Alaska Refrigerators

W. Silver Uve

1

Aiitunintic Pilone

!

Be

Fressei-s-

HOME-GROW- N

CP.Schtitt, S. Second

m

iinii

.

French Dry and Steam Cleaning n
ijacond
Hand Clothing
Sppclaltv.
Plums, Fancy
Bought and Bold.
Work and Laces Dyed any color.

Candies

Home-mad- e

Whitney

Tractlfal

b.V

Brown's Cleaning & Pressing

TrBSetioti Snutstad.
118 W.

Gold Am

KEEP YOUR CLOTHES
i'liiier

AND

SOLD

.

Man-dell'- s,

between First and Second sts.
Automatic Phone 208

-

w

208

Auto, I'liono 578.
Office on Railroad avenue, over

Mevrquatte Avenue,

Albuquerqtw, New

feaefest

Meico

- Sattts - CI eaxJers - Steels

SHELF HARDWARE

SADDLERY

A(iKNTSI)IAMONI) KDOK TOOLS AND CUTLERY

(

